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Abstract
This thesis addresses the design and characterization of a pulse Doppler radar designed
to detect targets at short range (R ≤ 7 m). To minimize the shortest detectable range, a
subnanosecond transmitted pulsewidth is desired. UWB design techniques were combined
with a pulse Doppler radar architecture to demonstrate a full radar, including the transmitter,
receiver, simulated channel, and post processor.
The transmitted pulse train has a 2.5 GHz carrier frequency, a 730 ps pulsewidth, and
a 1 GHz 10 dB-bandwidth. The PRF of the radar is 20 MHz, which allows unambiguous
range and Doppler detection with a single PRF. The peak transmitted power is 1.2 W. The
characteristics of the transmitted waveform provide fine range accuracy (δR = ±0.03 m),
facilitate a short minimum range, and allow for an efficient transmitter design. The receiver
was designed to complement the transmitter; it has a homodyne architecture and is pulsed
to isolate a specific detectable range.
A closed-loop channel model was designed to simulate the range delay, Doppler shift,
and channel attenuation of a moving target; the model is connected to the transmitter
and receiver with coaxial cable, facilitating bench-top characterization of the radar and
eliminating some effects of wireless transmission, such as multipath. Extensive closed-loop
radar testing was performed, and the following radar characteristics were determined: (1)
The minimum detectable SNR, assuming a 36.5µs integration time, is 0 dB. (2) Assuming a
transmitter-to-receiver isolation of 80 dB,the minimum range of the radar is Rmin = 1.3 m+Rlk,
where Rlk is the apparent leakage range between the transmitter and receiver. Depending
on the antenna system design, the radar can detect targets from 1.5 m . R ≤ 7 m, meeting
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the original goal of this work. These results support the supposition that a UWB pulse
Doppler radar architecture can be employed for short-range, moving target detection.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis presents a pulse Doppler radar that utilizes ultra-wideband (UWB) techniques
to facilitate short-range target detection. To better present the requirements that drive the
design, we begin with an overview of radar.
1.1 Radar Systems
Radar, which was originally an acronym for RAdio Detection And Ranging, has a rich
history dating back to Heinrich Hertz’s classical experiments in the 1880’s [2]. Today, radar
systems exist for a variety of applications from weather observation to guidance systems
and law enforcement. In its simplest form, a radar system consists of three subsystems: a
transmitter, a receiver, and an antenna system, as illustrated in Figure 1.11 . The transmitter
generates an electrical signal that is radiated by the antenna system. If the signal is incident
on a target, such as an airplane, rain, or a bird, it will be partially reflected back to the
radar system and incident on the antenna system. The received signal will be routed by
the antenna system to the receiver. The receiver processes the signal to determine the
presence of a target, as well as target characteristics, such as range and velocity. A variety
1 The nomenclature TX and RX will be used in this thesis for the transmitter and receiver subsystems,
respectively.
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Figure 1.1: Radar Subsystem Diagram. A radar system consists of three subsystems: a
transmitter, a receiver, and an antenna system. The radar system is used to detect the
presence of a target, as well as characteristics of the target.
of design choices exist for each subsystem, and the primary subsystem characteristics are
summarized in the following sections.
1.1.1 Transmitter
The transmitter’s purpose is to generate an electrical signal that in transmitted by the
antenna system, reflected from a target, and received by the antenna system. It can then be
processed by the receiver to determine target characteristics, such as range and velocity.
As such, the transmitter specifications focus on the desired transmitted waveform, and
the transmitter hardware is designed to generate the specified waveform. Waveform
characteristics and transmitter technologies are presented in the following sections.
Transmitted Waveform : Frequency Domain
Radar systems operate over a wide range of frequencies in the microwave regime, often
considered to be between 300 MHz and 300 GHz [3]. In the past, most operational systems
were designed in the 100 MHz to 36 GHz range; however, systems exist that operate at
frequencies as low as a few megahertz and up to the millimeter-wave regime, where
2
Table 1.1: IEEE Standard RF Letter-Band Nomenclature. (Adapted from [2])
Band Designation Nominal Frequency Range
HF 3–30 MHz
VHF 30–300 MHz
UHF 300–1000 MHz
L 1–2 GHz
S 2–4 GHz
C 4–8 GHz
X 8–12 GHz
Ku 12–18 GHz
K 18–27 GHz
Ka 27–40 GHz
V 40–75 GHz
W 75–110 GHz
mm 110-300 GHz
wavelengths are on the order of a millimeter [2]. Impulse, or carrier-free, radars operate
down to frequencies on the order of 1 MHz [4] and light detection and ranging (LIDAR)
systems operate in the optical regime [5].
The microwave spectrum is subdivided into bands, as noted in Table 1.1. Transmission in
the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum is regulated by government bodies, such as the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) in the United States. A radio license is required
to operate a microwave system in most of the EM spectrum; notable exceptions are the
industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) bands, which are 902–928 MHz, 2.400–2.484 GHz,
and 5.725–5.850 GHz in the United States, and the UWB band, which is 3.1-10.6 GHz in the
United States [3]. While a licence is not required, it is important to note that explicit rules
exist for transmission in the ISM and UWB bands, especially related to the allowed power
densities.
Microwave signals can be characterized by their carrier, or center, frequency and
bandwidth. The carrier frequency is often defined as the frequency in the middle of
the transmission band. For example, the carrier frequency could be 1.5 GHz for a radar
operating in the 1–2 GHz L-band. The bandwidth describes the range of frequencies covered
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by the microwave signal and can be defined in a variety of ways:
• 3-dB Bandwidth. The 3-dB bandwidth of a bandpass signal is defined by the half-power
points of the signal spectrum. If fh is the upper half-power corner frequency and fl is
the lower half-power corner frequency of the spectrum, then the 3-dB bandwidth
is β3dB = fh − fl, as illustrated in Figure 1.2a. In this thesis, the 3-dB bandwidth of
a low-pass signal will be given based on the double-sided signal spectrum or the
full-width half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth. In other words, if the half-power
corner frequency is fl, then β3dB = 2 fl, as illustrated in Figure 1.2b.
• 10-dB Bandwidth. The 10-dB bandwidth is defined like the 3-dB bandwidth, except
the corner frequencies are taken at the -10 dB points of the normalized signal power
spectrum.
• Fractional Bandwidth. The fractional bandwidth of a bandpass signal is defined as
( fh − fl)/ fc, where fc is the center frequency of the signal and is defined as ( fh + fl)/2.
The corner frequencies can be selected as desired. In this thesis, the 3-dB and 10-dB
fractional bandwidths will be used, where the corner frequencies are selected as the
-3 dB and -10 dB points, respectively.
• Bandwidth Ratio. The bandwidth of a bandpass signal can be defined as the ratio of
the upper to lower corner frequency, or fh/ fl : 1. A bandwidth ratio of 2:1 corresponds
to an octave; a bandwidth of 10:1 corresponds to a decade.
• Effective Bandwidth. The effective bandwidth, or the root mean square (rms) bandwidth,
is defined as
β2e f f =
∫ ∞
−∞(2pi f )
2|S( f )|2d f∫ ∞
−∞ |S( f )|2d f
(1.1)
where βe f f is the effective bandwidth, f is frequency, and S( f ) is the double-sided,
baseband signal spectrum [6]. It is used when calculating radar accuracies, as in
Section 2.1.1.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.2: Bandwidth Definitions. The 3-dB bandwidth of a bandpass and low-pass signal
are illustrated in (a) and (b), respectively.
Transmitted signals are classified as narrowband, wideband, or UWB based the signal
bandwidth. A narrowband signal has up to 1% 10-dB fractional bandwidth; a wideband
signal has between 1% and 20% 10-dB fractional bandwidth [7]; and a UWB signal has
greater than 20% fraction bandwidth [8]. Most conventional radar systems are narrowband
[9].
5
Figure 1.3: Pulsed Signal. A pulsed signal is defined by its carrier frequency, PRF, and duty
cycle, where the PRF equals 1/T and the duty cycle equals τ/T.
Transmitted Waveform : T ime Domain
It is also important to consider the time-domain characteristics of the transmitted radar
signal. The radar signal can be a continuous-wave (CW) waveform or a pulsed waveform.
A CW transmitter broadcasts a continuous radio frequency or radar frequency (RF) signal,
while a pulsed transmitter broadcasts a train of RF pulses with a system-specific carrier
frequency, pulse repetition frequency (PRF), and duty cycle. The PRF is the frequency at
which the RF pulses are transmitted and is equal to 1/T, where T is the time between
transmitted pulses, as shown in Figure 1.3. The duty cycle is defined as the ratio τ:T, where
τ is the transmitted pulsewidth.
CW radar systems are generally simpler than pulsed radars in terms of hardware and
signal control since they are always on. However, the design of CW radars is complicated
due to significant disparity between the transmitted and received power levels; the power
ratio can be can be on the order of PTX : PRX = 109, making detection difficult. In a pulsed
system, the transmitter and receiver are never on simultaneously, making it easier to detect
a target return at the expense of increased hardware and signal complexity.
A pulsed radar signal can be incoherent or coherent. To be coherent there must be a
6
deterministic phase relationship for the carrier from pulse to pulse. This can be accomplished
by switching a CW carrier on and off.
Transmitted Waveform : Power
The transmitted power level is application dependant. The required power level will
depend on a variety of criteria including: the selected duty cycle, the range to the target,
the radar cross section (RCS) of the target, the antenna system, the receiver characteristics,
and the transmission environment. The relationship between the transmitted power level
and these criteria will be discussed in Section 1.2 in the context of the radar range equation.
Transmitted Waveform : Modulation
Both CW and pulsed transmitters can include waveform modulation, which can be phase
modulation, frequency modulation, amplitude modulation, or a combination of modulation
types. For pulsed systems, the modulation can be applied within each pulse over the time
period τ, so the modulation varies throughout the pulse. Alternately, the modulation can
be constant over each individual pulse; in this case, the modulation is often referred to as
pulse tagging. Waveform modulation will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2 as it
relates to the radar described in this work.
Transmitter Technologies
Transmitter architectures can be divided into two categories: power oscillator transmitters
and power amplifier transmitters [10]. Power oscillator transmitters typically employ a
magnetron, or similar device, to generate the transmitted signal directly. A power amplifier
transmitter generates the RF signal at low power using an oscillator and amplifies the
signal with a power amplifier or a set of power amplifiers. Power amplifier transmitters
can be constructed using vacuum tubes or solid-state devices.
7
Power amplifier transmitters exhibit advantages over power oscillator transmitters
in terms of stability, since a lower-power LO combined with a power amplifier (PA) can
be designed with better stability than a high power oscillator. As such, power amplifier
transmitters are better suited for coherent radar systems [11]. A power amplifier transmitter
will be used in this thesis work.
The component technology also impacts the capabilities of the transmitter. Tube-based
devices are often used for high power applications, as they can produce 1 kW to 1 MW
average power. Solid-state devices, such as transistors, are typically used for lower power
applications. Single transistors can achieve up to few hundred watts at S-band, and
transistor amplifier arrays have been demonstrated at kilowatt power levels. Solid state
devices are of particular interest in radar transmitters because the devices have a long mean
time between failure, leading to higher system reliability. In addition, solid-state design
lends itself to modular construction, simplifying the initial system design and allowing
for easy system maintenance. Finally, solid state devices operate at lower voltages than
tube-based devices and have low noise and good stability [10]. This thesis work focuses on
a low-power design (PTXp ' 1 W), so solid-state devices will be used.
Two examples of simple power amplifier transmitter architectures are illustrated in
Figure 1.4. Part (a) illustrates a homodyne architecture where a baseband signal modulates
the RF LO signal through a mixing stage. The prefix “homo-” indicates that a single
upconversion stage is utilized. Part (b) illustrates a heterodyne architecture where the
baseband signal undergoes two stages of upconversion, with two different LOs, resulting
in an RF carrier equal to the sum of the LO frequencies. The prefix “hetero-” indicates that
two or more upconversion stages are utilized.
1.1.2 Antenna System
There is a great deal of variety in antenna system design, and the antenna system specifica-
tions depend on the application. Here we will focus on following variables: the antenna
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Figure 1.4: Power Amplifier Transmitter. A homodyne transmitter is shown in (a), and a
heterodyne transmitter is shown in (b).
pattern, the number of antennas, and the antenna locations.
Antennas can be directional or omnidirectional. Directional antennas radiate energy
more effectively in some directions than in others [12]; examples include horn antennas,
tapered slot antennas, spiral antennas, and Yagi-Uda antennas. Omnidirectional antennas
radiate energy uniformly in one plane and are directional in perpendicular planes [12];
the doughnut-shaped pattern of a dipole antenna is an excellent example. Directional and
omnidirectional antennas are often specified relative to isotropic antennas. An isotropic
antenna is a hypothetical antenna which radiates equally in all directions [12].
Radar antenna systems can consist of a single TX/RX antenna, a pair of antennas for
transmission and reception, or an array of antennas. A single TX/RX antenna can be used
for pulsed systems, but is normally avoided in CW configurations [13]; a single antenna
system is illustrated in Figure 1.5a. When a single antenna is employed, a circulator is
9
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Figure 1.5: Antenna Systems. Antenna systems can include one or two antennas or an array
of antennas. A single antenna system design is illustrated in (a); a two-antenna system is
illustrated in (b).
used to connect the transmitter, antenna system, and receiver. Assuming an ideal circulator,
the transmitted signal passes from port 1 to 2 of the circulator, but not port 3; as such, the
transmitted signal does not reach the receiver. If a target is present, the reflected signal is
received by the antenna system and passed from port 2 to 3 of the circulator, but not port 1;
as such, the received signal is passed to the receiver but not the transmitter. Realistically,
there will be finite isolation between the circulator ports, leading to finite isolation between
the transmitter and receiver. The ratio of the transmitted to received power is normally
several orders of magnitude, so it is vital that the circulator provide sufficient isolation
between ports 1 and 3 to allow the receiver to detect the received signal without being
jammed by the transmitted signal that leaks through the circulator.
If separate transmit and receive antennas are used, the circulator of Figure 1.5a can be
eliminated in favor of the setup in Figure 1.5b. In this case two antennas are used, and the
intrinsic isolation between the antennas is leveraged to minimize the leakage from the
transmitter to the receiver through the antenna system [13].
Finally, the antenna system can be comprised of an array of antennas. The transmitter
and receiver can share an antenna array or use separate arrays. Antenna arrays are often
used to achieve high directivity and are used extensively in radio astronomy and synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) applications [14].
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If separate transmit and receive antennas are used, the antenna system can use either
a monostatic or bistatic setup. In a monostatic setup, the transmit and receive antennas
are close together. For first order approximations, monostatic antennas are assumed to be
colocated. In a bistatic setup, the transmit and receive antennas are far apart, allowing
for increased isolation between the transmitter and receiver through the antenna system.
However, the separation distance must be accounted for when processing received target
returns to ensure correct calculation of range or other target characteristics.
1.1.3 Receiver
The radar receiver must amplify, filter, and downconvert the received target echo in such a
way that the resulting intermediate frequency (IF) or baseband signal can be processed
to discriminate between the desired echo and any interferers, including noise, clutter, etc.
[15]. The functionality of the receiver is accomplished by two receiver subsections, the RF
front-end and the IF block, as shown in Figure 1.6. The RF front-end is comprised of an
low noise amplifier (LNA), a bandpass filter, and a downconverter. As the first stage in the
receiver, the LNA should exhibit high gain and a low noise figure to maintain a low noise
figure for the overall receiver. The bandpass filter sets the RF bandwidth of the receiver
and limits the receiver noise. The downconverter converts the received signal frequency
to the IF band by mixing the received signal with the LO. In a coherent radar system, the
receiver’s LO is synchronized with the transmitter’s LO; coherent systems are common in
modern radar systems. In a heterodyne architecture, the downconverted signal is centered
around the first LO frequency; in a homodyne architecture, the downconverted signal is
centered at DC. Upon downconversion to the IF band, the signal is filtered and amplified.
The IF filter sets the final noise bandwidth of the receiver. The output of the receiver is
then digitized, and digital signal processing is applied.
The signal processing can be facilitated by including I/Q channels. I/Q channels can
be set up in multiple ways. The downconverter can be replaced by an I/Q demodulator,
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Figure 1.6: Basic Receiver Architecture. A basic receiver consists of two subsections–the RF
front-end and the IF block.
resulting in I and Q IF channels. Alternatively, in a heterodyne setup, an I/Q demodulator
can be added at the output of the IF block, and the baseband I and Q channels can be
digitized separately. Finally, it is possible to perform the I/Q demodulation after the digitizer,
as discussed in [15].
In addition to the stated components, the RF front-end or IF block can include a variable
gain or attenuation stage or a limiter [15]. A variable gain or attenuation stage can be used
to improve the sensitivity or dynamic range of the receiver. One example of a variable
attenuation stage is a range gate, which will be presented in Section 3.2. A limiter can be
used to protect the receiver from large amplitude signals and to improve the dynamic
range of the receiver.
1.2 Radar Range Equation
The radar channel includes the environment surrounding the radar, including the target
and any interfering reflectors. The radar channel impacts the transmitter and receiver
requirements and can be represented by the radar equation:
PRXin =
PTXGA,TXGA,RXλ2σ
(4pi)3R4
(1.2)
where PRXin is the power at the input of the receiver, PTX is the power at the output the
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transmitter, GA,TX is the transmit antenna gain, GA,RX is the receive antenna gain, λ is the
wavelength of the carrier frequency, σ is the RCS of the target, and R is the range to the
target [16]. The radar equation is often modified to suit a particular application, but the
form will be similar to Eqn. (1.2) [17].
Additional channel loss mechanisms, such as atmospheric attenuation due to oxygen
or water vapor, and system loss mechanisms, such as sampling loss, can also be included
in the radar range equation as follows:
PRXin =
PTXGA,TXGA,RXλ2σ
(4pi)3R4LchA L
sys
A
(1.3)
where LchA is the additional channel loss and L
sys
A is the additional system loss.
1.2.1 Maximum Range , Receiver Sensitivity, and Dynamic
Range
The maximum range of a radar is:
Rmax =
(
PTXGA,TXGA,RXλ2σ
(4pi)3Sinmin
) 1
4
(1.4)
where Rmax is the maximum target range and Sinmin is the minimum detectable power at the
input of the receiver. The expression demonstrates the relationship between the target range,
transmitted power, and minimum detectable received power. Increasing the transmitted
power and/or decreasing the minimum detectable received power increases the maximum
range of the radar. A 2-fold increase in Rmax requires a 16-fold increase in PTX or a 16-fold
decrease in Sinmin.
The minimum detectable received power is often related to the receiver voltage sensi-
tivity through the following expression:
Vinmin =
√
2ZoSinmin (1.5)
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where Vinmin is the voltage sensitivity and Zo is the receiver characteristic impedance [18].
The voltage sensitivity describes how small the received radar signal can be before it is
overcome by noise.
Another standard receiver specification is the dynamic range, which is defined as:
DR =
Sinmax
Sinmin
(1.6)
where DR is the dynamic range and Sinmax is the maximum allowable power at the input of
the receiver [18]. Sinmax can be defined based on any number of distortion specifications such
as the 1-dB compression point of the receiver [17]. The dynamic range describes the range
of powers that can be processed by the receiver. There is normally a trade-off between
sensitivity and dynamic range, and it is important to consider which is more important in
the initial design stages [18].
1.2.2 Receiver SNR
One common receiver specification is the minimum single-pulse SNR at the output of the
receiver. It can be related to Sinmin as follows:
SNRout1,min =
SNRin1,min
FRX
=
Sinmin
kBTantβNFRX
(1.7)
where SNRout1,min is the minimum detectable SNR at the output of the receiver, SNR
in
1,min is the
minimum detectable SNR at the input of the receiver, FRX is the noise figure of the receiver,
kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.38e-23 J/K), Tant is the antenna temperature, and βN is the
noise bandwidth of the receiver [19]. By substituting Eqn. (1.2) into Eqn. (1.7), SNRout1 can
be written in terms of the transmitted power.
SNRout1 =
PTXGA,TXGA,RXλ2σ
(4pi)3R4kBTantβNFRX
(1.8)
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1.2.3 Radar Cross Section
The RCS of an object is the projected area of a metal sphere that would return the same
echo signal as the object [20]. For all but the simplest targets, a sphere is an overly simplistic
model; however, RCS remains a standard measure to characterize radar targets. Target
behavior can be divided into three regimes based on the size of the target’s equivalent
sphere. The regimes are the Rayleigh region, optics region, and resonance or Mie region
[20], [16]:
• The Rayleigh region includes targets that are small compared to the transmitted
wavelength (2pia λ, where a is the radius of the equivalent sphere); the targets are
not resolvable and behave roughly as point targets. The reflection from a point target
is based on diffraction, which is discussed below. The RCS is proportional to f 4 in the
Rayleigh region, where f is frequency.
• The optics region includes targets that are large compared to a wavelength (2pia λ).
Specular reflections are the primary scattering mechanism in the optics region. The
RCS of a sphere in the optics region is comparable to its physical area (σ ' pia2).
• The resonance region includes targets whose size is comparable to a wavelength
(2pia ' λ). These targets exhibit a superposition of specular reflections and creeping
waves, which are discussed below. The RCS of a sphere in the resonance region
oscillates as a function of frequency about its value in the optics region; the maximum
value is 5.6 dB higher and the minimum value is 5.5 dB lower than the value in the
optics region.
While some targets can be adequately represented by a single, spherical, scattering
center or another well-defined target shape like a cylinder or a cone-sphere, many are too
complex for such a simple representation and must be modeled as a set of discrete scattering
points and mechanisms. There are seven basic scattering mechanisms, as illustrated in
Figure 1.7 [20]:
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(1) Reentrant Structures. Reentrant structures include cavities in a target, such as intake
ducts, exhaust ducts, and cockpits on airplanes. Reentrant structures tend to be
metallic and produce large echoes.
(2) Specular Scatterers. Specular reflections result from surfaces that are perpendicular to
the radar’s line-of-sight. The echo in the specular direction tends to be large but falls
off quickly as the angle-of-incidence varies from 90◦.
(3) Traveling-Wave Echoes. It is common for a surface wave to develop on a target if the
angle of incidence is small (i.e. the line-of-sight is nearly parallel to the target). The
surface wave will travel along the surface of the target and can be reflected from
discontinuities toward the rear of the target. The resulting echo is called a traveling-
wave echo and is common on targets such as airplanes and missiles. Traveling-wave
echoes can be nearly as large as specular echoes.
(4) Diffraction. Tips, edges, and corners tend to diffract the radar signal but normally
result in less significant echoes than specular reflections.
(5) Surface Discontinuities. Discontinuities such as seams, rivets, and gaps can result in
diffractive echoes; the effects of surface discontinuities tend to be small.
(6) Creeping Waves. Creeping waves are the result of surface waves that follow the
curvature of the target and are launched back toward the radar.
(7) Interactions. Interaction echoes result when the radar signal is reflected back toward
the radar after bouncing off two or more target surfaces.
Target modeling is a challenging field and is normally approached using statistical
techniques, as discussed in [16], [20], [21], and [22]. Oftentimes it is advantageous to
simplify the problem and begin with a point-target model. This is particularly useful for
proof-of-concept designs for a general set of applications; this is the approach taken in this
thesis.
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Figure 1.7: Scattering Mechanisms. A distributed scatterer, such as an airplane, can sometimes
be modeled as a discrete set of point scatterers using various scattering mechanisms
(Adapted from [20]).
1.2.4 Noise F igure
The noise figure of a device is a measure of the noise produced by the device [23]. It is
defined as a the ratio of SNR at the input of the device to the SNR at the output of the
device:
F =
SNRin1
SNRout1
≥ 1 (1.9)
Eqn. (1.9) can be rewritten in terms of noise and device characteristics as follows:
F =
PRXout,N
kBToβNG
(1.10)
where PRXout,N is the noise power at the output of the device, kB is Boltzman’s constant, To is
the temperature of the device, βN is the noise bandwidth of the device, and G is the gain of
the device.
The noise figure of a chain of devices, such as a receiver, can be calculated using the
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following expression:
F = F1 +
F2 − 1
G1
+
F3 − 1
G1G2
+ ... +
FN − 1
G1G2...GN−1
(1.11)
where Fn is the noise figure and Gn is the gain of the nth device. As can be ascertained
from the expression, the noise figure and gain of the first device in the receiver have a
significant impact on the overall noise figure of the receiver. The noise figure of a lossy
element, such as an attenuator or a section of cable, is approximately equal to the loss of the
component [24]. As such, it is beneficial to limit the loss between the receive antenna and
the first LNA. In addition, it is desirable to select an RF LNA with a low noise figure and
high gain in order to limit the noise figure of the receiver [24]. The noise figure of a good,
narrowband microwave LNA can vary from several tenths of a dB to 1 dB, depending
on the technology and frequency of the device [25]; a wideband LNA will typically have
a larger noise figure. The gain of a single stage amplifier is practically limited to about
20–30 dB to ensure adequate device stability [26], [27].
1.3 Radar Applications
Radar is employed for a variety of applications, including the following short list:
(1) Weather Radar. Radar is used extensively to help understand and predict the weather
and weather phenomena [2], as with the NEXRAD radar employed in the United
States. Meteorological radar is discussed in [28].
(2) Space Applications. Radar has been used to observe meteors, the moon, the earth, and
other planets [2]. Radar has also been employed in the guidance systems in rovers
and other space vehicles [2]. Several examples are discussed in [29].
(3) Imaging Radar. High resolution imaging radars, such as interferometric synthetic aper-
ture radar (ISAR) and SAR , have been used to create detailed maps of cities and terrain
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as well as for reconnaissance [30]. SAR images are available through several institu-
tions, including Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) (http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/),
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) (http://www.sandia.gov/radar/sar-data.html),
and Lincoln Laboratory.
(4) Material Penetration and Characterization. Low carrier frequency (< 1 GHz) and carrier-
free radar has been used extensively to penetrate and characterize materials, such as
the ground, concrete, walls, and foliage. The low frequency content of the signals can
penetrate further into these materials than higher frequency signals [31].
(5) Military Applications. Radar is used for offensive and defensive weapons systems [2].
It can be used for target detection, target recognition, weapon guidance, and weapon
fuzing, to name a few applications [2].
(6) Ranging Radar. One of the original radar applications was ranging; in fact, ranging
was such an important application that it is part of the original acronym: RAdio
Detection And Ranging [2]. Radars are still employed extensively to determine the
range to a target, as in this thesis.
(7) Moving Target Indicators and Velocity Detection Radars. Many radars employ the Doppler
shift to detect targets and/or determine the target’s velocity [13]. Both moving target
indicator (MTI) and pulse Doppler radars employ the Doppler shift; pulse Doppler
radar will be discussed in Section 2.2.2.
(8) Localization Radar. Similar to ranging radars, localization radars observe the distance
to a target. However, rather than observing the range using a single source, multiple
sources are employed in order to determine the target position in three dimensions.
(9) Air-Traffic Control. Radars are used throughout the world to support safe air travel;
they are used to monitor air traffic and weather systems in the vicinity of airports [2].
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The radar target varies between applications and is important to consider when
specifying a radar system. It can be advantageous to assume a point-like target for an
initial radar design, as it allows additional flexibility; this is useful for this thesis as the
radar under study is a generic prototype that can be augmented for use in a variety of
applications.
Other target parameters, such as the target range and velocity, can also be used to
specify the radar. This thesis will focus on short-range ranging applications, as discussed
in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2
Short-Range Radar
Short-range radar is a challenging design task because of the limited time frame associated
with a moving target in close proximity to the radar. This work defines short range to be
less than 7 m. This chapter presents important considerations for short-range radar, as well
as specific architectures that can be employed.
2.1 Short-Range Radar Parameters
Range accuracy, range resolution, Doppler accuracy, and Doppler resolution are important
radar parameters for short-range applications and are defined in the following sections.
2.1.1 Range Accuracy and Resolution
Range accuracy, δR, is a metric that illustrates how accurately the radar can determine the
range to a target. The rms range error, or range accuracy, is defined as:
δR =
co
2βe f f
√
2Ps/PN
(2.1)
β2e f f =
∫ ∞
−∞(2pi f )
2|S( f )|2d f∫ ∞
−∞ |S( f )|2d f
(2.2)
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where co is the speed of light, βe f f is the effective bandwidth of the radar signal (see Eqn.
(1.1)), Ps is the signal power, and PN is the noise power [6]; the range accuracy for rectangular
and Gaussian pulse envelopes is given in Table 2.1. Based on the expression, the radar
signal must be wideband or have a high SNR to achieve high range accuracy. This work
uses a wide bandwidth to reduce the transmitted power requirements.
The range resolution defines how far apart two targets must be in range for the radar to
resolve them. The range resolution of a radar can be determined by considering returns
from two targets; for simplicity consider a Gaussian pulse envelope, as shown in Figure
2.1. If the targets are spaced too closely, the returns will superimpose, and the radar will
register a single target return, as in Figure 2.1a. If the target returns are spaced such that
their FWHM points align, as in Figure 2.1b, the targets will be just resolvable, and the time
delay between the peaks defines the range resolution:
∆R =
τco
2
(2.3)
where τ is the FWHM pulsewidth [6]. Based on the expression, fine range resolution results
from narrow pulses (for a pulsed system). Narrow pulses correspond to wide bandwidths,
which are required for accurate ranging. It is important to note, however, that a highly
accurate radar does not necessarily ensure fine range resolution [6].
2.1.2 Doppler Accuracy and Resolution
Doppler accuracy is a measure of how accurately a radar can determine the Doppler shift
of a target and, thus, its velocity. The rms error in a Doppler frequency measurement is:
δ fD =
1
α
√
2Ps/PN
(2.4)
α2 =
∫ ∞
−∞(2pit)
2s2(t)dt∫ ∞
−∞ s
2(t)dt
(2.5)
where s(t) is the received time domain signal, which peaks at t = 0, and α is the effective
time duration of the signal [6]. The Doppler accuracy for rectangular and Gaussian pulse
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Figure 2.1: Range Resolution. Range resolution is a measure of how far apart two targets
must be in order for a radar to resolve them and is dependant on the transient signal
characteristics. The dashed and dotted waveforms represent independent target returns,
and the solid waveform represents the composite waveform. In (a), the returns are not
resolvable. In (b), the peaks of the returns are separated in time by their FWHM pulsewidth
and are just resolvable.
Table 2.1: Doppler Accuracy [6]
Pulse Envelope Shape δR δ fD
Rectangular ∼ coτ
4.2
√
2Ps/PN
√
3
piτ
√
2Ps/PN
Gaussian
coτ
2.36
√
2Ps/PN
1.18
piτ
√
2Ps/PN
envelopes is given in Table 2.1. As can be seen, wide pulsewidths lead to high Doppler
accuracy; this is in contention with the short pulsewidths that lead to high range accuracy
and resolution. The trade-off between range accuracy/resolution and Doppler accuracy, as
well as techniques to resolve the trade-off, are discussed in Section 2.1.3.
Doppler resolution refers to the radar’s ability to distinguish between two targets with
different velocities. Like frequency accuracy, the frequency resolution improves as the
effective time duration of the signal increases.
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2.1.3 Radar Uncertainty Principle
For a simple radar system, there is a trade-off between range and Doppler accuracy, which
is related to the radar uncertainty principle [6]:
βe f fα ≥ pi (2.6)
By multiplying Eqns. (2.1) and (2.4), and substituting Eqn. (2.6), we obtain:
δRδ fD ≤ co2pi(2Ps/PN) (2.7)
It is evident that the product of the range and Doppler accuracies is limited by the
radar uncertainty principle. In order to reduce the uncertainty product, both the effective
bandwidth, βe f f , and the signal duration, α, should be large. This can not be achieved with
a single pulse, as discussed. However, by integrating multiple pulses, the effective signal
duration can be increased, while the effective bandwidth is maintained. As such, pulsed
radars often employ pulse integration at the output of the receiver to improve the Doppler
accuracy, as well as the overall radar accuracy.
2.2 Short-Range Radar Architectures
A variety of architectures can be employed to implement a short-range radar. The primary
architectures are frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) radar, pulse Doppler
radar, and pulse compression radar.
2.2.1 Frequency-Modulated Continuous -Wave Radar
CW radars transmit an uninterrupted RF sinusoid. If the transmitted signal is reflected
by a moving target, then the sinusoid is Doppler shifted by an amount fD = 2 fcv/co. The
reflected signal is detected by the receiver, and the velocity of the target is determined
based on the Doppler shift. A standard CW radar cannot determine the range to the
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target; however, the range can be determined by employing frequency modulation. A
common topology for an FMCW radar is shown in Figure 2.2a. The voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) is swept from fl to fh, resulting in a full-scale frequency change of ∆ f . A
linear, triangular frequency modulation is common for FMCW and is illustrated in Figure
2.2b. The transmitter transmits a signal at frequency f1. The signal propagates until it
reaches a target at range R, where it is reflected and reaches the receiver after a delay of
tR = 2R/co. The signal is mixed with the current transmitted signal, resulting in a frequency
change fr:
fr =
4R fm∆ f
co
(2.8)
where fm is the modulation frequency, as illustrated in Figure 2.2b [13]. Assuming zero-
crossing processing, the range accuracy is:
δR =
A frco
4 fm∆ f
(2.9)
where A is a constant [32]. Based on the expression, a wide bandwidth is needed for fine
range accuracy. In order to achieve a wide bandwidth, the VCO must operate with a large
fractional bandwidth; this is a challenging design criteria, as discussed in [33].
For short-range radar, the minimum detectable range is also important. For FMCW
radar, the minimum range is not limited by the radar signal. The minimum detectable range
is ultimately limited by the TX-RX isolation, but for comparison to other architectures, we
assume the minimum detectable range is not limited for FMCW radar.
Range accuracy, hardware constraints, and minimum range are not the only considera-
tions for a short-range radar; the peak transmitted power, the ability to resolve multiple
targets, the ability to reject clutter, and the TX-RX isolation are also important. Since FMCW
radars transmit a continuous signal, the average power is equal to the rms power of the
signal. As a result, the peak power of the signal is low compared to pulsed signals [13].
FMCW radar does not provide a simple means to resolve targets, and it does not have
the natural clutter rejection capabilities of a pulsed radar since the receiver is always
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Figure 2.2: Basic FMCW Architecture. A basic FMCW radar sweeps the frequency of an RF
VCO over a pre-determined bandwidth from fl to fh in order to allow target range and
Doppler determination ((b) adapted from [13]).
on [13]. Since the transmitter and receiver are both on continuously, TX-RX isolation is
a significant design challenge. Often, FMCW radars use separate transmit and receive
antennas to achieve the desired TX-RX isolation, whereas other architectures, such as
pulsed radars, can use a single antenna to accomplish both transmission and reception
[13]. Sometimes, modulation techniques can be employed so a single antenna can be used
for an FMCW radar, as discussed in [34], at the cost of increased signal processing and
hardware complexity. The characteristics of FMCW radar are summarized in Table 2.2.
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2.2.2 Pulse Doppler Radar
A pulsed radar architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.3. A baseband pulse envelope is
generated and applied to the IF port of the upconverter. The RF signal is generated using a
stable oscillator and applied to the RF port of the upconverter. The resulting upconverted
signal occupies a bandwidth of approximately β ' 1/τ, where τ is the pulsewidth of the
envelope; the precise bandwidth will depend on the shape of the baseband envelope [6]. It
is common to illustrate the baseband envelope as a series of rectangular pulses, but the
envelope shape can be selected to suit the radar requirements.
As with FMCW radar, if the pulsed transmitted signal is reflected by a moving target,
then the reflected signal is Doppler shifted. The reflected signal can be detected by the
receiver, and the velocity of the target is determined based on the Doppler shift. The
receiver often employs a range gate in the RF front-end. Range gating allows the radar
user to select a single target range to observe. When open, the range gate allows normal
signal detection; when closed, it attenuates the received signal so that it is not detectable.
The range-gate pulsewidth is normally matched to the transmitted pulsewidth, and the
leading edge is delayed by an amount tobsR , relative to the transmitted pulse. The observable
range to the target can then be established as Robs = cotobsR /2.
The range accuracy for a rectangular and Gaussian pulse envelope is given in Table 2.1.
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, a wide bandwidth leads to fine range accuracy; a narrow
pulsewidth corresponds to wide bandwidth and is one way to achieve fine range accuracy,
as seen from the table. As such, a pulsed transmitter for short range detection must include a
short-pulse generator. However, unlike an FMCW radar, it only requires a single frequency
LO.
The minimum detectable range of a pulse Doppler radar is limited by the transmitted
pulsewidth. The transmitter and receiver are never on simultaneously, and the receiver
cannot be turned on until after the transmitter completes its transmission, leading to a
minimum range of Rmin = coτ/2. As with the FMCW architecture, the minimum detectable
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Figure 2.3: Basic Pulse Doppler Architecture. A basic pulse Doppler radar transmits a pulse
of RF energy in order to allow target range and Doppler determination.
range of a pulse Doppler system will be limited by nonidealities, including finite TX-
RX isolation and clutter. However, the fundamental limit is a result of the transmitted
pulsewidth.
Unlike FMCW radars, a pulsed radar does not transmit a continuous signal, and,
assuming a rectangular pulse envelope, the average power is equal to Ppτ/T, where Pp is
the peak power of the signal. Assuming a given average power, the required peak power of
a short-pulse signal is high compared to other radar signals, due to its low duty cycle (τ/T).
However, for short-range radar, the power requirements are relatively low, so a “high”
peak power may not be a concern.
Pulsed radars provide natural target resolution and clutter rejection due to range gating;
the pulsed nature of the transmitter simplifies target resolution, and the pulsed nature
of the receiver simplifies clutter rejection. Since both the transmitter and receiver are
pulsed, TX-RX isolation requirements are also simpler to meet than with a CW system. The
characteristics of pulse Doppler radar are summarized in Table 2.2.
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2.2.3 Pulse Compression Radar
Pulse compression radars transmit a relatively long pulse that is frequency or phase
modulated within each transmitted pulse; the modulation bandwidth is considerably
wider than the pulse bandwidth [35]. For example, to achieve a 1 ns compressed pulsewidth,
a 1 GHz modulation bandwidth with any pulsewidth could be employed. The received
pulse is processed using a pulse compression filter, which compresses the pulse in time so
that the processed pulse has a bandwidth roughly equal to the modulation bandwidth.
Pulse compression radars exhibit the same fine range resolution and accuracy as short-pulse
radars; however, the wide transmission pulsewidth reduces the peak power requirement
and facilitates simpler pulse generation.
The pulse modulation, often a linear frequency chirp, can be generated using a passive
or active circuit [36]. For passive generation, a narrow pulse of RF energy is time-expanded
using a chirp filter. For an active implementation, a VCO with a linear control circuit can
generate a chirp by sweeping the control voltage. A passive pulse compression radar
architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.4; an active pulse compression radar architecture
resembles the pulse Doppler architecture of Figure 2.3, except a baseband modulation is
applied to the VCO.
The range accuracy for a pulse compression radar is based on the compressed pulsewidth,
or equivalently, the modulation bandwidth. The expressions in Section 2.1.1 apply. As
noted, a wide bandwidth leads to fine range accuracy.
The minimum detectable range of a pulse compression radar is limited by the transmitted
pulsewidth. Since the transmitter and receiver are never on simultaneously, the minimum
range is Rmin = coτ/2. The minimum range of a pulse compression radar will be larger
than an equivalently designed short-pulse Doppler radar because the pulse compression
radar transmits a time-expanded pulse. The minimum detectable range will be limited by
nonidealities, including finite TX-RX isolation and clutter.
For a given average power, a pulse compression radar can transmit a lower peak
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Figure 2.4: Basic Pulse Compression Radar Architectures. A passive pulse compression radar
architecture is illustrated
power than an equivalently designed short-pulse Doppler radar because the transmitted
pulsewidth is wider. As the signal is pulsed, the peak power will be higher than for an
FMCW radar with the same average power.
Like pulse Doppler radars, pulse compression radars provide natural target resolution
and clutter rejection due to range gating, and the TX-RX isolation requirements are simpler
to meet than with an FMCW system. The characteristics of pulse compression radar are
summarized in Table 2.2.
2.2.4 Short-Range Radar
Architecture Trade -Offs
It is useful to examine the trade-offs between the three proposed architectures as they are
relevant to the goals of this work. Each architecture requires a set of broadband components
to implement the transmitter source. FMCW and active, linear FM pulse compression
radar both require a wideband VCO and control circuitry to linearly adjust the VCO’s
amplitude and frequency. A pulse generator is also required for the pulsed implementation.
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A single frequency LO and a short-pulse generator are required for the passive, linear-
frequency modulated (FM) pulse compression radar and the short-pulse Doppler radar. In
addition, the pulse compression radar requires a chirp filter to implement the frequency
modulation. In summary, both implementations of transmitters for pulse compression
radar require more source components than either the FMCW or the short-pulse Doppler
radar implementations.
In order to attain a constant average power for each architecture, the peak transmitted
power requirement increases as the length of the transmitted pulse decreases; however,
due to the short range requirement and wide bandwidth in this work, the peak transmitted
power is about 1 W even for a short-pulse system. As such, peak power is not a primary
factor in choosing an architecture.
Another trade-off is the required transmitter-to-receiver isolation. Pulsed systems,
by nature, have high levels of isolation since the transmitter and receiver are never on
simultaneously; the transmitter and receiver in a CW system, on the other hand, are always
on, leading to spillover which must be mitigated [13].
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Table 2.2: Short-Range Radar Trade-Offs
ARCHITECTURE MINIMUM RANGE TX SOURCE PEAK MULTIPLE CLUTTER TX-RX
POWER TARGETS ISOLATION
FMCW Radar No limit Wideband VCO and Low Difficult Difficult Difficult
control circuitry to resolve to reject challenge
Short-Pulse Short, limited by LO and short-pulse High Resolvable Limited by Moderate
Doppler Radar transmitted pulsewidth generator windowing challenge
Active Linear FM Moderate, limited by Wideband VCO, Moderate Resolvable Limited by Moderate
Pulse Compression expanded pulsewidth control circuitry, and windowing challenge
Radar wide-pulse generator
Passive Linear FM Moderate, limited by LO, short-pulse Moderate Resolvable Limited by Moderate
Pulse Compression expanded pulsewidth generator, and windowing challenge
Radar chirp filter
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Finally, the radar architecture impacts the minimum detectable range. An FMCW
system theoretically does not have a minimum range, while both pulsed systems have
a minimum detectable range. The minimum range of a pulsed system depends on the
transmitted pulsewidth and will be shorter for the short-pulse Doppler radar than for the
pulse compression radar.
Based on the trade-offs between the various architectures, a short-pulse Doppler
architecture was selected for this work in order to: reduce the complexity of the source
hardware, minimize the transmitter-to-receiver isolation requirement, and minimize the
shortest detection range.
2.3 Short-Pulse Doppler Radar
Parameters
The short-pulse Doppler radar design parameters can be broken into the following three
categories, as illustrated in Figure 2.5:
(1) Frequency Domain Parameters:
• Frequency Band of Operation.
• Carrier Frequency. The carrier frequency, fc, is the RF signal frequency.
• PRF. The PRF defines the rate at which pulses are transmitted.
• Transmitted Envelope Bandwidth. The envelope bandwidth, β3dB, is related to
the envelope pulsewidth, τ, as β3dB ' 1/τ. It is often expressed as the 10-dB
bandwidth for radar systems, rather than the 3-dB bandwidth.
• Anticipated Doppler Shifts. The range of anticipated Doppler shifts is application
specific and based on the expected target velocities. In this work, the range will
be defined as 0 Hz < fD ≤ f Dmax = 50 kHz, making it applicable to a wide range of
applications.
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(2) Time Domain Parameters:
• Pulse Repetition Interval. The pulse repetition interval (PRI),T,defines the period of
time between transmitted pulses and is related to the PRF as follows: T = 1/PRF.
• Transmitted Envelope Pulsewidth. The envelope pulsewidth, τ, defines the length
of time during each PRI that the transmitter is “on”. It is approximately inversely
proportional to the envelope bandwidth.
• Range Delay. The range delay, tR, refers to the length of time it takes the transmitted
signal to reach the target and return to the receiver. It is defined by the range to
the target, R, as tR = 2R/co.
• Range-Gate Pulsewidth. The range-gate pulsewidth, τRG, defines the length of time
the receiver is “on” and can receive signals. It can be set to match the transmitted
pulsewidth (τRG = τ) or the desired range accuracy, δR (τRG = 2δR/co).
(3) Range Parameters:
• Target Range. The expected range to the target, R, helps define radar parameters
such as the range delay at which the range gate is opened.
• Range Accuracy. The range accuracy, δR, of a radar system can be calculated
using Eqn. 2.1.
The operation band is generally defined by the application; in this thesis, the operation
band will be S-band. The carrier frequency is limited to the selected operation band, and is
further constrained by the envelope bandwidth.
The PRF is often selected as a compromise between range and Doppler ambiguities.
Range ambiguities arise when the target delay is longer than the PRI; in other words, it
is assumed that the reflected signal is received before the next pulse is transmitted. The
maximum unambiguous range is:
Rmax =
coT
2
(2.10)
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Figure 2.5: Pulse Doppler Radar Design Parameters. The various frequency domain, time
domain, and range parameters associated with pulse Doppler radar are illustrated on the
transmitted (a) and received (b) waveforms.
Doppler ambiguities are also related to the PRF of the radar. The maximum unambiguous
Doppler frequency is:
f Dmax =
PRF
2
(2.11)
The limit can be understood in terms of Nyquist’s sampling rate, fN = 2B, where fN is
the Nyquist rate and B is the highest frequency of interest. The transmitted pulse train is
effectively sampling the velocity of the target at a sampling rate of PRF; as such, the PRF
can be related to the Nyquist sampling rate. The Doppler shift is the signal of interest and
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can be equated to B, providing a direct link between the Nyquist rate and the maximum
unambiguous Doppler shift.
Eqns. (2.10) and (2.11) can be rewritten to establish criteria for selecting the PRF:
PRF ≤ co
2Rmax
(2.12)
PRF ≥ 2 f Dmax (2.13)
Oftentimes, these criteria are in contention with one another. As a result, most pulsed
radars fall into one of the following categories:
• Unambiguous in Range, Ambiguous in Doppler. These radars are traditionally referred
to as MTI and have a low PRF; the definition of low is application specific.
• Ambiguous in Range, Ambiguous in Doppler. These radars are typically referred to as
medium PRF radars.
• Ambiguous in Range, Unambiguous in Doppler. These radars are typically referred to
as pulse Doppler radars and have a high PRF; the definition of high is application
specific.
A variety of techniques exist to resolve range and/or Doppler ambiguities, as discussed in
[37].
A special case arises if:
Rmax f Dmax ≤ co4 (2.14)
If this condition is met, it is possible to unambiguously determine both the target range
and velocity by selecting a PRF from the range 2 f Dmax ≤ PRF ≤ co/2Rmax; for a short range
radar, it is plausible to meet the condition and, thus, minimize the hardware and signal
processing complexity of the radar. Given this range of PRFs, it is advantageous to select a
PRF near the upper limit for two reasons: to increase the average transmitted power for a
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given pulse envelope and to increase the number of pulse returns in a given integration
interval, both of which improve the radar detection probability.
As discussed, the transmitter and receiver of a pulsed radar are never on simultaneously,
so blind zones exist whenever the transmitter is transmitting, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.
For a pulsed radar designed for unambiguous range detection, a single blind zone exists
for targets within the maximum range, and it limits the minimum detectable range. A
narrow pulse envelope can be utilized to limit the impact of the blind zone and reduce
the minimum detectable range. To achieve a blind zone of 1 m, the pulse envelope must
decay to a prescribed level, PTXo f f , within nanoseconds, so it is advantageous to transmit
a sub-nanosecond FWHM pulse. Unfortunately, in a realistic radar system, there is a
finite TX-RX isolation, and some transmitted energy will leak directly from the transmit
antenna to the receive antenna, resulting in an attenuated, delayed leakage signal incident
on the receiver. It is evident that the leakage signal, which is illustrated in Figure 2.6,
imposes a further limitation on the minimum detectable range. However, minimizing the
envelope pulsewidth will still help minimize the shortest detectable range. In this thesis, a
subnanosecond pulse envelope is pursued.
A subnanosecond short-pulse Doppler radar system is a challenging design. This thesis
utilizes UWB design techniques to generate a short pulse envelope and design transmitter,
antenna system, and receiver components that can manipulate a subnanosecond pulse
without distorting the pulse shape.
2.3.1 Ultra -W ideband Systems
Based on the FCC’s definition, UWB systems have at least a 20% 10-dB fractional bandwidth
or a 500 MHz 10-dB bandwidth [8]. The bandwidth can be used instantaneously or frequency
hopping can be employed [38]. Systems that employ instantaneous UWB bandwidths
typically use short pulses on the order of a nanosecond; this is directly related to the Fourier
relationship between the time and frequency domains where a narrow time-domain pulse
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Figure 2.6: Pulse Doppler Radar Blind Zone. For a pulsed radar designed for unambiguous
range detection, a blind zone exists for short ranges, as indicated by the dashed boxes. The
minimum range, Rmin, defined by the blind zone is extended due to finite TX-RX isolation,
ITX/RX, which results in a leakage signal with a delay, tlk. The transmitted signal is illustrated
in the upper waveform, and the leakage signal is illustrated in the lower waveform.
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corresponds to a wide frequency-domain spectrum and vice-versa. Many of the UWB
examples in the literature specifically utilize the FCC’s UWB band, which is defined in
Table 1.1. The UWB band is an unlicensed band, so systems designed in the band must
conform to a spectral mask defined in [8]. This thesis does not assume operation in the
UWB band.
UWB techniques have been used for a variety of applications including:
• Ground Penetrating Radar. ground-penetrating radars (GPRs) are typically carrier-free
or employ a low frequency carrier (∼500 MHz); the low frequency content of the
transmitted signal allows it to penetrate materials such as concrete and soil more
readily than a higher frequency signal. GPRs typically operate in the near-field [39] in
order to map changes in the dielectric constant of the material under study. Consider a
metallic object buried in the ground. The transmitted signal will be reflected from the
object and, after some time delay, the reflected signal will be incident on the receive
antenna. The distance to the buried object can be determined based on the time delay;
in other words, GPR employs time-domain techniques to locate any discontinuities in
the otherwise opaque target. GPR has been demonstrated for the detection of buried
items, such as mines [40], [41] and fossils [42]; nondestructive evaluation of pavement
[43]; and geological surveys [44], [45], [46]. A variety of system implementations
have been presented: [40] and [41] utilize wideband SAR techniques, [43] and [45]
use short-pulse architectures, [44] uses a pulse-compression architecture, and [46]
and [39] use step-frequency implementations.
• Foliage Penetration. Similar to GPR, foliage-penetrating radars utilize low frequency,
wideband transmitted signals to “see” through a solid material, in this case trees. [40]
presents a SAR-based foliage-penetrating radar used to detect vehicles hidden in a
wooded area.
• Through-Wall Imaging. UWB through-wall imaging has been presented for both
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observing the inanimate contents of a room [47], [48], [49], [50] and detecting the
life-signs of animate inhabitants of a room [51], [52], [53] from a position outside
the room. Similar to GPR, [47] and [48] employ real-time SAR techniques to identify
inanimate objects and their movements; the objects are separated from the radar
by a wall. [49] presents a fixed-aperture approach as an alternative to a SAR-based
through-wall imaging system. [50] presents techniques when the wall is reinforced
with rebar. [51] and [52] employ pulse Doppler techniques to detect respiration and/or
heart rate of animate targets; a pulsed signal is transmitted and, if incident on a
human or animal, the reflected signal is Doppler modulated at a frequency matching
a combination of the target’s heart rate and respiration rate. [53] also uses Doppler
processing to detect life-signs but utilizes a noise-based transmission signal, rather
than a pulsed signal, to reduce the probability of intercept for the radar system.
Consistent with a pulse Doppler architecture, [51], [52], and [53] are coherent radars.
Assuming the targets remain mostly still, long integration periods can be utilized
for life-sign detection radars. For example, the results in [51] are based on a 10 s
integration time, the results in [53] are based on a 20 s sample set, and the results in
[52] are based on a 2.4 ms/frame integration time. In contrast, a short integration time
is considered in this work, as will be discussed in Chapter 3.
• Collision Avoidance Systems. In addition to the 3.1–10.6 GHz unlicensed UWB band, the
FCC opened a UWB from 22–29 GHz for vehicular radar applications [8]. A variety
of pulsed, coherent UWB radar systems have been designed in this frequency band
for short-range vehicular collision avoidance systems [54], [55], [56].
• Localization. Fine resolution UWB localization systems have been explored for medical
applications [57], [58] and warehouse management [59]. The systems employ an RF
tag which can be located by triangulating its position using a set of base-stations.
[57] demonstrates a coherent, pulsed localization system; for the experimental setup,
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the base-stations are synchronized. [58] demonstrates a similar pulsed localization
system; however, the base-stations are independent, and the system is noncoherent.
[59] and [60] present an FMCW approach to the UWB localization application; [60]
presents a similar target range requirement as is used in this thesis.
• Short-Range Communications. The FCC 3.1–10.6 GHz UWB band is being explored
for short-range communications applications, as discussed in [61]. [62] presents a
3–5 GHz transceiver that employs binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation and
pulse position modulation at a high PRF (500 MHz) for short-range communications.
• Other Applications. A variety of other UWB applications exist. For example, [63]
presents a multi-functional UWB communications and radar system; the system em-
ploys pulsed up- and down-chirps to generate orthogonal radar and communications
signals. An overview of additional applications is available in [38] and [61].
Although life-sign detection radars employ the Doppler shift to locate individuals,
to the author’s knowledge, a UWB pulse Doppler radar has not been investigated to
meet the challenge of short-range, moving target detection. However, the aforementioned
applications share similarities to the desired system characteristics and offer a great body
of work to draw upon for the radar design.
To fully characterize most UWB systems, it is important to consider both the time-
and frequency-domain characteristics of the system. It is important to maintain sufficient
bandwidth for the devices, antennas, and interconnections in the radar to avoid distorting
the frequency-domain characteristics by filtering the spectrum. Both dispersion, or group
delay, and reflections can distort a UWB time-domain waveform. Preventing time-domain
distortion is particularly important for short-pulse Doppler radar. If the pulse envelope
is broadened or warped as it passes through the radar components, the minimum range
of the radar will be degraded. Based on this knowledge, a variety of parameters must be
considered when defining the bandwidth of a UWB component, including the gain, gain
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flatness, group-delay flatness, and return loss. For an antenna system, the criteria expand
to include consistent beamwidth, front-to-back ratio, and phase center over the UWB
operating band. The topic of UWB component design and its application to short-pulse
Doppler radar will be discussed in more detail throughout this thesis.
2.4 A Note On Units
Both linear and log values are used extensively in RF and radar literature to express power,
gain, noise figure, etc. In this thesis, linear equations are assumed. If an expression utilizes
log values, “[dB]” will be included at the end of the equation to indicate that log values
should be used. As an example, the expressions for linear and log noise figure would be
expressed as:
F =
SNRin1
SNRout1
F = SNRin1 − SNRout1 [dB]
If a gain or loss is provided in an equation, it corresponds to voltage or power gain as
appropriate to the equation. Gains and losses quoted in dB are power gains or losses.
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Chapter 3
UWB Pulse Doppler Radar
Architecture
The UWB pulse Doppler radar system is designed to detect targets at a maximum target
range of 7 m and a ±0.75 m worst-case range accuracy for a single-pulse SNR of -13.5 dB.
The radar operates in the S-band. The system-level block diagram of the UWB pulse
Doppler radar is shown in Figure 3.1. The system can be broken into six subsystems: the
transmitter, receiver, antenna system, digital control, post processor, and channel. The
subsystem characteristics are described in the subsequent sections.
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Figure 3.1: System-Level Block Diagram. The short-pulse Doppler radar can be broken into six primary subsystems: the
transmitter, receiver, antenna system, digital control, post processor, and channel.
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Figure 3.2: Transmitter Block Diagram. The IF branch of the transmitter generates a sub-
nanosecond FWHM Gaussian-like pulse envelope. The LO branch of the transmitter
generates a phase-coded LO signal that is switched at a rate of 20 MHz with a 10% duty cy-
cle to set the PRF of the transmitter. The RF branch of the transmitter provides amplification
and increases the on-off isolation of the transmitted signal.
3.1 Transmitter Architecture
The top-level block diagram of the UWB transmitter is shown in Figure 3.2 and is a coherent,
pulsed topology. A variety of free parameters exist for the transmitter design, including
the: PRF, transmitted pulsewidth (τ), carrier frequency ( fc), minimum on-state transmitted
power (PTXon,min), and maximum off-state transmitted power (P
TX
o f f ,max). In addition, a pulse
tagging scheme must be selected to allow out-of-range target rejection.
Based on Eqn. (2.14), this system can be designed to achieve unambiguous range and
Doppler resolution since Rmax f Dmax = 560 km/s < co/4 ( f Dmax = 80 kHz, assuming the maximum
carrier frequency, fc = 4 GHz). To meet this criterion, the PRF can be selected in the range
160 kHz ≤ PRF ≤ 21.4 MHz. A 20 MHz PRF was selected for this work to maximize the
number of samples for a given integration interval; the results can be extended to other
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PRFs.
As noted in Section 2.3, the desired FWHM pulsewidth is τ ≤ 1 ns, so the pulse
compression circuit (PCC) must generate subnanosecond pulses at a rate of PRF = 20 MHz
or at a rate that can be down-sampled to match the desired transmitted PRF. A variety of
pulse envelopes can be used, including rectangular, triangular, Gaussian, and higher-order
Gaussian pulses. For this work, a Gaussian pulse envelope was selected because it falls
off smoothly in both the time and frequency domains, simplifying the antenna system
and UWB component designs [6]. The designed output of the PCC, which will serve as
the envelope of the transmitted signal, is a train of Gaussian-like 730 ps FWHM pulses
with a PRF of 200 MHz. The pulse generator, comprised of the phase-locked loop (PLL),
amplification stage, and PCC, will be discussed in detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
The 3-dB and 10-dB bandwidths of the radar system are set by the pulsewidth of the
envelope to β3dB = 605 MHz and β10dB ' 1 GHz and dictate the minimum bandwidth for
the upconverter and the RF branch of the transmitter. The components must provide a flat
response in gain, return loss, and group delay over the pulse bandwidth to avoid distorting
the pulse envelope. The 10-dB bandwidth also limits the range of carrier frequencies to
2.5 GHz ≤ fc ≤ 3.5 GHz. A 2.5 GHz carrier frequency was selected for this work to take
advantage of commercially available components that operate in the 2–3 GHz half-octave
band.
The peak transmitted power must be high enough to achieve a minimum SNR at the
input of the receiver, given a predetermined channel attenuation. The desired minimum
detectable SNR for this work is SNRout1,min = −13.5 dB at the output of the receiver, and the
maximum channel attenuation is Lchmax = 110 dB. The minimum peak signal power can be
calculated as:
PTXon,min = SNR
out
1,min − GA,TX − GA,RX + Lchmax + PN + FRXpulsed[dB] (3.1)
Assuming a receiver noise figure of 15 dB, a receiver noise bandwidth of 520 dB, and antenna
gains of 0 dB, the minimum peak signal power should be PTXon,min = 0.6 W. The maximum
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off-state transmitted power, PTXo f f ,max, is selected to prevent false alarms due to finite TX-RX
isolation, ITX/RX. The radar design in this thesis assumes a two-antenna system, so the
TX-RX isolation is defined as the isolation between the transmit and receive antennas. Since
the TX-RX isolation is not infinite, an attenuated and delayed replica of the transmitted
signal will be incident on the receive antenna. The transmitter will exhibit a finite on-off
isolation, ITXon/o f f = P
TX
on /PTXo f f , so its off-state power level must be low enough to prevent a
false alarm when the receiver is in its on-state and the transmitter is in its off-state. The
maximum off-state power can be calculated as follows:
PTXo f f ,max = SNR
out,rej
1,max − GA,TX − GA,RX + ITX/RX + PN + FRXpulsed[dB] (3.2)
where PTXo f f ,max is the maximum off-state transmitted power and SNR
out,rej
1,max is the maximum
rejectable single-pulse SNR at the output of the receiver. Assuming SNRout,rej1,max = −30 dB,
ITX/RX = 80 dB, and GA,TX = GA,RX = 0 dB, the maximum off-state transmitted power is
PTXo f f ,max = 12µW. This corresponds to a transmitter on-off isolation of I
TX
on/o f f ≥ 46.5 dB.
The primary transmitter parameters have been defined, and a proof-of-concept trans-
mitter was designed primarily using off-the-shelf components. The transmitter design is
presented in detail in Chapters 4 and 5. An overview of the transmitter operation, following
Figure 3.2, is provided here:
• As noted, the desired transmitted PRF is 20 MHz, and the output PRF of the PCC
is 200 MHz. As a result, the PCC PRF must be reduced by a factor of 10. The LO
branch of the transmitter, which includes a VCO, BPSK modulator, and RF switch,
implements the PRF reduction, as will be discussed in Section 5.1.2.
• In addition to down-sampling the IF signal, the LO branch generates the carrier and
implements BPSK pulse tagging to enable discrimination between in- and out-of-
range targets. The modulator is triggered at a rate of 20 MHz to phase code the LO
signal at the same rate as the transmitted PRF. The design and functionality of the
LO branch is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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• The upconverter operates as a double sideband (DSB) mixer. As a result, the radar
will not be capable of distinguishing between closing and opening targets, so it is not
necessary to employ an image-reject mixer in the receiver.
• The RF branch of the transmitter centers on a switched PA which amplifies the
upconverted signal to achieve a minimum peak output power of PTXon,min = 0.6 W.
The switched PA also increases the transmitter on-off isolation to meet the desired
ITXon/o f f ≥ 46.4 dB specification. The details of the RF branch will be presented in
Chapter 5.
• The digital control in Figure 3.2 provides control signals for several transmitter
components, as well as other radar components. It will be discussed in Section 3.4
and throughout the remainder of this thesis.
3.2 Receiver Architecture
A coherent, homodyne receiver architecture was selected for this work, consistent with a
pulse Doppler radar architecture. Coherent UWB receivers are presented in [52], [63], and
[54].
The top-level block diagram of the UWB receiver is shown in Figure 3.3. The gain of
the receiver is split between the RF and IF stages; the total gain is GRX = 55 ± 2dB under
static conditions and GRXpulsed = 52 ± 2dB under pulsed conditions. The static receiver noise
figure is 11.8 dB and is primarily limited by the range gate; the noise figure is 14.8 dB under
pulsed conditions. The receiver utilizes a homodyne architecture, so the output of the
receiver should match the UWB pulse envelope at the output of the transmitter, except for
a potential Doppler modulation if a moving target is present. A DSB downconverter is
used, so the noise bandwidth equals the 520 MHz noise bandwidth of the receiver, due
to frequency folding. The IF filter was designed as a quasi-matched filter based on the
605 MHz FWHM Gaussian-like output spectrum of the PCC.
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Figure 3.3: Receiver Block Diagram. The receiver employs a homodyne architecture.
The receiver employs a switched attenuator at its input to implement the receiver range
gate. The range gate operates at a rate of PRF = 20 MHz to match the PRF of the transmitted
signal with a duty cycle of τRG/T, where τRG is the pulsewidth of the range gate and defines
the “on” time of the receiver. The range-gate pulsewidth was selected to match the desired
range accuracy of the system: τRG = 2δR/co = 10 ns. The on-off isolation of the switched
attenuator sets the receiver on-off isolation; for this work, it is IRXon/o f f = 49 dB.
3.3 Antenna System
A pair of separate transmit and receive antennas was selected for this work. The antennas
must display flat gain and group delay over the 2–3 GHz bandwidth of the transmitted
signal. Tapered-slot antennas were selected to take advantage of the inherent isolation
between two directional antennas placed side-by-side. The antenna system is discussed in
detail in Chapter 7.
3.4 D igital Control
A Xilinx Virtex-5 field-programmable gate array (FPGA) with a 20 MHz external clock
provides the digital control signals for this work. The FPGA serves as a common clock
for the radar system, ensuring that all control signals are synchronous, as is required in a
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practical system [64]. The outputs of the FPGA are level-shifted and amplified on a daughter
board using a combination of Fairchild Semiconductor FIN1002 drivers and a custom
buffer circuit designed at Sandia National Laboratories. The outputs are summarized in
Table 3.1
Table 3.1: FPGA Outputs
Signal Name Subsystem Description
PLL TX A single-ended, 20 MHz low-voltage
transistor-transistor logic (LVTTL) clock
signal applied to the input of the PLL.
BPSK1 TX A single-ended, 20 MHz LVTTL pseudo-
random bi-phase code generated using a 27-
bit linear feedback shift register (LFSR). It
serves as the control signal for the BPSK mod-
ulator.
SW/SW TX A differential, 20 MHz, 10% duty cycle control
signal applied to the switch. The signal levels
are 0/-5 V.
PA1/PA1 TX A differential, 20 MHz, 10% duty cycle control
signal applied to the switched PA. The signal
levels are 0/-5 V.
PA2/PA2 TX A differential, 20 MHz, 10% duty cycle control
signal applied to the switched PA. The signal
levels are 0/-5 V.
RG/RG RX A differential, 20 MHz, 20% duty cycle control
signal applied to the switched attenuator. The
signal levels are 0/-1 V.
CLK Post Processor A single-ended, 20 MHz LVTTL clock signal
used as the digitizer’s external clock.
BPSK2 Post Processor A replica of the differential, 20 MHz LVTTL
pseudo-random bi-phase code applied to the
BPSK modulator. It is sampled by the digi-
tizer.
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3.5 Post Processor
The post-processor is implemented as a digitizer, and the signal processing is performed in
MATLAB for the proof-of-concept design. An Acqiris DP240 (Agilent U1069A) 8-bit, 2 GSa/s
PCI digitizer was selected; it provides βdig3dB = 1 GHz analog bandwidth, which is sufficient
to cover the IF output of the receiver. The output of the receiver, VRXout , is sampled at a rate of
fs = 20 MHz. The 3-dB IF bandwidth of the matched filter (and receiver) is β3dB = 540 MHz.
Since fs < β3dB, the signal is subsampled. As such, the sampled time-domain signal, V
pp
in ,
will not be the same as the output of the receiver, VRXout . Rather, a single sample will be
taken per pulse, preferably at the peak of the signal. The output will be aliased in the
frequency domain. The sample rate is not sufficient to reconstruct the received pulse
envelope; however, the sample rate is high enough to determine the Doppler shift, which
is significantly less than fs. The BPSK phase code, generated by the FPGA, is also sampled
at a sample rate of fs. The receiver output can be correlated with the phase code to allow
in- and out-of-range target discrimination.
A variety of the digitizer settings can be varied, including the full-scale voltage range,
V f s. It can be varied from 100 mV to 5 V in 1-2-5 steps; for this work, the full-scale range is
centered around 0 V. There are two considerations when selecting the full-scale voltage
range: the maximum signal voltage and quantization noise. The full-scale voltage range
should be large enough to avoid saturating the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in order
to prevent signal distortion. The full-scale voltage range determines the least significant
bit (LSB); it is equal to V f s/(2b), where b is the number of bits. Quantization noise is related
to the LSB. The input signal, Vppin , is quantized by the digitizer, and there will be an error
associated with the digitization process [65]. The amount of error can be reduced by
ensuring the noise voltage associated with Vppin is large enough to toggle at least the LSB
[65]. The receiver can be designed to ensure the criterion is met by careful selection of the
gain and noise figure combination.
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The digitizer can collect over 8.3 million samples per collection period. The full data set
is saved, and signal processing is performed after the data set is retrieved by the digitizer.
The signal processing script is detailed in Appendix A and can be summarized as follows:
(1) Process the BPSK phase code.
• The BPSK phase code is further digitized by setting all positive samples equal
to 1 and all negative samples equal to -1.
• The output is VBPSKpr .
(2) Subtract the DC component from Vppin .
• The digitizer will contribute a DC offset to the sampled data set. To account for
this error, the mean of Vppin is subtracted from each sample point.
• The output is Vpp′in .
(3) Correlate VBPSKpr signal and V
pp′
in .
• The two signals are correlated by multiplying them element by element.
• The output is Vppcorr.
(4) Calculate the power spectral density (PSD) of Vppcorr.
• The PSD is computed using a periodogram.1
• A Hamming window is applied to the sampled data.
• Both the number of samples and the amount of zero-padding are adjustable.
• A single, continuous sample set can be used, or a few sample sets can be processed
independently and averaged.
• The output is Ppp( f ).
1 A periodogram is a technique for calculating the PSD. First, the FFT of the data set is calculated. Next
the power spectrum is calculated as S( f ) = |X( f )|2/N, where S( f ) is the PSD, N is the number of samples, and
X( f ) is the FFT result [66].
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(5) Calculate the signal power.
• The signal power is determined by integrating around the desired signal fre-
quency with a specified bandwidth.
• The integration bandwidth is selected based on the 10, 20, 30, or 40 dB Hamming
main-lobe bandwidth. It is equal to βint = A fs/N, where N is the number of
samples and A is 2.3, 3.1, 3.6, or 4.0 for 10, 20, 30, or 40 dB Hamming main-lobe
bandwidth.
• The output is PppS .
(6) Calculate the noise power.
• The noise power is determined by integrating the full PSD, Ppp( f ), and subtracting
the signal power, PppS .
• The output is PppN .
(7) Calculate the SNR.
• The desired metric is the single-pulse SNR. It is calculated as the ratio of PppS to
PppN .
• The output is SNRpp1 .
The signal processing script requires a set of input parameters, which are summarized
in Table 3.2. There are some trade-offs to consider when selecting values for the various
parameters, as discussed in the following sections.
3.5.1 Number of Samples
The number of samples, N, impacts a variety of parameters, including the frequency
resolution of Ppp( f ) and the integration gain for the SNR. The frequency resolution for a
fast Fourier transform (FFT) process can be related to the number of samples as ∆ f = fs/N,
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Table 3.2: Signal Processing Variables
Variable Description
Number of Samples The number of samples can be selected to simulate
different integration periods.
Zero Padding The amount of zero padding can be adjusted to
interpolate the PSD, increase the PSD calculation
speed, or to set the desired number of frequency bins
in the PSD. Note that while zero padding increases
the number of frequency bins and smooths the PSD,
it does not provide additional frequency resolution
[67].
Number of Sample Sets The number of sample sets can be set to one for
standard processing, or it can be increased to allow
for averaging of several sample sets.
Signal Frequency The signal frequency can either be initialized to a
specific value, or it can be automatically assigned
to correspond to the frequency at which Ppp( f ) is
largest.
Integration Bandwidth The integration bandwidth can be selected as the 10,
20, 30, or 40 dB bandwidth of the Hamming main
lobe.
Range Shift Offset The range shift offset indicates the number of sample
shifts to assume when correlating VBPSKpr and V
pp′
in .
The delay can be used to account for time delays
inherent in the measurement setup or to observe the
out-of-range ambiguity rejection.
System Impedance The system impedance is used to calculate PppS and P
pp
N .
The MATLAB script verifies that the stated system
impedance matches the digitizer settings.
LPF Setup A digital low-pass filter (LPF) can be applied to
the data set before calculating the PSD. If a LPF is
selected, the cutoff frequency, filter order, and filter
method must be specified.
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where fs is the sample rate; therefore, increasing N improves the frequency resolution
of the output spectrum. This goes hand-in-hand with the improvement in frequency
resolution due to integration. The longer the integration period is, or the more samples
that are integrated, the finer the frequency resolution [66]. In addition, there is a SNR
processing gain due to integration. For a coherent signal, the processing gain is 10 log(N).
For a noncoherent signal, the processing gain is between 10 log
(√
N
)
and 10 log(N) [68].
The received noise is random and tends to add destructively as it is integrated, resulting
in a reduction to the noise power variance. The desired signal, on the other hand, will
integrate constructively. Since the integrated signal strength remains nearly constant, the
reduction in noise variance makes it easier to identify the signal [66].
3.5.2 Number of Samples and Integration
Bandwidth
The number of samples and the integration bandwidth impact the minimum calculable
single-pulse SNR. To illustrate, consider a white-noise spectrum (S( f ) = No), and assume a
predefined integration bandwidth, βint. For any given “signal” frequency, fsig, the signal
power is:
PppS =
∫ fsig+βint/2
fsig−βint/2
S( f )d f +
∫ − fsig+βint/2
− fsig−βint/2
S( f )d f = 2βintNo (3.3)
The noise power is equal to the signal power subtracted from the total power:
PppN =
∫ fs/2
− fs/2
S( f )d f − PppS = No( fs − 2βint) (3.4)
The minimum calculable single-pulse SNR is approximately:
SNR f loor1,min '
Psig
PN
=
2βint
fs − 2βint (3.5)
If the 30 dB Hamming main-lobe bandwidth is used to the define the integration bandwidth,
then βint = 3.6 fs/N. Eqn. 3.5 can be rewritten for this case as:
SNR f loor1,min '
7.2
N − 7.2 (3.6)
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Based on the equation, if the desired SNR floor is SNR f loor1,min = −40 dB, then at least seventy-
two thousand pulses should be integrated.
3.5.3 Integration Bandwidth
The integration bandwidth limits not only the minimum calculable SNR; it determines
the maximum calculable SNR, SNRcalc1,max. In this thesis, the integration bandwidth is set as
the 30 dB Hamming main-lobe bandwidth. As a result, the maximum calculable SNR is
limited to SNRcalc1,max ' 30 dB.
3.5.4 Number of Samples and S ignal Frequency
The relationship between the number of samples and the signal frequency can also impact
the PSD calculation. Consider a sinusoidal input signal, and assume that no windowing is
applied during the periodogram calculation. If the data set includes an integer number of
signal cycles, then the PSD will have two spectral components, located at ± fsig, as shown
in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b. If a fractional number of signal cycles is employed, then the
periodogram calculation will result in spectral smearing due to the overlapping aliasing
effect [66], as shown in Figures 3.4c and 3.4d.
There are two solutions to this problem. First, an integer number of signal cycles can be
sampled. Unfortunately, this is not a realistic option unless the signal frequency is always
known ahead of time. The second option is to apply a window function to the sampled data
before the periodogram calculation [66]. The windowing function weights the samples to
minimize the impact of the finite number of samples; a Hamming window is used in the
periodogram calculation in this thesis.
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Figure 3.4: Impact of Number of Cycles on PSD Calculation. If the number of samples corre-
sponds to an integer number of cycles of a sinusoid, the PSD will have two impulse-like
spectral components at ± fsig (see (a) and (b)). If a non-integer number of cycles is sampled,
the spectrum will be spread about ± fsig (see (c) and (d)).
3.5.5 Number of Sample Sets
SNR gains can also be achieved by averaging several data sets [66], so the number of sample
sets will impact the final SNR result. Consider several data sets with N samples. The PSD
can be calculated for each data set, and the PSDs can then be averaged, bin-by-bin, to reduce
the noise variance. This is an especially helpful technique for coherent systems. Every
coherent system has a finite coherent integration interval, which is limited by short-time
stability characteristics like jitter, phase noise, etc [69]. If integration is performed only over
the coherent integration interval, a coherent integration gain can be assumed. However,
if the integration is performed for a longer period of time, the integration gain will be
reduced, as the signal is no longer coherent. An alternative technique is to integrate several
short data sets over their coherent integration intervals and average the resulting PSDs to
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increase the SNR processing gain [66]. One side-effect of averaging is decreased frequency
resolution, so the decision to average or not should be based on the system specifications
[66].
3.6 Channel
Radar testing can be performed using a variety of techniques. One option is closed-loop
radar testing, which models the channel as a hard-wired system [70], as shown in Figure
3.5. The Doppler shift, channel attenuation, and range delay are simulated in hardware
using a single-sideband (SSB) modulator, a variable attenuator, and a variable time delay.
A closed-loop model helps verify the ideal expected behavior of the radar system by
eliminating degradations that are present in a wireless channel with an actual moving
target. The degradations can include leakage from the transmit to receive antenna due to
finite TX-RX isolation, multipath, clutter, fading, and target fluctuations, to name a few.
By removing the nonidealities, it is simpler to characterize the receiver’s sensitivity and
dynamic range and to measure the radar’s out-of-range ambiguity rejection capability
and the time-domain SNR response of the radar system. Closed-loop radar testing can be
performed on a bench-top and will be covered in more depth in Chapter 8.
Another radar testing option is open-loop radar testing, which includes the antenna
system [70]. Open-loop radar testing can be performed as shown in Figure 3.6. Rather than
hard-wiring the input and output of the channel model to the transmitter and receiver,
a wireless link is employed. An antenna and a circulator serve as the input and output
of the open-loop channel model, like in a single-antenna system, to transmit and receive
with a single antenna. In holding with the closed-loop channel model, the received signal
is Doppler shifted and attenuated using a SSB modulator and a variable attenuator. The
modulated signal is re-emitted and acts as the reflected radar signal. As with the closed-loop
channel model, the open-loop channel model eliminates many nonidealities associated
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Figure 3.5: Closed-Loop Channel Model. A closed-loop channel model is used to characterize
the radar system. It is comprised of a SSB modulator, a Doppler shift generator, a variable
attenuator, and a variable time delay.
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Figure 3.6: Open-Loop Channel Model. An open-loop channel model is used to characterize
the radar system. It is comprised of an antenna, a circulator, a SSB modulator, a Doppler
shift generator, and a variable attenuator.
with wireless transmission; however, it allows the tester to introduce nonidealities, such as
multipath, as desired. Open-loop testing can be performed in a controlled environment
such as an anechoic chamber.
Finally, radar testing can be performed in the field using a realistic target. Field testing
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was not performed as part of this thesis work.
3.6.1 L imitations of Closed - and Open -Loop Radar Testing
Closed- and open-loop channel models provide a simple means to characterize a radar
system. They simulate the Doppler effect of a moving target, while allowing the test to be
performed on a bench-top, in an anechoic chamber, or in an otherwise controlled laboratory
environment. Unfortunately, the models presented in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 lack one important
feature of a moving target–they do not simulate the time-domain motion of the target. The
position of a moving target changes over time, but the simulated target appears stationary
in the time domain. There are two techniques that can be used to account for this nonideality
in the model. First, the time delay of the channel could be swept over time to simulate the
target’s motion. While plausible, this technique complicates the channel model hardware.
The second technique is applied during signal processing. The integration interval, Tint,
is limited based on the time required for the target to move through the range gate. The
interval is determined based on the transmitted pulsewidth. Recall the expression relating
the time delay between the transmission and reception of a radar signal, assuming a target
at range R:
tR =
2R
co
(3.7)
Now consider a small change in the time delay due to a small change in the range:
tR2 − tR1 = 2(R2 − R1)co (3.8)
Assume that the post processor takes a single sample per PRI at a constant sample rate at
one range. In this case, if (tR2 − tR1) exceeds τ, some of the samples will only include noise;
in other words, to ensure that all (or most) samples in the integration interval include
signal, (tR2 − tR1) ≤ τ, or:
τ ≥ 2(R2 − R1)
co
(3.9)
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The time that is takes the target to move a distance (R2 − R1) is related to its velocity:
t′ =
R2 − R1
v
(3.10)
where t′ is the time of flight. During the time of flight, N pulses, spaced with period T, are
incident on the target, so the Eqn. (3.10) can be rewritten as:
NT =
R2 − R1
v
(3.11)
Solving Eqn. (3.11) for the change in range and substituting it into Eqn. (3.9) results in the
maximum number of pulses that can be integrated:
τ ≥ 2NTv
co
N ≤ coτ
2vT
(3.12)
A similar limit is defined and discussed in [71]. When the closed- and open-loop channel
models are used with the radar system described in this chapter, the number of integrated
samples should be limited as indicated in Eqn. (3.12) to more accurately simulate the
effect of a moving target. The integration interval limit can be particularly challenging for
coherent, short-pulse radars [72]. In this thesis, we assume the maximum integration time
for the maximum Doppler shift to provide the worst case scenario for the link budget.
3.7 Theoretical Radar Characteristics
The characteristics for each of the subsystems are summarized in Tables 3.3–3.7. The
transmitter design and its measured and simulated characteristics are presented in Chapters
4 and 5. The receiver design and its measured and simulated characteristics are presented in
Chapter 6. A UWB antenna system, which is used for open-loop radar testing, is presented
in Chapter 7.
The system level characteristics, or the radar performance, are also important. The pri-
mary radar performance metrics, including the sensitivity,minimum range,and out-of-range
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ambiguity rejection, are detailed in the following sections, and the system measurements
are presented in Chapter 8.
3.7.1 Sensitivity
As discussed in Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, the sensitivity of the radar system can be described
using the voltage sensitivity or the minimum single-pulse SNR at the output of the receiver.
This thesis uses the minimum SNR metric. The minimum SNR is typically selected to meet
some minimum criteria for the probability of false alarm and the probability of detection
[16]. The probability of false alarm is the probability that the envelope of the noise voltage
will exceed the detection threshold of the radar when only noise is present. Alternatively,
some texts quote the mean time between false alarms. The probability of detection is the
probability that the envelope of the total signal, including both signal and noise, will exceed
the detection threshold of the radar. Both probabilities can be expressed in terms of the
signal-to-noise ratio of the received signal. A simple empirical formula for the relationship
between the probability of false alarm, probability of detection, and signal-to-noise ratio is:
SNRout1 = ln
(
0.62
p f a
)
+ 0.12 ln
(
0.62
p f a
)
ln
(
pdet
1 − pdet
)
+ 1.7 ln
(
pdet
1 − pdet
)
(3.13)
where SNRout1 is the single-pulse SNR ratio at the output of the receiver, p f a is the probability
of false alarm, and pdet is the probability of detection [73], [16]. The expression assumes a
single pulse is used to calculate the SNR; in other words, it neglects integration gain. Some
results from the equation are plotted in Figure 3.7.
For this work, the desired probability of false alarm is 1E-7 and the desired probability
of detection is 0.99. The corresponds to a minimum detectable processed SNR of 15 dB.
Based on Eqn. 3.12 and the maximum considered Doppler shift, about 730 pulses can
be integrated for the radar in this work. This corresponds to the worst case integration
time, and the measurement results can be extended to smaller Doppler shifts and longer
integration times as per the application. The minimum detectable single-pulse SNR can be
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Table 3.3: Desired UWB Pulse Doppler Radar Parameters
Specification Parameter Symbol Value
Type
Target Maximum Target Range Rmax 7 m
Maximum Doppler Shift f Dmax 50 kHz
Channel Maximum Attenuation Lchmax 110 dB
System Operating Band — S-band
Minimum Range Accuracy δRmin ±0.75 m
Probability of False Alarm p f a 1E-7
Probability of Detection pdet 0.99
Minimum Detectable SNR SNRpr 15 dB
Maximum Rejectable SNR SNRout,rej1,max -30 dB
TX Pulse Repetition Frequency PRF 20 MHz
FWHM Pulsewidth τ ≤ 1 ns
Carrier Frequency fc 2.5 GHz
Minimum Peak TX Power, on-state PTXon,min 0.6 W
Maximum Peak TX Power, off-state PTXo f f ,max 12µW
TX on-off Isolation ITXon/o f f ≥ 46.5 dB
Digitizer Analog Bandwidth βdig3dB 1 GHz
Sample Rate fs 20 MHz
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Table 3.4: Measured UWB Transmitter Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
FWHM Pulsewidth τ 730 ps
3-dB Bandwidth β3dB 605 MHz
10-dB Bandwidth β10dB 1 GHz
Effective Bandwidth βe f f 1.6 GHz
Range Accuracy (SNRout1 = −13.5 dB) δR ±0.16 m
Range Accuracy (SNRout1 = 0 dB) δR ±0.03 m
Peak TX Power, on-state PTXon 1.2 W
Peak TX Power, off-state PTXo f f 4.5µW
TX On-Off Isolation ITXon/o f f 54 dB
TX Turn-Off Time (ITXon/o f f = 40 dB) t
TX
to 5.4 ns
TX Turn-Off Rate (ITXon/o f f ≤ 30 dB) RTXto 10.0 dB/ns
TX Turn-Off Rate (30 dB < ITXon/o f f ≤ 45 dB) RTXto 2.9 dB/ns
TX Turn-Off Rate (45dB < ITXon/o f f ≤ 55 dB) RTXto 0.7 dB/ns
Table 3.5: Measured UWB Receiver Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Static Receiver Gain GRX 55 dB
Static Receiver Noise Figure FRX 11.8 dB
Pulsed Receiver Gain GRXpulsed 52 dB
Pulsed Receiver Noise Figure FRXpulsed 14.8 dB
Range-Gate Pulsewidth τRG 10 ns
Receiver On-Off Isolation IRXon/o f f 49 dB
Noise Bandwidth βN 520 MHz
Noise Power (Input) PN -87 dBm
Dynamic Range (SNRout1 = −13.5 dB, RX only) DR 57.5 dB
Dynamic Range (SNRout1 = −13.5 dB, RX and ADC) DR 51.5 dB
Dynamic Range (SNRout1 = 0 dB, RX only) DR 44.0 dB
Dynamic Range (SNRout1 = 0 dB, RX and ADC) DR 38.0 dB
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Table 3.6: Expected UWB Pulse Doppler Radar Parameters,Based on TX & RX Measurements:
C = Coherent, NC = Noncoherent
Parameter Symbol Value
Number of Samples N 730
Minimum Detectable SNR (C) SNRout1,min -13.6 dB
Maximum Channel Attenuation (C) Lchmax 113 dB
Minimum Detectable SNR (NC) SNRout1,min 0.7 dB
Maximum Channel Attenuation (NC) Lchmax 99 dB
Table 3.7: Measured UWB Pulse Doppler Radar Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Minimum Detectable SNR SNRout1,min 0 dB
Maximum Channel Attenuation Lchmax 100–105 dB
Sampling Loss — 1–3 dB
Total Radar Losses — 4–5 dB
Minimum Noise and Leakage Power (Output) — -16 dBm
Coherent Processing Interval — 5 ms
Radar Turn-Off Time (ITX/RX = 90 dB) tto 2.8 ns
Radar Turn-Off Rate (ITX/RX = 90 dB) Rto 10.7 dB/ns
Radar Turn-Off Time (ITX/RX = 80 dB) tto 3.5 ns
Radar Turn-Off Rate (ITX/RX = 80 dB) Rto 11.1 dB/ns
Minimum TX-RX Isolation ITX/RXmin 80 dB
Minimum Range (ITX/RX = 80 dB) Rmin 1.3 m + Rlk
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Figure 3.7: Single-Pulse SNR, Probability of False Alarm, and Probability of Detection. An
empirical relationship between the three parameters is given in Eqn. (3.13) and plotted.
calculated as:
SNRout1 = SNRpr − Gint[dB] (3.14)
where Gint is the SNR gain due to integration. The processed SNR gain for a coherent radar
is 10 log(N); assuming coherent integration of 730 pulses, the minimum detectable single-
pulse SNR is -13.6 dB for this work. This corresponding maximum channel attenuation is
calculated as:
Lch = PTX + GA,TX + GA,RX − PN − FRXpulsed − SNRout1,min[dB] (3.15)
Assuming GA,TX = GA,RX = 0 dB and coherent integration of 730 pulses, the maximum
channel attenuation is 113 dB. The processed SNR gain for a noncoherent radar is at
least 10 log(
√
N). For a noncoherent radar, the minimum detectable single-pulse SNR is
0.7 dB, and the maximum channel attenuation is 99 dB. The sensitivity, or alternatively the
minimum detectable SNR, of the radar described in this work will be presented in Chapter
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8.
To achieve coherent processing gain, two things are required. First, the radar must be
coherent, which is achieved by maintaining the phase relationship between the transmitter
and receiver’s LOs. In this work, the output of a single VCO is divided to provide the LO
signal for both the transmitter and receiver. Second, the post processor must sample the
received signal using a trigger that is synchronous with the pulse envelope [74]. In this
work, the FPGA generates the synchronous 20 MHz signals that: (1) trigger the input to
the PCC, which forms the transmitted pulse envelope, (2) sets the transmitted PRF, and
(3) triggers the digitizer. Since the radar in this thesis is coherent, the coherent sensitivity
specifications will be assumed. The coherent integration characteristics align well with the
desired radar specifications for maximum channel loss and minimum detectable SNR.
As noted in Section 3.5.5, nonidealities, such as jitter and phase noise, limit the coherent
processing interval (CPI) of the radar. If the integration time is less than the CPI, the
integration gain will follow the expected 10 log(N) curve; if the integration time exceeds
the CPI, the integration gain will be reduced. Coherent integration gain and the CPI for
this radar in this work will be discussed in Chapter 8.
As part of the radar performance characterization,the single-pulse SNR will be calculated
for various channel attenuation states for comparison to the theoretical SNR values. As
discussed in Section 3.5, the number of pulses that are integrated limits the minimum
calculable SNR. In order to ensure the accurate calculation of the single-pulse SNR, one
million pulses will be integrated and the integration bandwidth will be set to match
the 30 dB Hamming window, resulting in an SNR floor on the order of -50 dB. This is
significantly more pulses than would be integrated in the field but allows accurate radar
characterization.
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3.7.2 M inimum Range and M inimum TX-RX
Isolation
The main driver for this thesis work is to minimize the closest detectable range of a pulse
Doppler radar by employing UWB techniques to minimize the transmitted pulsewidth. In
an ideal system, the minimum range would be limited by the “on” time of the transmitter;
however, finite TX-RX isolation increases the minimum detectable range (see Section 2.3).
The minimum range is increased to account for the delay of the leakage path between, for
example, the transmit and receive antennas. Fortunately, a short transmitted pulsewidth
still helps minimize the shortest detectable range, even when a leakage signal is present.
If the receiver and antenna system had infinite bandwidth, the minimum range will be
limited by the turn-off rate of the transmitter:
RTXmin = co
(
tlk
2
+
tTXto
2
+
τRG
4
)
(3.16)
where tlk is the time delay associated with the leakage signal, tTXto is the turn-off time
of the transmitted signal, and τRG is the range-gate pulsewidth. The apparent leakage
range is Rlk = cotlk/2. As will be discussed in Section 5.3, the turn-off characteristics of the
transmitted signal depend on the desired transmitter on-off isolation. For example, for
ITXon/o f f = 40 dB, the turn-off time is 5.4 ns, leading to a minimum range of R
TX
min = 1.6 m + Rlk.
Realistically, the receiver and antenna system do not have infinite bandwidth and can store
energy that dissipates or radiates according to a system-specific time-constant(s) [75]. As
such, it is necessary to measure the time-domain SNR response of the full radar system.
The time-domain SNR response is a characterization of the system behavior when the
receiver is on and the transmitter is off. As discussed, the post processor only takes a single
sample per PRI, so it cannot reconstruct the received pulse envelope with a single data
set. However, the time-domain SNR response measurement can be used to reconstruct the
received pulse enveloped similar to a sampling oscilloscope. It is performed by changing
the time delay of the channel in small increments over the range 0 ≤ tR ≤ T and recording
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the output of the receiver as the signal moves through a fixed range gate. The single-pulse
SNR is calculated for each data point and is plotted versus tR. For an ideal radar, the
waveform should match the envelope of the transmitted signal. However, due to the
finite bandwidth of the receiver, the waveform will likely turn off more slowly than the
transmitted waveform. The turn-off time of the measured output of the radar can be used
to calculate the minimum detectable range:
Rmin = co
( tlk
2
+
tto
2
+
τRG
4
)
(3.17)
where tto is the turn-off time of the full radar. A metric must be selected to determine the
turn-off time. For this thesis, the turn-off time will be based on a maximum, rejectable
single-pulse SNR at the output of the receiver; it is SNRout,rej1,max = −30 dB for this work. This
turn-off time is defined as the time delay between the peak SNR value due to the leakage
signal and the point at which the SNR is less than or equal to the maximum, rejectable
SNR. This criterion leads to a trade-off between the minimum range and minimum TX-RX
isolation of the radar. For high TX-RX isolation values, the leakage signal reduces to a
-30 dB SNR quickly. A limiting case occurs for infinite TX-RX isolation. In this scenario, the
minimum range is only limited by the “on” time of the transmitter. On the other hand, if
the TX-RX isolation is low, the leakage signal reduces to a -30 dB SNR slowly. In the worst
case, it does not reach the required SNR level before the next pulse is transmitted. The
trade-off between minimum range and minimum TX-RX isolation can be explored through
closed-loop testing and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 8.
3.7.3 M inimum TX-RX Isolation
The minimum TX-RX isolation specification not only depends on the scenario where the
receiver is “on” and the transmitter is “off”, but also on the case where the receiver is “off”
and the transmitter is “on”. In this case, the peak of the leakage signal should be sufficiently
attenuated to ensure the maximum rejectable single-pulse SNR of -30 dB is not exceeded.
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The minimum TX-RX isolation through the antenna system for this case can be calculated
as follows:
ITX/RXmin = PTX − IRG − PN − FRXpulsed − SNRout,rej1,max [dB] (3.18)
where IRG is the on-off isolation of the range gate and SNR
out,rej
1,max is the maximum rejectable
single-pulse SNR at the output of the receiver. ITX/RXmin = 81 dB for the radar in this work.
The actual TX-RX isolation specification may be more stringent, depending on the desired
trade-off between the minimum range and minimum TX-RX isolation, as discussed in the
previous section.
3.7.4 Out-of -Range Ambiguity Resolution
As discussed, BPSK pseudo-random pulse tagging is applied to the transmitted signal to
resolve out-of-range ambiguities. The sampled BPSK signal is correlated with the sampled
output of the receiver. The autocorrelation of a pseudo-random code is similar to white
noise, making it an excellent choice to distinguish between in- and out-of-range targets
[76], [77]. For in-range targets, the phase code is aligned with the phase-coded received
signal, and the target return can be detected. For out-of-range targets, the phase code is
misaligned with the phase-coded received signal, and the PSD of the target return will be
similar to white noise. In this thesis, the out-of-range ambiguity rejection ratio is defined
as the ratio of the SNR for an in-range target to the SNR of an out-of-range target. The
rejection ratio will depend on the specific segment of the maximal length pseudo-random
phase code that is analyzed, as well as the number of samples that are considered. For
example, the rejection ratio will be limited by the minimum calculable SNR, which was
discussed in Section 3.5.2.
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Chapter 4
UWB Pulse Generator
A varactor-diode based PCC serves as the pulse generator for the UWB transmitter. Its
design, analysis, nonlinear simulations, and characterization are covered in this chapter. In
addition, the properties of the PCC, as they pertain to the UWB short-pulse Doppler radar,
are discussed.
4.1 Pulse Generator Requirements
The pulse generator has a significant impact on the behavior of the UWB short-pulse
Doppler radar, and a variety of factors contribute to the selection of the pulse generator
topology. The selection criteria are discussed in the following sections.
4.1.1 Output Pulse Shapes
A variety of UWB pulse shapes can be utilized, including square, Gaussian, monocycle,
and triangular pulses. The derivatives of a Gaussian pulse are also used in UWB systems.
The nth derivative of a Gaussian pulse is referred to as an nth-order Gaussian; the 1st-order
Gaussian is often referred to as a Gaussian monocycle. Several pulse shapes are illustrated
in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Pulse Shapes. (a) Square, (b) Gaussian, (c) 1st-order Gaussian (also called a
Gaussian monocycle), (d) 2nd-order Gaussian, (e) monocycle, and (f) triangular pulses are
illustrated.
The UWB pulse often serves as the envelope for a carrier-based radar, and it is important
to consider the time-domain characteristics of the pulse. As seen in the figure, monocycles
and derivatives of Gaussian pulses introduce a phase inversion within the pulse. As noted,
BPSK pulse tagging will be employed in the transmitter. As such, introducing a phase
inversion via the pulse envelope could complicate the correlation step applied in the post
processor. Only single polarity pulse envelopes were considered for this work.
Another important time-domain characteristic of the pulse envelope is the pulsewidth.
The pulse should be narrow to minimize the shortest detectable range; however, a very
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short pulse corresponds to a very short integration period (see Section 3.6.1). In addition,
if the pulsewidth is comparable to the period of the carrier, the pulse envelope will be
differentiated and distorted upon transmission through the antenna system, as will be
discussed in Chapter 7. In other words, there are trade-offs when selecting the pulsewidth,
and it should be selected to suit the specific radar application.
The frequency-domain characteristics of the pulse envelope are also important. Square
and triangular envelopes result in sinc and sinc2 frequency spectra, respectively. A Gaussian
pulse envelope has a Gaussian frequency spectrum, which falls off without the side lobes
exhibited with a square or triangular envelope. A Gaussian spectrum eases the requirements
for the transmitter components, antenna system, and receiver components, making it a
desirable option; it was, therefore, selected for this work.
4.1.2 Pulse Doppler Radar Requirements
A pulse Doppler topology was selected for this work. As such, the pulse generator must
lend itself to a coherent radar design. An important requirement for coherent operation
is that the transmitter and receiver share an LO or a pair LOs that are phase coherent. To
conform with this hardware constraint, the pulse generator should produce a baseband
pulse train which can be applied to the LO signal through a mixing or switching process.
As coherency is vital in a pulse Doppler design, it is also important to minimize the added
phase noise due to the pulse generator.
4.1.3 C ircuit Technology
The prototype radar described in this thesis was designed using commercial off-the-
shelf (COTS) components. It is desirable to integrate future iterations of the radar in a
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) technology, so it is advantageous to select
a pulse generator topology that lends itself to both hybrid and MMIC designs. By selecting
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a topology that can be designed in both technologies, the prototype radar components
can be replaced one at a time with MMIC components without significantly changing the
overall radar performance; a similar approach was taken in [78].
4.2 UWB Pulse Generator
Technologies
UWB pulse generators are used extensively for pulsed UWB systems, and a variety of
subnanosecond pulse generator topologies have been demonstrated in the literature.
Although optical short-pulse generators exist, we are interested in a microwave solution.
Common microwave pulse generator implementations include step recovery diode (SRD)
circuits, passive pulse generators and pulse-shaping circuits, digital pulse generators,
transistor circuits, and nonlinear transmission lines (NLTLs).
4.2.1 SRD Pulse Generators
SRDs are p-i-n diodes and are typically constructed on Si or GaAs substrates. Their DC
behavior is similar to a standard pn junction, but their dynamic behavior is different
and important to switching applications [79]. Under forward bias, an SRD is in a low
impedance state and stores charge. Under reverse bias, the SRD discharges; once the diode
is discharged, which occurs rapidly, it behaves as a high impedance. Due to its behavior
under forward and reverse bias conditions, an SRD can be used to sharpen the edge of a
voltage step. Consider the circuit in Figure 4.2. The DC bias induces a forward bias current
through the SRD and charges the diode junction while the RF input is 0 V, as illustrated in
the signal waveforms of Figure 4.3. The generator applies a voltage step with a finite rise
time, which reverse biases the SRD. The current flow through the diode reverses polarity
and continues to flow until the stored charge is depleted. During this period, the diode
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Figure 4.2: SRD Pulse Sharpener. An SRD circuit can be used to sharpen the edge of a voltage
step, as illustrated in the waveforms of Figure 4.3.
is in its low impedance state, and the output voltage is 0 V. Once the charge is depleted,
the SRD quickly transitions to its high impedance state, and the diode current drops to
zero. The transition time depends on the diode characteristics and defines the rise time of
the voltage step at the output of the circuit, as seen in Figure 4.3. A single SRD circuit can
sharpen the rise time of a voltage step from 10 ns to 300 ps [79]. Pairs of SRDs can be used
to sharpen both the rising and falling edges of a square pulse.
SRDs can also be coupled with other discrete or distributed components to create pulse
generators. SRD pulse generators have been used extensively in the literature. A tunable
monocycle SRD pulse generator is presented in [80], and its circuit diagram is shown in
Figure 4.4. The generator centers on a series SRD and a shunt, shorted transmission line. A
square wave is applied to the input of the pulse generator, and the output of the SRD is a
short voltage pulse with a Gaussian-like envelope. A direct voltage wave travels through
the transmission line to the load. A second voltage wave travels along the delay line and is
reflected by the short. The polarity of the wave is reversed, and the reflected wave reaches
the load after some delay, which is established by the length of the stub. The superposition
of the direct and reflected waves produces a Gaussian-like monocycle at the output of
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Figure 4.3: SRD Pulse Sharpener Signals. The SRD circuit of Figure 4.2 can be used to sharpen
the edge of a voltage step, as illustrated in the waveforms.
the pulse generator. The pulsewidth can be adjusted from 450 ps to 1170 ps with pulse
amplitudes from 5.8 V to 9.8 V.
[81] presents a similar topology; however, the authors employed various digitally-
controlled delay lines to allow both Gaussian-like and Gaussian-like monocycle pulse
generation with adjustable pulsewidths. The resulting pulsewidths are comparable to [80]
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Figure 4.4: SRD Pulse Generator. The pulse generator of [80] centers on an SRD.
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Figure 4.5: SRD Pulse Generator. The pulse generator of [82] centers on an SRD.
(300–1000 ps), but the peak operating voltages are lower, between 0.8 V and 1.6 V.
In [82], a pair of SRDs are used in a shunt topology to compress the edges of a sinusoidal
input and generate a square output pulse with 720 ps rise and fall times, as shown in
Figure 4.5. This is similar to the pulse sharpening circuit of Figure 4.2. The two coupled
branches provide additional outputs derived from the square wave. In one branch, the
square wave is differentiated to generate a 290 ps Gaussian-like pulse. In the other branch,
the square wave is differentiated twice to produce a 590 ps Gaussian-like monocycle. The
output voltage levels are less than 100 mV.
Many other examples of SRD pulse generators exist in the literature, which operate
with a range of pulsewidths (∼100 ps to ∼2 ns), Gaussian-like or Gaussian-like monocycle
pulse shapes, and various peak voltages from 100 mV to 10 V. The versatility of SRD
circuits comes at a price. SRDs exploit two diode characteristics that typically result in
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high noise levels: large input drive levels and the quick transient current under reverse
bias conditions [83]. Large input drive levels, associated with large peak output voltages
(3–10 V), are used to charge the intrinsic region of the diode under forward bias, and the
current levels can exceed the shot current relation, resulting in excess current noise and
degrading the phase noise of the pulse generator [83]. During the transition to the high
impedance state, the carriers stored in the intrinsic region are discharged. The carriers
interact with the semiconductor lattice, resulting in statistical variation in the discharge
time which is observed as added phase noise [83]. These characteristics are intrinsic to the
operation of the SRDs.
As noted, SRDs are normally fabricated on microwave substrates. However, they are
not available in most standard MMIC processes, so most SRD pulse generators, including
those mentioned in this section, are hybrid circuits.
4.2.2 Passive Pulse Generators and Pulse -Shaping C ircuits
Passive components such as switches, transmission lines, filters, and antennas can be used
to generate or shape a short pulse.
Switch -Based Pulse Generators
[84] presents a short-pulse generator design in which the carrier is gated using a switch,
as illustrated in Figure 4.6. The root-raised cosine filter provides spectral filtering so the
output conforms to the FCC’s UWB spectral mask. In this design, an upconversion stage is
not required, and the mixer is employed to apply pulse tagging. [85] employs a similar
architecture but uses a second gating stage to further reduce the transmitted pulsewidth.
Switch-based short-pulse gating circuits have challenging requirements and are some-
what limited in operation:
• The switch must have subnanosecond rise and fall times as well as subnanosecond
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Figure 4.6: Passive Pulse-Shaping Circuit. [84] presents a passive pulse-shaping circuit.
on and off times to generate a subnanosecond pulse.
• A short-pulse generator is required to generate the baseband switch control signal.
• Fast switches generally have limited isolation, and several switching stages may be
required to achieve sufficient transmitter on-off isolation.
• The pulse shape is often limited to a rectangular pulse.
Despite these limitations, switch-based circuits can be useful in UWB pulse generation.
Transmission L ine Pulse Generators
[86] describes a passive pulse-shaping circuit in which the pulse is generated at baseband.
As illustrated in Figure 4.7, the design is based on a hybrid structure in which the two
through ports are terminated in shorted stubs. A voltage step is applied at the input port,
and the reflections from the stubs add in the time domain, resulting in a subnanosecond
Gaussian-like monocycle.
Pulse -Shaping F ilters
Pulse-shaping filters are used extensively in communications applications to provide
additional spectral filtering to meet the FCC’s UWB spectral mask, as in [84]. [87]–[91]
include examples of pulse-shaping filters and will be discussed in the next section. The
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Figure 4.7: Passive Pulse-Shaping Circuit. [86] presents a passive pulse-shaping circuit.
radar in this work operates outside the FCC’s UWB band, and spectral filtering is not a
primary concern.
Pulse -Shaping Antennas
UWB antennas can also be exploited to shape the transmitted UWB pulse. Antennas provide
spectral filtering and can behave as temporal differentiators [92], as will be discussed
in Chapter 7. The differentiation resulting from the antenna system must be considered
in the pulse selection and design of the receiver, especially if the period of the carrier is
comparable to the pulsewidth of the envelope. [93] and [94] are both examples where the
time differentiation property was used to establish the desired transmitted pulse spectrum.
Pulse shaping via the antenna system’s transfer function is primarily utilized for impulse
radars and radars whose pulsewidth is comparable to the period of the carrier. The desired
pulse envelope for this work is wide enough to allow a few cycles of the carrier frequency
to be transmitted. As will be discussed in Chapter 7, this means the time differentiation
property of the antenna system will not significantly impact the pulse envelope of the radar
signal. As a result, the antenna system in this work is not designed to provide significant
time-domain pulse shaping of the radar signal.
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Figure 4.8: Digital Pulse Generator. [87] presents a digital pulse generator.
4.2.3 D igital Pulse Generators
A variety of digital pulse generator topologies exist in the literature. Similar to the hybrid-
based pulse generator that was presented, some digital pulse generators employ time
delays to generate short pulses. In [87], a 100 MHz square wave is split between two paths,
as shown in Figure 4.8. One path inverts the signal and introduces a voltage variable
delay through a varactor diode. The two paths are applied to the input of a NAND gate,
resulting in a narrow pulse whose pulsewidth is defined by the time delay. A high pass
filter integrates the pulse, and the final pulsewidth is on the order of 300 ps. [88], [89],
and [90] use similar topologies, resulting in ∼100 ps to ∼300 ps Gaussian-like monocycles,
∼300 ps 2nd-order Gaussian-like pulses, and 340 ps Gaussian-like monocycles, respectively.
The peak output voltage for digital pulse generators is limited by the supply rail. For
example, the peak voltage is less than 0.5 V in [88].
In [91], the LO provides the input signal for a digital pulse generator, as seen in the
block diagram in Figure 4.9a. The pulse generator, detailed in Figure 4.9b, is composed
of a set of digital frequency dividers and AND gates. Each frequency divider reduces the
signal frequency by half, and the number of dividers sets the PRF of the pulse generator.
The AND gates reduce the duty cycle from 50% to (100/2n)%, where n is the number of
AND gates, as illustrated by the waveforms of Figure 4.10; any number of stages can
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Figure 4.9: Digital Pulse Generator. [91] presents a digital pulse generator. The block diagram
is illustrated in (a) and the pulse generator architecture is illustrated in (b).
be selected. The duty cycle can be increased for a given PRF by removing some of the
AND gate stages. The envelope is shaped using a Gaussian filter and mixed with the
carrier; the final pulsewidth is 1 ns and the PRF is 125 MHz. Since the pulse envelope
is derived from the carrier, the circuit ensures synchronization between the carrier and
envelope. Synchronization between the two is not required for a homodyne pulse Doppler
radar but can improve the performance by limiting the phase noise and increasing the
coherent processing interval. Similar techniques will be discussed in Chapter 9 as possible
improvements to the radar described in this thesis.
Many of the pulse generators in the section were designed for operation in the 3.1–
10.6 GHz UWB band and focus on meeting the FCC’s spectral mask. As a result, some of the
designs are more akin to impulse radars ([87]–[90]) and would not be suitable generators
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Figure 4.10: Digital Pulse Generator. [91] presents a digital pulse generator. The waveforms,
which correspond to the circuit diagram in Figure 4.9b, are plotted.
for a pulse Doppler radar design. However, the basic digital pulse forming techniques
described in these works typically result in rectangular or triangular pulses and can be
used for pulse Doppler radar if the pulse-shaping filters are not included.
4.2.4 Transistor -Based Pulse Generators
A variety of digital pulse generators exist in the literature. One example, which is illustrated
in Figure 4.11, employs a CMOS triangular pulse generator and ring oscillator which are
triggered from the same source [95]. The output is a train of 200 mV, 1.1-4.5 ns, Gaussian-like
pulses. Like the design in [91], this design ensures synchronicity between the envelope
and carrier and presents a means to reduce the phase noise of the transmitted signal for
future radar iterations.
In [96] a triangular pulse generator and a mixer were designed in a BiCMOS process.
The mixer not only upconverts the triangular pulse train, but also shapes the pulse so
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Figure 4.11: Digital Pulse Generator. [95] presents a digital pulse generator.
the final pulse envelope is ∼1 ns wide and Gaussian-like. The design is well suited for an
integrated circuit (IC) design but not for a COTS design. As such, it would be appropriate
to consider for future iterations of the radar design to provide additional spectral shaping
but is not appropriate for the initial radar prototype.
[97] uses a pHEMT distributed amplifier to shape and approximately synthesize a
4 GHz carrier with a Gaussian-like envelope. While the output of the design resembles an
upconverted pulse train, the circuit does not utilize an LO. As a result, it can not be used in
a pulse Doppler radar design.
4.2.5 Nonlinear Transmission L ines
The model of an NLTL is similar to a standard distributed transmission line model except
either the inductors or capacitors are nonlinear [98], as shown in Figure 4.12. In practice, the
implementation in Figure 4.12b is selected, as nonlinear capacitors are more readily available
in standard processes than nonlinear inductors. Nonlinear capacitors can be implemented
using varactor or Schottky diodes [98], [99]. Discrete NLTLs are implemented using discrete
inductors and varactors [100], [83], and distributed NLTLs are implemented by periodically
loading a microstrip [101] or coplanar waveguide (CPW) [99], [102] transmission line with
diodes. NLTLs accept a periodic input signal and compress it into a series of rectified
pulses. In addition to standard NLTL circuits which require an RF source at the input,
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Figure 4.12: NLTL Model. An NLTL model is similar to a distributed transmission line
model, except either the inductors or capacitors are nonlinear. An NLTL can compress a
periodic input signal to generate a series of baseband pulses.
free-running [103] and injection-locked [104] NLTL oscillators have also been demonstrated.
The mechanics of NLTLs will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3.
Under forward-bias conditions, the phase noise of a varactor diode is dominated by
shot noise [83]. The noise mechanisms are less established for a varactor under reverse bias
conditions, and the phase noise of a discrete NLTL was explored in [83]. [83] found that the
additive phase noise of the NLTL under study was near the noise floor of the measurement
system. The phase noise was, however, impacted by the bias circuitry; optimizing the bias
circuitry provides a means to minimize the phase noise of an NLTL, which is advantageous
for coherent radar design.
4.2.6 UWB Pulse Generator Trade -Offs
The characteristics of the various pulse generators presented in the previous sections are
summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. As noted previously, a variety of criteria contribute to
the pulse generator selection.
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As discussed in Section 4.1.1, a Gaussian pulse envelope is desired for this work. SRD
and NLTL circuits can generate a Gaussian-like pulse envelope directly. The output of the
other pulse generators can be shaped using filters or other components (e.g. a mixer) to
create the desired Gaussian pulse shape.
As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the pulse generator should produce a baseband pulse
train which can be applied to the output of the LO via a mixing or switching process. With
the exception of the design in [97], any of the pulse generation techniques presented in
the references can be adapted to this purpose. The pulse generator should also exhibit
low phase noise. Most of the pulse generators can be designed for low phase noise, but
SRD pulse generators will typically have poor phase noise performance compared to other
Table 4.1: UWB Pulse Generator and Pulse-Shaping Circuits
CIRCUIT TYPE PHASE NOISE COMPATIBLE COMPATIBLE
WITH MMICS? WITH HYBRID
DESIGN?
SRD Pulse High No Yes
Generators
Passive Pulse Limited by Yes Yes
Generators: control signal
Switch-Based stability
Passive Pulse Low Yes, but com- Yes
Generators: ponent size can
T-Line Designs be restrictive.
Passive Pulse- Low Yes, but com- Yes
Shaping Circuits: ponent size can
Filter-Based be restrictive.
Digital Pulse Design Yes Yes, but
Generators dependant challenging if
devices must be
matched.
Transistor-Based Design Yes Yes, but
Pulse Generators dependant challenging if
devices must be
matched.
NLTLs Low Yes Yes
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technologies for the reasons highlighted in Section 4.2.1.
As noted in Section 4.1.3, it is desirable to select a pulse generator topology that is
compatible with both hybrid and MMIC design. SRD pulse generators are compatible with
hybrid design, but not with MMIC design. Transmission line based pulse generators work
well in hybrid circuits but can be quite large in a MMIC design; real estate is expensive
on a MMIC, so transmission line designs are not ideal. Like transmission line designs,
filter-based pulse-shaping circuits work well in hybrid designs but can be quite large when
designed on a MMIC. Digital and transistor-based pulse generators work well in MMIC
designs but can be challenging to implement in a hybrid circuit. Both switch-based and
NLTL pulse generators can be implemented as hybrid circuits and in MMIC technology,
so both pulse generator topologies can be employed in the initial COTS prototype and
future integrated radar designs. As noted previously, both technologies are compatible
with a pulse Doppler radar architecture and can be designed with low phase noise. These
characteristics, combined with the Gaussian-like pulse envelope of an NLTL pulse generator,
make switch-based and NLTL-based pulse generators excellent technologies for the radar
presented in this thesis. The NLTL-based pulse generator is presented in the following
sections, and the switch-based designs are presented in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.
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Table 4.2: UWB Pulse Generator and Pulse-Shaping Circuits
CIRCUIT INPUT WAVEFORMS OUTPUT PULSE COMPATIBLE WITH REFERENCES
TYPE AND/OR SHAPES PULSE DOPPLER
CONTROL SIGNALS RADAR?
SRD Pulse Input: square or sinusoidal Gaussian-like, Yes [79], [80], [81],
Generators Control: DC bias for some Gaussian-like monocycle [82]
Passive Pulse Input: LO signal Rectangular Yes [84], [85]
Generators: Control: short-pulse switch
Switch-Based control signal
Passive Pulse Input: step in [86] but Gaussian monocycle in Yes [86]
Generators: rectangular also possible [86] but Gaussian-like or
T-Line Designs Control: none required rectangular also possible.
Passive Pulse- Input: baseband or RF Spectral shaping is normally Yes [84], [92], [87],
Shaping Circuits: pulse train applied so the transmitted [88], [89], [90],
Filter-Based Control: none required signal conforms with a [91]
spectral mask.
Digital Pulse Input: square or sinusoid Typically rectangular or Yes [87], [88], [89],
Generators Control: none required triangular. The reference [90], [91]
examples include extra
pulse shaping.
Transistor-Based Input: baseband pulse train Triangular and Gaussian Yes, if an LO [95], [96], [97]
Pulse Generators Control: none required in references but others is employed (i.e.
possible. not [97]).
NLTLs Pulse Input: sinusoid Gaussian-like Yes [99], [100], [83],
Generators Control: optional DC bias [101], [102]
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4.3 Varactor -D iode PCC Design
The PCC in this work is based on a discrete NLTL with varactor diodes, as shown in Figure
4.13. The input to the PCC is a DC-offset 200 MHz sinusoid, which the circuit compresses to
form a train of subnanosecond, positive baseband pulses with a PRF of 200 MHz. When the
SMV1236 varactor diodes are forward biased, they conduct, providing a low impedance
path to ground. Consequently, the output voltage is approximately 0 V when the input
voltage is sufficiently negative to turn the diodes on. When the diodes are reverse biased,
they behave as variable capacitors, and the PCC can be approximated as a finite NLTL, as
in Figure 4.12b. Since the capacitance is nonlinear with voltage, the phase velocity of an
infinite NLTL is also a function of voltage:
vph(VR) =
1√
LC(VR)
(4.1)
where vph is the phase velocity, VR is the reverse bias voltage across the varactor, and L and
C are the reactances per unit length of line. For a finite, discrete approximation of an NLTL,
the expression for phase velocity must be adapted, but it remains proportional to Eqn. (4.1):
vph(VR) =
f (κ)√
LC(VR)
(4.2)
where f (κ) is a function of the wave number and describes a weak dispersion relation
[105]. The inductances of the PCC are constant, and the capacitance of the varactor
diodes decreases with increasing reverse bias. Therefore, the phase velocity increases with
increasing reverse bias, and if a sinusoid is applied at the input to the PCC, the positive
half-cycle will be compressed to form a positive voltage pulse.
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Figure 4.13: PCC. The PCC schematic is shown in (a), and the layout is shown in (b). The PCC is based on a discrete NLTL
and converts a 200 MHz sinusoidal input into a 200 MHz PRF, subnanosecond pulse train. The number of LC stages can be
adjusted from 1–10. The varactor diodes are manufactured by Skyworks.
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4.3.1 Pulse Shape
Theoretically, if the dispersion of an NLTL perfectly balances the nonlinearity of the line, a
solitary wave will form [98]. Assuming that the output of the PCC is similar to that of an
NLTL, it can be approximated by the soliton solution of the form:
VPCCout (t) '
∞∑
n=1
VPCCout,psech
2
(
1.763(t − nTPCC)
τV
)
(4.3)
where VPCCout,p is the peak output voltage, n is an integer, TPCC is the period of the input
sinusoid, and τV is the FWHM pulsewidth of the voltage pulse, following from the single
pulse expressions in [98] and [99]. A Gaussian-like pulse envelope is used for many UWB
applications and is desired for this work. The Taylor expansions, up to the third term, for a
Gaussian and the sech2 function in Eqn. (4.3) are:
sech2(bt) ' 1 − b2t2 + 2b
4
3
t4 (4.4)
exp(−b2t2) ' 1 − b2t2 + b
4
2
t4 (4.5)
The first two terms of the expansions are identical, and the third terms match to within a
multiplicative constant. The similarity between the two functions is shown graphically
in Figure 4.16a and compared with the simulated and measured output of the PCC. The
output of the PCC can be further approximated as:
VPCCout (t) '
∞∑
n=1
VPCCout,p exp
(
−a
( t − nTPCC
τV
)2)
(4.6)
where a is a constant. For a Gaussian pulse, a = 4 ln(2) ' 2.773. Based on Eqns. (4.3)–(4.6), a
= 3.103, which is within 15% of the theoretical Gaussian coefficient.
The preceding expressions use the FWHM pulsewidth of the voltage pulse. The FWHM
pulsewidth of the power pulse is of interest for this work, and Eqn. (4.6) can be rewritten
as follows:
VPCCout (t) '
∞∑
n=1
VPCCout,p exp
(
−a
2
( t − nTPCC
τ
)2)
(4.7)
where τ is the FWHM pulsewidth of the power pulse.
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Since the time-domain output of the PCC is Gaussian-like, the frequency-domain output
will also be Gaussian-like. The time-bandwidth product for a Gaussian pulse is:
τβ3dB =
4
pi
ln
(
1√
0.5
)
' 0.44 (4.8)
where β3dB is the bandwidth of the pulse [106]. This relationship is important to the design
of the receiver’s matched filter (see Chapter 6).
4.3.2 PCC Design
The SMV1236 hyper-abrupt varactor diode was selected for this work. As implied by its
hyper-abrupt categorization [107], it provides a wide range of capacitances (3.5–25 pF at
1 MHz). In addition, it allows for voltages up to 15 V across the diode. Standing waves along
an NLTL-like circuit can result in high node voltages; therefore, it is important to ensure
the diode break-down voltage is not exceeded at any point in the circuit [83]. Simulations
verify that the PCC in this work can operate under sinusoidal excitation with amplitudes
up to 6 V peak without exceeding the reverse break-down voltage.
NLTL designs can employ constant or tapered inductance values [99]; in this work, the
inductances are equal. The inductance was selected to provide a 50 Ω input impedance for
a mid-range reverse bias level (VR = 2 V) by approximating the input impedance as:
Zin(VR) '
√
L
C(VR)
(4.9)
The input and output impedances, and thus matches, will change as the input voltage
changes. The worst case mismatch occurs when the diodes are forward biased and the
input impedance is a short circuit.
The PCC will have a corner frequency of [99]:
fl(VR) ' 1
pi
√
LC(VR)
(4.10)
The corner frequency is a result of the periodic structure of the PCC, and is referred to as
the Bragg frequency in NLTL literature [99]. For an impulse compression NLTL, the corner
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frequency should lie just beyond the desired harmonic content of the output signal [99].
The VR = 2 V corner frequency for the PCC is 600 MHz. An input frequency of 200 MHz
was selected, so the first two harmonics are within the frequency range of the PCC. If a
lower frequency is selected, the period of the input sinusoid is wider, and the output pulse
will also be wider. If a higher frequency is selected, the 2nd and 3rd harmonics undergo
more attenuation, which counteracts the compressive effect of the PCC; if the harmonics
are attenuated too much, the output pulse would resemble a rectified sinusoid rather than
a Gaussian-like pulse.
The PCC was modeled in Agilent’s Advanced Design System (ADS) using time-domain
simulations. The varactor and inductor SPICE models, shown in Figure 4.14, were provided
by Skyworks and Coilcraft, respectively, and include parasitic effects. The PCC was
simulated with 3–10 LC stages to match the physical PCC board design. The PCC was laid
out on an FR4 substrate and accommodates up to 10 LC stages, as illustrated in Figure 4.13b.
The layout also includes space for an optional matching network or a SOIC-8 packaged
component.
4.4 Varactor -D iode PCC Characterization
For the PCC characterization,a 200 MHz signal is applied to the input,and the output voltage
is measured with an HP54752A 50 GHz, equivalent-time oscilloscope and a spectrum
analyzer over a range of input RF power levels and DC biases provided through an external
bias-T. The PCC length is adjusted from 3-9 LC sections. The design of the PCC allows the
flexibility to select a peak RF input voltage from approximately 2–4 V and a DC bias from
500–1000 mV.
The number of stages impacts both the peak output voltage and the pulsewidth. As
the number of stages increases, the output pulses undergo additional attenuation and the
pulsewidth broadens. The results are summarized in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.14: Varactor and Inductor Models. The varactor (a) and inductor (b) models were
provided by Skyworks and Coilcraft, respectively.
Table 4.3: PCC LC Sections
LC Sections τ (ns) VPCCout,p (V)
3 720 4.4
5 1050 3.8
7 1030 3.6
9 1330 2.1
The input RF and DC voltage levels impact the peak output voltage and the pulsewidth,
as summarized in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. In general, as the RF and/or DC voltage increases, the
peak output voltage increases and the pulsewidth decreases. The input signal also impacts
the output pulse shape. As the DC voltage is increased, the output pulse deviates from a
Gaussian-like envelope, as shown in Figure 4.15.
The main observations from the PCC characterization are:
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Table 4.4: PCC Pulsewidth
τ (ps)
VPCCDC,in (mV) V
PCC
RF,in = 2.0 V V
PCC
RF,in = 2.5 V V
PCC
RF,in = 3.0 V
500 940 850 760
600 925 830 755
700 935 815 720
800 960 810 695
900 1000 805 680
1000 1065 825 675
Table 4.5: PCC Peak Voltage
VPCCout,p (V)
VPCCDC,in (mV) V
PCC
RF,in = 2.0 V V
PCC
RF,in = 2.5 V V
PCC
RF,in = 3.0 V
500 2.4 2.8 2.9
600 2.5 3.0 3.3
700 2.6 3.1 3.6
800 2.6 3.2 3.8
900 2.7 3.3 4.0
1000 2.7 3.4 4.1
• The output pulsewidth decreases and the peak output voltage increases as the DC
bias increases (see Tables 4.4 and 4.5).
• The DC bias impacts the shape of the pulse envelope (see Figure 4.15).
• The PCC generates harmonics of the input tone (see Figure 4.16b).
4.4.1 PCC Operation for UWB Radar
A 3-section PCC with a 200 MHz, 3 Vp RF, 700 mV DC input signal was selected for this
work. The output is plotted in the time and frequency domains in Figure 4.16. The measured
data was taken using an HP54752A oscilloscope and a spectrum analyzer. The simulated
results were established through time-domain simulations in ADS. The theoretical sech2
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Figure 4.15: PCC DC Bias. As the DC bias applied at the input of the PCC increases, the pulse
envelope at the output begins to distort. The measured data corresponds to VPCCRF,in = 3 Vp
and VPCCDC,in = 500 : 100 : 1000 mV.
and Gaussian time-domain outputs are based on the following expressions:
VPCCout (t) =
∞∑
n=1
VPCCout,psech
2
(
1.212(t − nTPCC)
τ
)
(4.11)
VPCCout (t) =
∞∑
n=1
VPCCout,p exp
(
−2 ln(2)
( t − nTPCC
τ
)2)
(4.12)
where VPCCout,p and τ are measured values. The theoretical Gaussian frequency-domain output
is based on the following expression:
PPCCout ( f ) = P
PCC
out,p exp
−4 ln(2) ( fβ3dB
)2 (4.13)
where PPCCout,p is extrapolated from the measured spectrum and β3dB = 0.44/τ is based on the
measured value of τ.
The desired transmitted PRF is 20 MHz, and the PRF at the output of the PCC is 200 MHz.
The remaining transmitter components down-sample the PRF, as discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.16: PCC Output for UWB Radar. The PCC’s input signal for the remainder of this
thesis is a 20 dBm, 200 MHz sinusoidal input with a 700 mV DC offset. The measured output
is shown in solid blue (circle data markers), the simulated output is shown in dashed red
(x data markers), the sech2 theoretical output is shown in dotted black, and the Gaussian
theoretical output is shown in dash-dotted black.
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Chapter 5
UWB Transmitter
The transmitter block diagram was presented in Chapter 3, and is repeated in Figure 5.1 for
convenience. The PCC was discussed in Chapter 4, and this chapter details the transmitter
design and operation.
Digital Control
PLL:PLL Amp V PCCin PCC V TXIF
200MHz PRF
Mixer
V TXRF
PA
Switched
VTX
20MHz PRF
PA1/PA1
PA2/PA2
Switch
V TXLO
SW/SW
BPSK
Modulator
VBPSK
BPSK1
VCO, fc:VV CO
Figure 5.1: Transmitter Block Diagram.
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5.1 UWB Transmitter Components
The primary functions of the transmitter are to:
• generate a baseband pulse train with subnanosecond FWHM pulsewidths;
• reduce the PRF of the baseband pulse train from 200 MHz to 20 MHz for transmission;
• modulate the baseband pulse train with a 2.5 GHz carrier;
• apply a pseudo-random BPSK tag to each transmitted pulse;
• amplify the upconverted pulse train to meet the minimum peak power specification
of PTXon,min = 0.6 W;
• provide sufficient off-state isolation to meet the maximum peak off-state requirement
of PTXo f f ,max = 12µW.
The desired transmitter functionality presents a set of challenges that center on the narrow
transmitted pulsewidth and the wide transmission bandwidth:
• As discussed in Chapter 4, the output bandwidth of the PCC is β10dB = 1 GHz, so the
upconverter and switched PA must cover the 2–3 GHz band with uniform gain and
group delay.
• The switch and switched PA must operate at 20 MHz with a duty cycle no greater
than 10% in order to effectively reduce the PRF and achieve the desired transmitter
on-off isolation.
• The switching components must have sub-nanosecond on, off, rise, and fall times to
avoid distorting the pulse envelope.
• The FPGA must be able to produce 20 MHz, 10% duty cycle control signals for the
switch and switched PA.
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• The BPSK modulator must operate at a rate of 20 MHz to match the transmitted PRF.
The transmitter design and hardware challenges are addressed in detail in the following
sections.
5.1.1 PCC and Driver C ircuitry
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, a 200 MHz, 3 V RF signal with a 700 mV DC bias was selected
as the input for the PCC in this work. The FPGA, PLL, and amplification stages in the
block diagram generate the required signal and are shown in more detail in Figure 5.2. The
two gain blocks provide linear amplification up to the desired 3 Vp (19.6 dBm) output. The
amplifiers also provide better than 40 dB reverse isolation from DC to 2 GHz, so the input
is well isolated from the fundamental and harmonics generated by the PCC. The output of
the PCC driver circuitry is:
VPCCin (t) = V
PCC
RF,in cos(2pi f
PCC
in t) + V
PCC
DC,in (5.1)
where VPCCRF,in = 3 V, f
PCC
in = 200 MHz, and V
PCC
DC,in = 700 mV. The sinusoid is compressed by
the PCC, as discussed in Chapter 4. The output of the PCC is given by Eqn. (4.7) and
rewritten here for convenience:
VPCCout (t) '
∞∑
n=1
VPCCout,p exp
(
−2 ln(2)
( t − nTPCC
τ
)2)
(5.2)
where VPCCout,p = 3.6 V, TPCC = 5 ns, and τ = 730 ns. There is a small attenuator at the PCC
output, so the input to the upconverter is:
VTXIF (t) '
∞∑
n=1
VTXIF,p exp
(
−2 ln(2)
( t − nTPCC
τ
)2)
(5.3)
where VTXIF,p = 1.4 V.
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AMPLIFIER
5th-Order
Chebyshev
fl = 300MHz
HMC482ST39
G = 20 dB
5th-Order
Chebyshev
fl = 300MHz
HMC482ST39
G = 20 dB
5th-Order
Chebyshev
fl = 300MHz
Bias-T
V PCCin
V PCCDC,in
V PCCRF,in
ADF4360-8
fPCCin = 200MHz
: PLL
Virtex-5
20MHz TTL (PLL)
FPGA
1
Figure 5.2: PCC Driver Circuitry. The PCC driver circuitry provides a 200 MHz, 3 Vp sinusoidal signal with a 700 mV DC
offset for the input of the PCC. The FPGA is manufactured by Xilinx, the PLL is manufactured by Analog Devices, and the
amplifiers are manufactured by Hittite.
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5.1.2 VCO and Modulation
The LO signal for both the transmitter and receiver is provided by a 2.5 GHz VCO, as
shown in Figure 5.3. The output of the VCO is filtered and power divided between two
paths: the transmitter VCO path and the receiver VCO path. A resistive power divider was
selected to provide a compact, broadband solution, but it provides only 6 dB of isolation.
The transmitter and receiver VCO paths must be isolated from one another. The outputs
of each (VVCO and VRXLO ) are pure sinusoidal tones; however, the output of the transmitter
VCO path will be phase modulated by the BPSK modulator and amplitude modulated by
the switch, as illustrated in the transmitter block diagram. If the phase code leaks back
through the transmitter VCO path and into the receiver VCO path, the received signal will
be correlated with the BPSK code before it is sampled by the post processor. As a result,
target detectability would be compromised, and it would not be possible to distinguish
between in- and out-of-range targets. The switch amplitude modulates the transmitter’s
VCO signal at a rate of fs = 20 MHz. The output spectrum of the switch will be rich in
harmonics spaced at 20 MHz, as will be discussed later in this section; if the additional
frequency components leak into the receiver VCO path, the received signal will be distorted
upon downconversion. The circulator and filters provide additional isolation to bolster the
isolation of the power divider.
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VCO
:
SMV2560A
fc = 2.5GHz
5th-Order
Butterworth
fl = 3.5GHz
HMC482ST39
G = 15 dB
Power Divider
L = 6dB
RX VCO PATH
Absorptive
Filter
fl = 2GHz
HMC482ST39
G = 15 dB
V RXLO
TX VCO PATH
CS-3.0000
fl = 2GHz
fh = 4GHz
VV CO
1
Figure 5.3: VCO Circuitry. The VCO signal is divided to provide a coherent LO for the transmitter and receiver. The VCO is
manufactured by Z Communications, the amplifiers are manufactured by Hittite, and the circulator is manufactured by Meca
Electronics. The absorptive filter is a high-pass filter adaptation of the low-pass filter design presented in [108], [109]
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Figure 5.4: RX VCO Path Output. The spectral output of the receiver VCO path indicates that
the isolation between the transmitter and receiver VCO paths is sufficient. The resolution
bandwidth for this measurement was 10 kHz.
The output spectrum of the receiver VCO path, PRXLO( f ), was measured to verify that
it resembles a pure 2.5 GHz tone. As shown in Figure 5.4, the largest measured spectral
component at the output of the receiver VCO path is -44 dBc relative to the fundamental
tone, so the output can be reasonably expressed as a pure sinusoid:
VRXLO (t) = V
RX
LO,p cos(2pi fct) (5.4)
where VRXLO,p = 0.6 V and fc = 2.5 GHz. As noted, the output of the transmitter VCO path is
phase and amplitude modulated. The modulation hardware is discussed in the following
sections.
BPSK Modulator
BPSK pulse tagging was chosen to allow in- and out-of-range target discrimination. The
pulse tags are applied to the output of the transmitter VCO path (VVCO), as shown in
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Figure 5.5. As indicated in the figure, the FPGA generates the control signal for the BPSK
modulator. The signal is a pseudo-random bi-phase code generated using a maximum-
length 28-bit LFSR. The output of the LFSR changes on the rising edge of the FPGA’s
20 MHz clock, so each transmitted pulse is uniquely coded. As noted in Sections 3.4 and
3.5, a copy of the phase code is generated by the FPGA, sampled by the post processor, and
correlated with the sampled output of the receiver (Vpp
′
in ) to achieve in- and out-of-range
target discrimination.
The output of the BPSK modulator is amplified to the mixer’s LO drive level and
filtered. The output of the BPSK modulator is:
VBPSK(t) = VBPSKp cos(2pi fct)Vpc(t) (5.5)
Vpc(t) =
∞∑
m=1
Vpcm rect
(
fst − m2 fs
)
(5.6)
where VBPSKp = 0.95 V, m is an integer, and V
pc
m = ±1, based on the pseudo-random phase
code. The frequency-domain output of the BPSK modulator is plotted in Figure 5.6; the
frequency spreading is typical of a pseudo-random phase code.
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BPSK MODULATOR
HMC135
VV CO
HMC482ST39
G = 15 dB
HMC482ST39
G = 15 dB
Absorptive
Filter
fl = 2GHz
VBPSK
SWITCH
V TXLO
TGS2306-EUP
FPGA
Virtex-5
20MHz TTL (BPSK1)
20MHz, 10% Duty Cycle (SW/SW)
1
Figure 5.5: BPSK Modulator Circuitry. The BPSK modulator phase-modulates the VCO signal. The FPGA is manufactured by
Xilinx, the BPSK modulator and amplifiers are manufactured by Hittite, and the switch is manufactured by Triquint.
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Figure 5.6: BPSK Modulator Output. The spectral spreading around the 2.5 GHz carrier is
typical of a pseudo-random phase code. The resolution bandwidth for the measurement
was 10 kHz.
Switch
The switch follows the BPSK modulator components, as shown in Figure 5.5. The switch
is used to reduce the PRF of the transmitter from 200 MHz at the output of the PCC to
20 MHz at the output of the transmitter. The FPGA generates the control signals for the
switch, as discussed in Section 3.4. The time- and frequency-domain outputs of the switch
are plotted in Figure 5.7. The time-domain output can be written as follows:
VTXLO(t) =
VBPSK(t)
VBPSKp
 V
TX
LO,on
`
fs
< t < τ/T+`fs
VTXLO,o f f
τ/T+`
fs
< t < `+1fs
(5.7)
where VTXLO,on = 0.65 V is the peak voltage at the output of the switch in its on-state,
VTXLO,o f f = 0.1 V is the peak voltage at the output of the switch in its off-state, and ` is an
integer. VTXLO,on is sufficient to turn the upconverter on, and V
TX
LO,o f f is below the LO threshold
of the upconverter. As a result, the upconverter is switched on and off according to VTXLO(t).
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The output of the PCC provides the IF input to the upconverter (see Figure 5.1), so the
switch also down-samples the PCC’s pulse train from a PRF of 200 MHz to 20 MHz.
The Triquint switch has subnanosecond rise and fall times and can generate nearly
ideal, 5 ns windows. The fast rise and fall times minimize the amplitude modulation of the
LO signal and, thus, the distortion of the PCC’s pulse envelope.
5.1.3 Upconverter and Switched PA
The upconverter upconverts the output of the PCC, phase codes the output pulses, and
reduces the PRF from 200 MHz to 20 MHz. The output of the PCC has significant spectral
components from 200–1000 MHz (see Figure 4.16b), so a mixer was selected that is well
matched over the entire IF frequency range. This is important because any reflections from
the mixer will distort the pulse envelope at the output of the PCC. The conversion loss of
the mixer is flat (8 ± 2 dB) over the entire 2-3 GHz RF frequency band.
The peak output voltage of the PCC is VPCCout,p = 3.6 V (see Figure 4.16a). The mixer must
be capable of handling the peak IF voltage without distorting the pulse envelope, so the
upconverter should have a 1 dB compression (P1dB) point greater than 21 dBm. After
an extensive search, the Hittite mixer was the best choice for a broadband, high P1dB
mixer, but its 17 dBm compression point is too low for the existing PCC. To compensate,
an attenuator was placed at the output of the PCC to reduce the leakage voltage at the IF
input of the mixer to VTXIF,p = 1.4 V, as noted in Section 5.1.1. The reduced voltage prevents
the mixer from compressing, and thus distorting, the pulse envelope.
The output of the upconverter is plotted in Figure 5.8 and can be written as follows:
VTXRF (t) = V
TX
RF,p(t)
VTXIF (t)
VTXIF,p
VBPSK(t)
VBPSKp
(5.8)
VTXRF,p(t) =
 V
TX
RF,on
`
fs
< t < τ/T+`fs
VTXRF,o f f
τ/T+`
fs
< t < `+1fs
(5.9)
where VTXRF,on = 0.9 V is the peak voltage at the output of the upconverter in its on-state and
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Figure 5.7: Switch Output. The switch is used to turn the mixer on at a rate of 20 MHz with
a duty cycle of 10%. The time-domain signal (a) was measured with a Tektronix TDS7404B
4 GHz, 20 GS/s real-time oscilloscope. The resolution bandwidth for the frequency-domain
measurement (b) is 10 kHz.
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VTXRF,o f f = 0.2 V is the peak voltage at the output of the upconverter in its off-state.
The on-off isolation of the waveform is 20 log(VTXRF,on/V
TX
RF,o f f ) = 13 dB, and the peak
output power is PTXRF = 16 mW. As such, the switched PA, which is detailed in Figure
5.9, must amplify the signal and increase the on-off isolation of the waveform to meet
the desired system specifications outlined in Chapter 3. The PA provides adequate gain
with ±1.5 dB gain flatness over the 2–3 GHz bandwidth of the pulse train. The PA’s P1dB
point is 30 dBm, so it operates as a linear amplifier for the transmitter design. This is
important for two reasons. First, if the PA saturates, then the transmitter on-off isolation
will be degraded due to clipping. Second, PA saturation will distort and broaden the pulse
envelope. Dispersion can also distort the pulse envelope. For the Ciao device, the PA group
delay variation is limited to ±300 ps from 2–3 GHz, so the PA does not distort the pulse
envelope through dispersion.
The switches shown in Figure 5.9 improve the on-off isolation of the waveform. The
switches provide an additional 41 dB of isolation, resulting in a final transmitter on-off
isolation of ITXon/o f f = 54 dB. The output of the transmitter is:
VTX(t) = VTXp (t)
VTXIF (t)
VTXIF,p
VBPSK(t)
VBPSKp
(5.10)
VTXp (t) =
 V
TX
on
`
fs
< t < τ/T+`fs
VTXo f f
τ/T+`
fs
< t < `+1fs
(5.11)
where VTXon = 7.7 V is the peak voltage at the output of the transmitter in its on-state and
VTXo f f = 15 mV is the peak voltage at the output of the transmitter in its off-state. The time-
and frequency-domain outputs of the transmitter are plotted in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 and
will be discussed in Section 5.3.
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Figure 5.8: Upconverter Output. The output of the upconverter is a series of phase coded
pulses with a PRF of 20 MHz. (a) The signal was measured with a Tektronix DPO72004B
20 GHz, 50 GS/s real-time oscilloscope. (b) The signal was simulated using the ADS model
described in Section 5.2.
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PA1/PA1
TGS2306-EPU
PA2/PA2
VTX
CA24-207
fl = 2GHz
fh = 4GHz
Virtex-5
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SWITCHED PA
1
Figure 5.9: Switched PA Circuitry. The switched PA amplifies the output of the upconverter
and increases the TX on-off isolation. The FPGA is manufactured by Xilinx, the switches
are manufactured by Triquint, and the amplifier is manufactured by Ciao Wireless.
5.2 Transmitter S imulation Model
The transmitter was modeled in Agilent’s ADS. Since the transmitted pulsewidth is on
the order of the period of the carrier frequency, it is possible to perform all system-level
simulations using only the RF capabilities of the software. In other words,a true system-level
simulator, such as Agilent’s Ptolemy, is not required.
The transmitter simulation is performed in the time-domain with a discrete step
size; it includes pseudo-random noise from DC to 4 GHz. The FPGA, VCO, amplifiers,
switches, attenuators, bi-phase modulator, and upconverter are modeled as behavioral
components, which include gain, noise figure, and compression points, as appropriate. The
PCC and filters are modeled using circuit elements corresponding to their actual hardware
implementations; the PCC model is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.10: Time Domain Transmitter Output. The output of the transmitter is a series of
phase coded pulses with a PRF of 20 MHz and a carrier frequency of 2.5 GHz. (a) The signal
was measured with a Tektronix TDS7404B 4 GHz, 20 GS/s real-time oscilloscope. (b) The
signal was simulated using the ADS model described in Section 5.2.
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Figure 5.11: Frequency Domain Transmitter Output. The output spectrum of the transmitter
is centered at 2.5 GHz with 20 MHz spectral spacing and additional spectral spreading due
to the BPSK phase code. (a) The signal was measured with 1 MHz frequency resolution. (b)
The signal was simulated using the ADS model described in Section 5.2.
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Table 5.1: Turn-Off Characteristics of Transmitter
ITXon/o f f (dB) Theoretical t
TX
to (ns) Measured t
TX
to (ns) Measured Rmin
30 1.2 3.0 Rlk + 1.2 m
35 1.3 4.2 Rlk + 1.4 m
40 1.3 5.4 Rlk + 1.6 m
45 1.4 8.2 Rlk + 2.0 m
50 1.5 14.3 Rlk + 2.9 m
55 1.6 22.6 Rlk + 4.1 m
5.3 Transmitter Performance
The output of the short-pulse transmitter is a train of 730 ps pulses that occupy the 2–3 GHz
band. The 20 MHz PRF facilitates unambiguous range and Doppler detection, which
minimizes the system complexity. The Gaussian-like pulse envelope, which is generated
by the PCC, falls off smoothly in both the time and frequency domains, simplifying the
receiver, channel model, and antenna system designs. Each pulse receives a pseudo-random
phase shift of 0◦/180◦ once per PRI.
The turn-off characteristics of the transmitted signal limit the minimum detectable
range of the radar. The theoretical and measured turn-off times for various levels of
transmitter on-off isolation are listed in Table 5.1; the theoretical turn-off times are based
on the theoretical transmitted pulse envelope in Eqn. (4.12). As anticipated, the measured
turn-off times are longer than the theoretical turn-off times. As can be seen, the measured
turn-off time is not a linear function of the transmitter on-off isolation; it changes as the
pulse decays. It can be roughly broken into three turn-off rates based on the transmitter
on-off isolation. It is RTXto = 10.0 dB/ns for 0 dB ≤ ITXon/o f f ≤ 30 dB; it is RTXto = 2.9 dB/ns for
30 dB < ITXon/o f f ≤ 45 dB; and it is RTXto = 0.7 dB/ns for 45 dB < ITXon/o f f ≤ 55 dB. The minimum
ranges are also listed in the table and were calculated using Eqn. (3.16). The minimum
range of the radar will depend on the TX-RX isolation, which will be discussed in Section
8.7.
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The frequency-domain performance of the transmitter is also important. The spectral
output of the PCC exhibits strong spectral components spaced at 200 MHz with a Gaussian-
like envelope, as seen in Figure 4.16. Upon upconversion, the spectral content is shifted to a
double-sideband spectrum centered at fc = 2.5 GHz. Since the LO is amplitude modulated
with a 20 MHz switching rate, each spectral component is transformed to a discrete sinc
function with 20 MHz spacing between the spectral components. Finally, the spectrum is
further spread about each spectral component due to the pseudo-random phase code.
The 10-dB bandwidth of the transmitter signal is approximately 1 GHz. The effective
bandwidth, which is calculated from the theoretical pulse envelope, is 1.6 GHz. Referring to
Eqn. (2.1), this corresponds to a range accuracy of±0.15 m, assuming a minimum detectable
SNR of -13.5 dB. This is well within the range accuracy specification for this work.
The Doppler accuracy can be calculated using Eqn. (2.4). The effective time duration is
approximately α = 1.9 ns, and the Doppler accuracy is 1.8 GHz. The Doppler accuracy isn’t
sufficient for this work, so integration will be employed to improve it.
Both simulation and measurement demonstrate the desired characteristics summarized
in Chapter 3. The PRF, center frequency, envelope pulsewidth, and output power can be
adjusted, within limits, as desired; if the PRF or envelope pulsewidth are adjusted, the PCC
design must be reconsidered. It is also possible to improve the transmitter on-off isolation
by adding additional switches to the switched PA.
The transmitter demonstrates successful integration of UWB techniques with a tra-
ditional coherent, pulsed transmitter topology. The transmitted waveform facilitates
unambiguous range and Doppler detection and allows for coherent processing by a UWB
receiver. In addition, the waveform was designed to minimize the shortest detectable range,
which is the primary goal of this thesis.
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Chapter 6
UWB Receiver
The receiver block diagram for this thesis was presented in Chapter 3, and this chapter
details the receiver design and operation.
6.1 UWB Receiver Components
The receiver block diagram is shown in Figure 3.3 and repeated in Figure 6.1 for convenience.
The following components and their performance are discussed in the following sections:
• Range Gate. The range gate turns the receiver on and off to limit the observation time
and set the observation range of the receiver. It provides IRG = 49 dB on-off isolation.
• RF LNA. The RF LNA is implemented as a pair of amplifiers, each of which operates
with a 3.5 dB noise figure and 20 dB of gain, for a total gain of GRF = 40 dB.
• Downconverter and IF LNA. The downconverter mixes the received RF signal to
baseband, and the signal is amplified by the IF LNA. The conversion loss of the
downconverter is LC = 8 dB, the gain of the IF LNA is GIF = 33 dB, and the noise
figure of the IF LNA is 3 dB.
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Figure 6.1: Receiver Block Diagram.
• Matched Filter. The matched filter has a Gaussian-like transfer function to match the
Gaussian-like pulse envelope of the transmitted signal. The noise bandwidth of the
filter is βN = 520 MHz.
6.1.1 Range Gate
The range gate is implemented as a set of switched attenuators controlled by the FPGA,
as shown in Figure 6.2; a single pair of terminating resistors was used for the multi-drop
control line, as recommended in [110]. As noted in Table 3.1, the control signals operate at
20 MHz with a 20% duty cycle, resulting in a 10 ns wide range gate. The observable range
delay, tobsR , is equal to the time delay between the peak of the transmitted pulse and the
center of the range gate; it corresponds to an observed range Robs = tobsR co/2. In the setup for
this thesis, tobsR can be adjusted in 25 ps steps.
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Figure 6.2: Range Gate Circuitry. The range gate provides 49 dB receiver on-off isolation with 6.5 dB static insertion loss. The
FPGA is manufactured by Xilinx and the switched attenuators are manufactured by Triquint.
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The range gate was measured statically in its on- and off-states. The input and output
return loss are better than 9 dB in the on-state and better than 8 dB in the off-state, from
2–3 GHz. The on-state insertion loss is 6.5 ± 0.5 dB. The range gate provides 49 dB on-off
isolation, IRXon/o f f , corresponding in a total off-state attenuation of 55.5 dB. The range gate was
also measured dynamically; the control signals were pulsed at a rate of 20 MHz with a 20%
duty cycle, as they will be under normal operating conditions. Under dynamic conditions,
the insertion loss is about 3 dB worse than indicated by the static measurement.
The output of the range gate in its on-state is:
VRGout (t) =
VTXp (t)
LchLRG
VTXIF (t)
VTXIF,p
Vpc(t) cos(2pi( fc ± fD)t) (6.1)
where VTXp (t), VTXIF (t), and Vpc (t) are defined in Eqns. (5.11), (5.3), and (5.6); Lch is the
channel loss; LRG is the insertion loss of the range gate; and fD is the Doppler shift imposed
by the target. A positive Doppler shift corresponds to a closing target, and a negative
Doppler shift corresponds to an opening target.
The output of the range gate in its off-state is:
VRGout (t) =
VTXp (t)
LchLRGIRG
VTXIF (t)
VTXIF,p
Vpc(t) cos(2pi( fc ± fD)t) (6.2)
where IRG = 49 dB is the range gate on-off isolation. The following equations assume the
receiver is in its on state, unless stated otherwise.
6.1.2 RF LNA
The RF LNA consists of two cascaded Hittite HMC609LC4 amplifiers. Each amplifier
provides 20 ± 1 dB gain with input and output return loss better than 10 dB. The noise
figure of the amplifiers is 3.5 dB, limiting the noise figure of the receiver. The output of the
RF LNA is:
VRXRF (t) =
GRFVTXp (t)
LchLRG
VTXIF (t)
VTXIF,p
Vpc(t) cos(2pi( fc ± fD)t) (6.3)
where GRF = 40 dB is the gain of the RF LNA.
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6.1.3 Downconverter and IF LNA
A Hittite HMC135 mixer is employed as the downconverter in the receiver, as well as the
upconverter in the transmitter. Since double-sideband upconversion was employed for
transmission, a double-sideband downconverter was selected for the receiver. Often, an
image-reject mixer would be chosen instead in order to allow closing- and opening-target
discrimination; however, the upconversion step eliminates the ability to discriminate
between the two, so a double-sideband downconverter was used instead. The output of
the downconverter is a series of baseband pulses modulated by the Doppler frequency:
VRXRF (t) =
GRFVTXp (t)
LchLRGLC
VTXIF (t)
VTXIF,p
Vpc(t) cos(2pi fDt) (6.4)
where LC = 8 dB is the conversion loss of the downconverter.
An Advanced Control Components W500F-10 amplifier was selected for the IF LNA.
The amplifier provides 34 dB gain from 1-500 MHz with a 25 dBm P1dB point and a 3 dB
noise figure. The output of the amplifier is:
VMFin (t) =
GRFGIFVTXp (t)
LchLRGLC
VTXIF (t)
VTXIF,p
Vpc(t) cos(2pi fDt) (6.5)
where GIF = 33 dB.
6.1.4 Matched F ilter
Since the received pulse is Gaussian-like (Eqn. (6.5)), the corresponding matched filter
should be Gaussian-like to minimize the matched filter loss [106]. A 7th order, lumped,
absorptive Gaussian-like LPF was designed based on [108] and [109]; the circuit diagram
is shown in Figure 6.3a. The component values were selected as follows:
R = Zo (6.6)
C =
1
2pi f MFl Zo
√
n − 1 (6.7)
L = Z2oC (6.8)
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where f MFl is the corner frequency of the filter and n is the number of reactive elements. The
measured response of the filter is plotted in Figure 6.3b; the theoretical Gaussian voltage
transfer function is also plotted for comparison.
The matched filter defines the noise bandwidth of the receiver. The noise bandwidth,
assuming a single-sideband downconversion is:
βN =
∫ ∞
0
|H( f )|2d f
|Hmax( f )|2d f (6.9)
where βN is the noise bandwidth, H( f ) = S21 is the transfer function of the filter, and Hmax( f )
is the peak response of the filter [16]; since a double-sideband downconverter is used
in this work, the noise bandwidth will be twice that of Eqn. (6.9). The measured noise
bandwidth of the matched filter is 520 MHz, and the measured 3-dB bandwidth is 540 MHz.
As expected [16], the two are similar.
The voltage transfer function of the filter can be approximated as:
H( f ) = exp
−2 ln(2) ( ff MFl
)2 (6.10)
where f MFl = 540 MHz is the 3-dB bandwidth of the filter; this expression was plotted in
Figure 6.3b for comparison with the measured filter response. The output of the matched
filter is:
VRXout (t) =
GRFGIFVTXp (t)
LchLRGLC
VTXIF (t)
VTXIF,p
Vpc(t) cos(2pi fDt) ? h(t) (6.11)
h(t) = f MFl
√
pi
2 ln(2)
exp
(−(pi f MFl )2t2
2 ln(2)
)
(6.12)
where h(t) is the impulse response of the filter; it is the Fourier transform of H( f ).
6.2 Receiver S imulation Model
Like the transmitter, the receiver was modeled in Agilent’s ADS. The range gate, FPGA,
amplifiers, and downconverter were modeled as behavioral components, which include
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Figure 6.3: Matched Filter. The matched filter is an absorptive Gaussian-like LPF. The circuit
diagram is shown in (a). The measured (M) S-parameters and the theoretical (T) voltage
transfer function are plotted in (b). The theoretical response is based on Eqn. (6.10).
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gain, noise figure, and compression points, as appropriate. The matched filter was modeled
using circuit elements corresponding to the actual hardware implementation. The time-
domain simulation includes noise from DC to 4 GHz, which is especially important in the
receiver portion of the radar model.
6.3 Receiver Performance
The receiver is turned on and off, as discussed in Section 6.1.1. The on- and off-state receiver
gain is plotted in Figure 6.4. The on-state gain at the center of the band is GRX = 55 dB, and
peak on-state gain is GRX = 57 dB. The 3 dB bandwidth is βRX3dB ' 500 MHz. The off-state gain
at the center of the band is GRXo f f = 3 dB, and peak off-state gain is G
RX
o f f = 5 dB. The worst
case receiver on-off isolation is IRXon/o f f = 49 dB from 2–3 GHz, a result of the 49 dB range
gate on-off isolation. As noted in Section 6.1.1, the dynamic insertion loss of the range gate
is about 3 dB worse than the static insertion loss. As such, it is anticipated that the receiver
gain under pulsed operation will be at least 3 dB lower than shown in Figure 6.4. For the
remainder of this thesis, a pulsed receiver gain of GRXpulsed = 52 dB will be assumed.
The P1dB point of the receiver is dependant on the compression point of each of the
components in the receiver chain and can be calculated using the following:
Po1dB =
(
1
G2G3...GNP11dB
+ ... +
1
GN−1GNPN−21dB
+
1
GNPN−11dB
+
1
PN1dB
)
(6.13)
where Po1dB is the P1dB point at the output of the cascade, Gn is the gain of the n
th device, and
Pn1dB is the output P1dB point of the n
th device [27].1 Based on Eqn. (6.13), the anticipated
output P1dB point of the receiver is 25 dBm at the center of the band. The measured
output P1dB point is 24 dBm at the center of the band. The P1dB-based dynamic range
of the receiver is DR = Po1dB/(SNR
out
1,minPRXout,N), where P
o
1dB = 24 dBm is the P1dB point of the
receiver, SNRout1,min = −13.5 dB is the minimum detectable single-pulse SNR at the output
1 The equation in [27] is to determine the cascaded third-order intercept point, but is also valid for the
P1dB point.
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Figure 6.4: Receiver Gain. The receiver input frequency was swept from 1–4 GHz in 10 MHz
steps. The output power of the receiver was measured, and the gain was calculated. The
lower sideband corresponds to input frequencies from 1–2.5 GHz, and the upper sideband
corresponds to input frequencies from 2.5–4 GHz. (a) is the receiver gain when the range
gate is open, and (b) is the receiver gain when the range gate is closed.
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of the receiver, and PRXout,N = kBToβNG
RX
pulsedF
RX
pulsed = −20 dBm is the noise power; the dynamic
range is DR = 57.5 dB.
The noise figure of the receiver impacts the SNR at the output of the receiver, the
sensitivity of the receiver, and the quantization noise of the post processor. The theoretical
noise figure, from Eqn. (1.11), is FRX = 10 dB, and the measured noise figure is FRX = 11.8 dB.
The noise figure was measured using a signal generator at the input of the receiver and a
power meter at the output of the receiver. The output of the receiver was measured with
the signal generator off; the output was PRXout = P
RX
out,N = −17 dBm. Next, the output was
measured with the signal generator on, and the input power was adjusted so the measured
output power was twice the noise power, or PRXout = −14 dBm; the input power for this
measurement was PRXin = −75.2 dBm. In this case, the signal power at the output of the
receiver is equal to the noise power at the output of the receiver: PRXout,S = P
RX
out,N. From Eqn.
(1.9), the noise figure can be calculated as:
FRX =
SNRin1
SNRout1
=
PRXin P
RX
out,N
PNPRXout,S
=
PRXin P
RX
out,N
kBToβNPRXout,S
(6.14)
Since PRXout,S = P
RX
out,N for this measurement, the expression can be simplified:
FRX =
PRXin
kBToβN
(6.15)
where PRXin = −75.2 dBm is the signal power at the input of the receiver and βN = 520 MHz
is the measured noise bandwidth of the matched filter; the result is the quoted noise figure:
FRX = 11.8 dB. The noise figure was measured statically. Since the dynamic insertion loss of
the range gate is about 3 dB worse than the static insertion loss, the dynamic noise figure
will also be about 3 dB worse than the measured value. For the remainder of this thesis, a
pulsed receiver noise figure of FRXpulsed = 14.8 dB will be used.
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The receiver was designed as a complement to the pulsed transmitter. The range gate
can be adjusted to accommodate ranges from 0.75–6.75 m; the set of ranges will be further
limited by the interaction between the transmitter and receiver, as will be discussed in
Chapter 8. If the PRF, center frequency, or envelope pulsewidth of the transmitted signal
are adjusted, then the receiver design must be reevaluated. Specifically, the PRF impacts
the range gate control signals, the center frequency impacts the required bandwidth of the
various RF components, and the envelope pulsewidth impacts the matched filter design
and possibly the range gate pulsewidth. It is possible to improve the receiver on-off isolation
by increasing the on-off isolation of the range gate. It is also possible to improve the noise
figure of the receiver by placing the range gate after the RF LNA, rather than before. The
range gate was placed before the RF LNAs in this work to ensure the noise at the output of
the receiver was sufficient to toggle the LSB of the digitizer when the full-scale voltage
of the digitizer is V f s = 5 V, limiting the quantization noise (see Section 3.5 and the next
section). If the gain of the receiver is increased, the range gate can be moved, as will be
discussed in Section 9.2.3.
6.4 Receiver and Post Processor
In Section 3.5, it was noted that the gain and noise figure of the receiver should be designed
so the noise power at the output of the receiver will toggle at least the LSB of the ADC.
The noise power at the output of the receiver is:
PRXout,N = kBToβNF
RX
pulsedG
RX
pulsed (6.16)
Based on the measured receiver behavior, PRXout,N = −20 dBm. To compare this to the LSB of
the ADC, the power must be converted to the rms voltage: VoutN = 22 mV. The maximum
full-scale range of the ADC is V f s = 5 V, resulting in a LSB of V f s/2b = 20 mV, so even for
the maximum full-scale voltage, the noise power at the output of the receiver is sufficient
to limit the quantization noise.
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The P1dB point of the receiver is Po1dB = 24 dBm, which corresponds to a peak voltage
of 5 V. The maximum voltage range of the ADC is ±2.5 V, so the ADC limits the dynamic
range of the radar. Assuming the maximum full-scale voltage range, the dynamic range
is 6 dB lower than calculated for the receiver: DR = 51.5 dBm. For low-level signals, such
as the minimum detectable signal with a -13.5 dB SNR, it is advantageous to reduce the
full-scale voltage range to increase the resolution of the digitized signal. For some of the
testing in this work, the dynamic range of the radar will be sacrificed for better digitization
resolution; the full-scale voltage range of the ADC will be noted for all measurements.
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Chapter 7
UWB Antenna System
Proper antenna design is vital to UWB radar operation because the dispersion of the
transmit and receive antennas can distort the transmitted waveform. Antenna types, UWB
antenna considerations, and the antenna system design for this thesis are presented in the
following sections.
7.1 UWB Antenna Types
A variety of antenna elements can be used for UWB applications. Several typical antennas
as listed in Table 7.1; they are categorized as 3-dimensional (3D) or 2-dimensional (2D) and
directional or omni-directional. Frequency-independent and traveling-wave antennas, such
as Vivaldi, tapered slot, horn, beverage, log-periodic, Yagi, and spiral antennas, provide
fairly constant behavior over a wide range of frequencies; however, there are trade-offs.
The final slot width of Vivaldi and slot antennas should be at least one-half of the free-
space wavelength at the lowest frequency of operation [111], so they can be large. Horn
antennas can also be bulky, which can be problematic for portable devices [112]. While it
has been illustrated in the literature that it is possible to adapt a log-periodic design to
minimize the dispersion of the antenna for UWB applications [113], the phase center of
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Table 7.1: Single-Element UWB Antennas (adapted from [112])
Directional Omni-Directional
2D Vivaldi [111], [118], [119], [120] Planar Dipole [119], [120]
Tapered Slot [111], [120] Planar Monopole [118], [119], [120] [92]
Printed Folded Beverage [121] Folded Beverage [121]
Log-Periodic [113], [122], [123] Slot [118], [120]
Printed Quasi-Yagi [114]
Spiral [124]
Broadband Patch [125], [126]
3D TEM Horn [120] Loaded Cylindrical Dipole
Ridge Horn [120] Biconical [127], [120]
Reflector [120] Discone [120]
Roll [112], [92]
standard log-periodic, Yagi, and spiral antennas shifts with frequency, which normally
leads to pulse distortion (dispersion) [112]. Dipole, monopole, slot, and patch antennas are
standing-wave, resonant structures. As such, broad-banding design techniques must be
applied for UWB standing-wave antennas. Antenna arrays based on broadband elements
can also be employed, as discussed in [114], [111], [115], [116], and [117].
The required directivity of the transmit and receive antennas depends on the application.
This thesis presents a generic approach to UWB short-pulse Doppler radar, and the
application is not defined. As such, a pair of moderately directive, planar antennas will be
utilized; the antenna design will be presented in Section 7.3. First, it is helpful to consider
some important UWB antenna characteristics and how they relate to standard, narrowband
antenna design.
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7.2 UWB Antenna System
Considerations
The fidelity of a UWB antenna system, which consists of the transmit and receive antennas,
is extremely important. The fidelity is a measure of the correlation between the transmitted
and received waveforms; a high-fidelity antenna system will have little impact on the
received pulse characteristics [128]. An antenna’s fidelity is waveform dependant, so the
antenna system design must account for the transmitter characteristics [129]. The first
step to understanding the antenna system’s fidelity is to consider each antenna’s transfer
function and impulse response.
7.2.1 Transfer Function and Impulse Response
The transfer function and impulse response of an antenna are derived, following [130], [131],
and [132]. The derivation assumes transverse electro-magnetic (TEM) feeds, Zo = 50 Ω
source and load impedances, antennas set up as shown in Figure 7.1, and far-field separation
between the antennas.
The transmitted electric field is:
ETX(r, f ) = 2VTX( f )
ZTXA
ZTXA + Zo
e− βr
r
FTX(rˆ, f ) (7.1)
where ETX(r, f ) is the transmitted electric field, r is the position vector, VTX( f ) is the voltage
at the input of the transmit antenna, ZTXA is the input impedance of the transmit antenna,
β = 2pi f/co, r = |r|, and FTX(rˆ, f ) is the pattern factor. The factor of 2 is to approximate the
Thevenin voltage source in Figure 7.1a; if the antenna is not well matched to the system
impedance (i.e. ZTXA + Zo), then Eqn. (7.1) and Figure 7.1a should be reconsidered.
The antenna pattern factor, FTX(rˆ, f ), can be related to the transmit antenna’s vector
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Figure 7.1: Antenna System Setup. Two identical antennas, spaced at a distance r, are
employed to determine the transfer function and impulse response of the antenna.
effective length as follows:
FTX(rˆ, f ) = −  fµoZTXA
r · hTX(−rˆ, f )
= −  fη
coZTXA
r · hTX(−rˆ, f ) (7.2)
r = xˆxˆ + yˆyˆ + zˆzˆ − rˆrˆ (7.3)
where µo is the free space permeability, r is the position dyadic defined in Eqn. (7.3),
hTX(−rˆ, f ) is the vector effective length or transfer function of the transmit antenna, η is the
impedance of free space, and xˆ, yˆ, zˆ are the unit position vectors. For simplicity, assume a
polarization vector Pˆ such that Pˆ · rˆ = 0 (TEM plane wave). Assuming polarization Pˆ, the
expressions for the electric field, pattern factor, and vector effective length can be simplified
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as follows:
EPTX(r, f ) = ETX(r, f ) · Pˆ (7.4)
FPTX( f ) = FTX(rˆ, f ) · Pˆ (7.5)
hPTX( f ) = hTX(−rˆ, f ) · Pˆ (7.6)
The polarized form of Eqn. (7.1) is:
EPTX(r, f ) = −
 fη
coZTXA
2VTX( f )
ZTXA
ZTXA + Zo
e− βr
r
hPTX( f ) (7.7)
The effective length can be replaced by a normalized transfer function, defined as
follows:
hP,NTX ( f ) =
2
√
Zoη
ZTXA + Zo
hPTX( f ) (7.8)
Using Eqn. (7.8), the transmitted electric field is:
EPTX(r, f )√
η
=
−  f
co
√
Zo
e− βr
r
hP,NTX ( f )VTX( f ) (7.9)
The time-domain electric field can be determined by taking the Fourier transform of
Eqn. (7.9). Two expressions are possible:
EPTX(r, t)√
η
=
1
2pirco
√
Zo
∂hP,NTX (t)
∂t
? VTX(t) ? δ
(
t − r
co
)
(7.10)
EPTX(r, t)√
η
=
1
2pirco
√
Zo
hP,NTX (t) ?
∂VTX(t)
∂t
? δ
(
t − r
co
)
(7.11)
where ? is the convolution operator, δ() is a delta function, and hP,NTX (t) is the impulse
response of the transmit antenna. Eqn. (7.11) will be assumed for the remainder of this
work.
The received voltage, in the frequency domain, will be:
VRXin ( f ) =
2Zo
ZRXA + Zo
hRX(rˆ, f ) · ETX(r, f ) (7.12)
where ZRXA is the input impedance of the receive antenna and hRX(rˆ, f ) is the vector effective
length or transfer function of the receive antenna. The expression accounts for any antenna
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mismatch. Assuming polarization Pˆ and the following normalization:
hP,NRX ( f ) =
2
√
Zoη
ZRXA + Zo
hPRX( f ) (7.13)
the received voltage can be simplified:
VRXin ( f )√
Zo
= hP,NRX ( f )
EPTX(r, f )√
η
(7.14)
VRXin ( f ) =
−  f
co
e− βr
r
hP,NTX ( f )h
P,N
RX ( f )VTX( f ) (7.15)
The equivalent time-domain expression is:
VRXin (t) =
1
2pirco
hP,NTX (t) ? h
P,N
RX (t) ?
∂VTX(t)
∂t
? δ
(
t − r
co
)
(7.16)
where hP,NRX (t) is the impulse response of the receive antenna.
Once hP,NRX (t) and h
P,N
TX (t) have been established, the time-domain output of the antenna
system, VRXin (t), can be determined in terms of the output of the transmitter, VTX(t). It is also
possible to determine VRXin (t) by taking the inverse Fourier transform of V
RX
in ( f ).
To determine hP,NTX (t) or h
P,N
TX ( f ), consider the setup in Figure 7.1b, and assume the antennas
are identical and that their patterns mirror one another. In this case, hP,NTX ( f ) = h
P,N
RX ( f ). Making
this substitution and solving Eqn. (7.15) for hP,NTX ( f ) results in:
hP,NTX ( f ) =
√
rco
 f
e βr
VRXin ( f )
VTX( f )
(7.17)
Eqn. (7.17) can be related to S-parameters as follows:
hP,NTX ( f ) =
√
rco
 f
exp
(
2pi f r
co
)
S21(r, f ) (7.18)
The impulse response can be determined from the inverse Fourier transform of the transfer
function:
hP,NTX (t) = I
{
hP,NTX ( f )
}
(7.19)
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When calculating the transfer function using Eqn. (7.18), it is important to unwrap the
phase and account for the square root in order to achieve a physical phase response [130].
The transfer function or impulse response can be used in conjunction with simulation
software to examine the effects of the antenna system.
Measuring the Transfer Function/Impulse Response
The transfer function or impulse response of an antenna can be measured in the frequency
domain or the time domain; however, it is typically simpler to perform the measurement
in the frequency domain. The measurement setup in Figure 7.1b can be used. Two identical
antennas should be used and must be separated by a distance r such that the antennas lie
within one another’s far field. The required separation can be determined from the highest
expected transmitted frequency. The standard narrowband far-field definition is r ≥ 2D2/λ,
where D is the largest antenna dimension and λ is the transmitted, free-space wavelength
[133]. This is not necessarily valid for short time pulses. It has been proposed that the far
field can be defined as r & D2/(coτ) [132]. For this work, both definitions provide similar
results. If the antennas are located in one another’s far field, the calculated transfer function
and impulse response will scale with range. The measured frequency range should extend
well beyond the expected spectrum of the transmitted signal to ensure valid calculation of
the impulse response.
Practical Transfer Function Definition
The transfer function and impulse response of Eqns. (7.18) and (7.19) are related to the
vector effective length of the antenna, so they are not unitless but rather in terms of distance.
While the expressions are useful for examining the behavior of the antenna system, a
unitless transfer function is simpler to use in an RF simulator, such as Agilent’s ADS. An
alternate form of the transfer function can be derived from a signal flow diagram describing
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a pair of identical antennas [134]:
HPTX( f ) =
√
4pir exp
(
2pi f r
co
)
S21(r, f ) (7.20)
where S21(r, f ) is the measured S-parameter sweep at a given distance. To derive the transfer
function, consider the cascade of one- and two-port devices in Figure 7.2a that represents
the antenna measurement setup in Figure 7.1b. In this case the transmitter is port one and
the load is port two of the network analyzer. The corresponding signal flow diagram is
shown in Figure 7.2b. The nodes and branches are as follows:
• The nodes are labeled with the appropriate voltage waves, corresponding to Figure
7.2a.
• ΓTX is the reflection coefficient looking into the output of the transmitter.
• ΓTXA,1 and ΓRXA,1 are the reflection coefficients looking into the transmit and receive
antennas.
• ΓL is the reflection coefficient looking into the load.
• ΓTXFS and ΓRXFS are the reflection coefficients looking into the antennas from free-space
and can be considered equal to zero.
• HPTX( f ) and HPRX( f ) are the transfer functions for the transmit and receive antennas,
which are considered reciprocal (for transmission only).
• exp(− βr)/(4pir) is the free space Green’s function.
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Figure 7.2: Practical Transfer Function. The antenna measurement setup of Figure 7.1b can be represented as a cascade of one-
and two-port devices as illustrated in (a). The equivalent signal flow diagram is illustrated in (b).
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Assuming everything is well matched, we can write an approximate expression for aL
in terms of bTX:
aL ' HPTX( f )HPRX( f )
e− βr
4pir
bTX (7.21)
Since the antennas are assumed to be identical, the expression can be simplified and solved
for the transfer function of the antennas as follows:
HPTX( f ) '
√
4pir exp
(
2pi f r
co
)
aL
bTX
'
√
4pir exp
(
2pi f r
co
)
S21(r, f ) (7.22)
which is the desired transfer function. If needed, reflections can be accounted for to achieve
a more accurate result [135]; additionally, the location of the antenna’s phase center can be
determined to more accurately establish the separation between the antennas [130], [136].
7.2.2 Temporal D ifferentiation of VTX
As seen in Eqn. (7.16), one result of transmission through the antenna system is that
the transmitted voltage, VTX, is differentiated. For short pulses, the time derivative can
significantly impact the pulse envelope. Consider the single-pulse output of the transmitter
under study:
VTX(t) = VTXp exp
(
−2 ln(2)
( t
τ
)2)
cos(2pi fct) (7.23)
The time derivative of VTX is:
∂VTX(t)
∂t
= −2 ln(2)VTXp 2tτ2 exp
(
−2 ln(2)
( t
τ
)2)
cos(2pi fct)
... − 2piVTXp fc exp
(
−2 ln(2)
( t
τ
)2)
sin(2pi fct) (7.24)
The first term introduces a 180◦ phase shift at the peak of the envelope. The second
term is proportional to VTX(t), but the carrier is shifted by 90◦. The two terms are plotted
separately in Figure 7.3a, and the full normalized expression is plotted in Figure 7.3b.
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The undifferentiated waveform is also plotted in Figure 7.3b. As can be seen, the second
term dominates the final expression, and the time derivative has little impact on the pulse
envelope, for the transmitted waveform in this thesis. If a narrower pulse is used, or if the
radar is an impulse radar, the time derivative will have a more significant effect on the
pulse envelope, and the temporal differentiation must be considered in the overall radar
design. For this work, temporal differentiation will be neglected in analysis and simulation
to simplify the system model and equations.
7.2.3 Compensation Techniques
A variety of techniques have been explored to provide a dispersionless antenna system
without relying on extremely wideband antennas. For example, [137] employs optical
waveform generation in the transmitter, so the phase response of the transmitter is opposite
that of the antenna system. The received pulse has a flat phase response and is not affected
by the dispersion of a non-ideal antenna system. [138] uses photonic phase filters in
the receiver front-end to compensate for dispersion due to the antenna system. [139]
considers a pair of antennas, each with a half-derivative transfer function; to achieve
this, the corresponding antenna must transmit and receive cylindrical waves efficiently.
The resulting antenna system should, ideally, transmit and receive a UWB signal without
distorting it. Another option is to use different types of antennas for transmission and
reception so their dispersive behavior cancels [140]. The analysis leading to Eqn. (7.16)
assumes TEM antennas; if a different type of antenna were utilized, the waveform would
be of a different form at the input of the receiver.
The compensation techniques overviewed above can be useful for UWB antenna system
design. However, for this thesis, a low dispersion antenna was designed, which does not
necessitate dispersion compensation techniques.
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Figure 7.3: Temporal Differentiation of Transmitted Waveform. The two terms of Eqn. (7.24)
are normalized and plotted separately in (a). The full, normalized expression and the
undifferentiated, normalized expression are plotted in (b).
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Table 7.2: Antenna Design
Parameter Value
h 0.79 mm
Wm 1.5 mm
W 150 mm
L 152.3 mm
Lc 38.75 mm
Ra 75 mm
Rb 73.5 mm
Rc 37.5 mm
Rd 36.75 mm
Re 120 mm
7.3 UWB Antenna System
A pair of microstrip-fed, elliptically-tapered, antipodal slot antennas were designed for the
UWB radar described in this thesis. The antennas are detailed in the following sections.
7.3.1 Antenna Design
An elliptically-tapered, antipodal slot antenna was designed, following [141] and [111], to
operate from 2–3 GHz, as shown in Figure 7.4. A tapered slot antenna was selected for its
directivity and near-constant phase center; since a pair of transmit and receive antennas
will be employed, directivity can intrinsically improve the TX-RX isolation of the antenna
system. An elliptical taper was selected as a compromise between E-plane and H-plane
beamwidth [111]. An antipodal architecture with a microstrip feed was selected to allow
simple integration with the transmitter and receiver. The design parameters for the antenna
are summarized in Table 7.2.
The antenna was designed on a 0.79 mm FR4 substrate. Ansoft’s high frequency structure
simulator (HFSS), which is a finite element method (FEM) simulator, was used for the
antenna design. The simulations show that the substrate thickness has a slight impact on
the E- and H-plane beamwidths and a more significant impact on the angle at which the
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Figure 7.4: Elliptically-Tapered Antipodal Slot Antenna. The antenna system for this thesis
is comprised of a pair of identical tapered slot antennas. The two gray sections indicate
metallization on opposite sides of a two-layer FR4 substrate of thickness h. The dimensions
used for this thesis are summarized in Table 7.2.
peak gain occurs. Since the antenna elements are on different layers, the thickness of the
substrate creates a small angle between the antenna layers. The height can be adjusted
to steer the main lobe. A height of 0.79 mm, along with an FR4 substrate, was selected to
align the peak gain at φ = 0◦ and θ = 90◦, as illustrated in the simulated and measured
pattern data of Figure 7.5. The dielectric constant of the substrate also has a small impact
on the E- and H-plane beamwidths as well as the angle at which the pattern peak occurs.
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r = 10 (Rogers 6010) and r = 4.4 (FR4) were considered. Based on the results, FR4 was
selected as an inexpensive solution.
The final width of the taper opening should be at least one-half the free-space wavelength
at the lowest frequency [111]. In this case, it should be at least λ/2 = 75 mm, and it is, as
indicated in Table 7.2. Increasing the length-to-width ratio, L/W, of the antenna increases
the directivity of the antenna [111] and extends the bandwidth of the antenna by reducing
the lower corner frequency. However, it was also discovered through simulation that the
return loss of the antenna is degraded as L/W is increased. For this work, L/W ' 1 was
selected as a compromise between return loss, beamwidth, and bandwidth. The length of
the feedline, Lc, was selected to ensure a microstrip-like feed, while minimizing the overall
length of the antenna.
The two tapered arms are defined by two ellipses. The smaller ellipse is defined by
radii Rb and Rd, and its upper right (or left) quadrant indicates where the metallization
should begin, as can be seen in Figure 7.4. The larger ellipse is defined by radii Ra and Re,
and its upper right (or left) quadrant indicates where the metallization should end. The
ground plane is also defined by a pair of ellipses. The right side of the ground plane is
defined by an ellipse with radii Rb and Rd, and the left side is defined by an ellipse with
radii Ra and Rc. Radii Ra = W/2 and Rb = W/2 −Wm are set by the width of the antenna
and microstrip feedline. Radii Rd and Re were selected to achieve a simulated return loss of
10 dB or better from 2–6 GHz; the simulated and measured return are plotted in Figure
7.8a. Radius Rc was selected so Rc = RdRa/Rb.
7.3.2 Measured Antenna Pattern
The antenna pattern was measured using a standard gain horn (Sunol Sciences DRH-118)
with a CW sinusoidal excitation. The copole phi- and theta-cuts at 2 and 3 GHz are plotted
in Figure 7.5, where the coordinate system is defined in Figure 7.4. The boresight gain is
GA = 5 dB at 2 GHz and is GA = 7 dB at 3 GHz. The front-to-back ratio is 15 dB at 2 GHz
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and 12 dB at 3 GHz. The E-plane beamwidth is 56◦ at 2 GHz and 36◦ at 3 GHz; the H-plane
beamwidth is 132◦ at 2 GHz and 80◦ at 3 GHz.
The antenna polarization was examined at angles of 45◦ and 135◦. The patterns are
plotted in Figure 7.6 and indicate the antenna is predominately linearly polarized. This
assertion was verified with crosspole measurements; the crosspole ratio was about 25 dB
at 2 GHz and 35 dB at 3 GHz. As expected, there is some variation between the 45◦- and
135◦-slant patterns; this occurs because the two antenna arms are on different metal layers,
leading to an electric field vector that is somewhat offset from the x-y plane.
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Figure 7.5: Copole Antenna Patterns. The measured and simulated copole antenna patterns
are plotted in solid and dashed line, respectively. (a) is the 2 GHz E-plane pattern; (b) is
the 2 GHz H-plane pattern; (c) is the 3 GHz E-plane pattern; and (d) is the 3 GHz H-plane
pattern.
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Figure 7.6: 45◦ Antenna Patterns. The measured and simulated copole antenna patterns are plotted in solid lines and the
45◦-slant and 135◦-slant patterns are plotted in dashed and dotted lines, respectively. (a) is the 2 GHz E-plane pattern; (b) is
the 2 GHz H-plane pattern; (c) is the 3 GHz E-plane pattern; and (d) is the 3 GHz H-plane pattern.
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dant
1
Figure 7.7: Antenna Coupling Measurement Setup. A pair of elliptically-tapered slot antennas
were measured side-by-side in an anechoic chamber with a separation distance dant.
7.3.3 Measured Antenna System Isolation
The coupling between a pair of elliptically-tapered slot antennas was measured by placing
two antennas side-by-side in an anechoic chamber, as shown in Figure 7.7. The distance
between the antennas was varied from dant = 0.15 m to dant = 2.0 m. Consistent with the radar
parameters described in this thesis, the coupling between the antennas is characterized as
the TX-RX isolation of the antenna system, and the isolation for various antenna separations
is noted in Table 7.3; the apparent leakage ranges and range delays are also listed in the table.
As discussed in Sections 3.7.2 and 3.7.3, the minimum theoretical TX-RX isolation is 84 dB.
The measured TX-RX isolation for the pair of elliptically-tapered slot antennas falls short
of this requirement. The TX-RX isolation can be improved by redesigning the antennas or
by adding a physical structure to reduce the coupling between the antennas (e.g. antenna
mounting structure or absorber). Alternatively, the maximum rejectable SNR, SNRout,rej1,max ;
the minimum detectable SNR, SNRout1,min; and the minimum range, Rmin, specifications can
be adjusted. The trade-offs between these specifications and the minimum TX-RX isolation
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.
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Table 7.3: TX-RX Isolation of Antenna System
dant (m) Apparent Leakage Leakage Time TX-RX Isolation (dB)
Range Delay (m) Delay (ns)
0.15 0.075 0.5 35.6
0.3 0.15 1.0 38.4
0.45 0.225 1.5 41.6
1.0 0.5 3.3 46.2
1.45 0.725 4.8 49.4
2.0 1.0 6.7 54.1
7.3.4 Measured Transfer Function
The boresight transfer function was measured using two elliptically-tapered slot antennas.
The antennas were aligned to face one another at boresight with a far-field separation
distance. The antennas were connected to two ports of a network analyzer, as shown in
Figure 7.1b, and the frequency was stepped from 0–9 GHz using a step time large enough
to allow the signal to propagate through the antenna system. The network analyzer was
calibrated up to the antenna ports using an Agilent electronic calibration unit. The transfer
function was calculated using Eqn. (7.22) and is plotted in Figure 7.8a. The simulated and
measured reflection coefficients are also plotted in the figure.
The transfer function establishes the approximate behavior of each antenna, where
the antenna is represented as a two-port component. Based on the transfer function
measurement, the boresight gain varies from 5–7 dB from 2–3 GHz, which matches the
behavior observed from the pattern measurements. The antenna gain is flat, and the
antenna is well matched over the band of interest, which suggests the group delay of the
antenna should be consistent over the frequency band. The measured group delay1 verifies
this assertion; it only varies by ±500 ps from 2–3 GHz, as shown in Figure 7.8b. This is
comparable to the group delay of other UWB antennas [112], [142], [143].
1 The group delay is calculated as −∆φ/∆ω using the default parameters in ADS, where φ is the phase of
the transfer function and ω is the angular frequency.
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Figure 7.8: Transfer Function and Return Loss. The transfer function of the elliptically-tapered
slot antenna was calculated from measured data and plotted with a dashed line in (a). The
measured and simulated reflection coefficients are plotted in (a) in solid and dotted lines,
respectively. The group delay, calculated from the transfer function, is plotted in (b).
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7.3.5 Measured T ime -Domain Behavior
The time-domain behavior of the antenna system was measured using the transmitter
and an oscilloscope. Two elliptically-tapered antennas were aligned to face one another at
boresight, as shown in Figure 7.1a. The signal source was the transmitter, and the load was
an oscilloscope. The transmitted and received waveforms are plotted in Figure 7.9. Based
on the measured transfer function, the pulse envelope should undergo minimal distortion
through the antenna system. As can be seen from the measured response, this is the case.
The distortion can be analyzed quantitatively using signal fidelity or by correlating
the transmitted and received signals. The correlation coefficient is 0.93 for the measured
transmitted and received signals in Figure 7.9, so the agreement between the waveshapes
is excellent. The correlation coefficient was calculated using Pearson’s linear correlation
coefficient:
r =
N∑
i=1
(
VTX,i − VTX
) (
VRXin,i − VRXin
)
(N − 1)σTXσTX (7.25)
where r is the correlation coefficient, N is the number of time samples, VTX and VRXin are
the time vectors, VTX and VRXin are the mean values of the vectors, and σTX and σRX are the
covariance values of the vectors.
7.3.6 Improvements to Antenna System
A variety of techniques have been employed in the literature to improve upon the simple
tapered slot antenna presented in this work. In [144], additional shaping was applied to the
arms of a Vivaldi antenna to improve the bandwidth and provide additional control over
the beamwidth. In [145], the authors added corrugations to the flat edges of the antenna
arms to improve the bandwidth and front-to-back ratio of a standard Vivaldi antenna.
[146] added diffractive gratings to a tapered slot antenna to improve the directivity of the
antenna. In [147], a resistive coating was applied to a tapered slot antenna to improve the
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Figure 7.9: Time-Domain Antenna System Behavior. The transmitted and received time-domain
waveforms are plotted in (a) and (b), respectively.
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Figure 7.10: Antenna Model. The antenna can be modeled in a time-domain ADS simulation
using a behavioral gain block and a passivated S-parameter block.
front-to-back ratio; resistive coatings are common in UWB antenna design [148]. [149] and
[150] use crossed Vivaldi pairs for dual polarization. These techniques, as well as other
antenna designs, should be considered based on the requirements for a specific UWB pulse
Doppler radar application.
7.3.7 Antennas in System Model
The antenna system can be represented in the ADS channel model using a time differentiator
and a pair of S-parameter blocks. The S-parameters are as follows: S11 and S22 are equal to
the measured reflection coefficient of the antenna and S21 and S12 are equal to the measured
transfer function. As discussed in Section 7.2.2, the time differentiator can be neglected
for the radar system in this work. Since the system simulations are performed in the time
domain, rather than the frequency domain, the S-parameter blocks should be passivated
for use in the system model. A standard gain block can be placed before the S-parameter
block to account for the antenna gain, as shown in Figure 7.10. The antenna model can be
used for open-loop radar simulations.
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Chapter 8
Closed -Loop UWB Radar Testing
The full UWB radar is presented in this chapter, including details of the physical setup
and closed-loop radar testing results. The closed-loop channel model, which simulates the
propagation channel, is repeated in Figure 8.1 for convenience.
8.1 Closed -Loop Channel Model
The initial radar characterization was performed using closed-loop radar testing, as
described in Section 3.6. Closed-loop testing provides a simple technique to analyze the
basic radar operation without the added effects associated with a wireless link.
Modulator
SSB
P chin = PTX
fD
tR
Time Delay
LV A
Attenuator
Variable
P chout = P
RX
in
Figure 8.1: Closed-Loop Channel Model.
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8.1.1 Components
The physical implementation of the closed-loop channel model is illustrated in Figure 8.2.
The SSB modulator is implemented using a Polyphase Microwave QD2040B quadrature
modulator. The simulated Doppler shift is generated using a pair of synchronized Hewlett
Packard (HP) 3314A function generators. The I/Q outputs of the function generators can
be adjusted from 0.001 Hz to 19.99 MHz. A 50 kHz Doppler shift was selected for this work
to easily discriminate between the target return and the leakage signal, whose energy
is centered at DC. The results of this chapter can easily be extended to lower Doppler
shifts; however, it will be more difficult to differentiate between signal and leakage for
low SNRs, making it more challenging to fully characterize the radar. The I/Q signals are
amplified using a pair of National Semiconductor LMH6552 differential amplifiers and
applied to the IF ports of the SSB modulator. The input of the SSB modulator is protected
by a 20 dB attenuator. The modulator itself introduces an additional 24 dB of loss, resulting
in a minimum closed-loop channel loss of 44 dB.
The time delay is implemented using coaxial cable and is used to simulate the round-trip
propagation delay between the radar and the simulated target. The cable length can be
adjusted to simulate various target ranges. The attenuation is implemented using a pair of
10 dB and 100 dB manually variable attenuators, which can be adjusted from 0–110 dB in
1 dB steps. The attenuators simulate range losses, as well as any additional propagation
losses. Including the SSB modulator loss, the closed-loop channel loss can be adjusted from
44–154 dB.
The coaxial cable introduces an additional loss of about 0.4 dB. The insertion loss of
the attenuators varies with frequency and attenuation state; the average insertion loss for
each attenuator is 0.4 dB. The additional losses will be accounted for when calculating the
measured channel losses and theoretical SNRs in this thesis.
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Figure 8.2: Physical Closed-Loop Channel Model. The full closed-loop channel model is shown. The SSB modulator is manufactured
by Polyphase Microwave, the differential amplifiers are manufactured by National Semiconductor, and the function generators
are manufactured by Hewlett Packard.
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8.1.2 Channel Losses
The radar range equation was presented in Eqn. (1.3) and is repeated here for convenience:
PRXin =
PTXGA,TXGA,RXλ2σ
(4pi)3R4LchA L
sys
A
(8.1)
Based on the equation, the total channel loss is:
Lch = −10 log
(
GA,TXGA,RXλ2
4pi
)
+ 20 log(4piR2) + 10 log(LchA )
... − 10 log(σ)[dB] (8.2)
assuming the system losses are LsysA = 0 dB. The first term is fixed for any given radar.
Assuming GA,TX = GA,RX = 0 dB for the closed-loop channel model, the first term is equal
to:
− 10 log
(
GA,TXGA,RXλ2
4pi
)
= −10 log
(
c2o
4pi f 2c
)
= 29.4 dB (8.3)
The second term describes the range losses. The range losses at various ranges relevant to
this work are summarized in Table 8.1.
The third term accounts for any additional channel losses resulting from propagation
effects, and the fourth term accounts for the RCS of the target. Both terms depend on
the application and environment. This thesis does not assume a specific application or
environment, so these terms are difficult to predict. To illustrate the impact of the target
shape, we consider a spherical target and a metallic plate. For simplicity, we assume the
target is in the far field of the radar, and vice versa. Using the narrowband definition of the
far-field, the maximum target dimension, Dmax, for the radar described in this thesis is:
Dmax =
√
Rλ
2
=
√
R
16.7
(8.4)
The maximum target dimension for various ranges is also listed in Table 8.1.
First, consider a spherical target of radius Dmax/2. As discussed in Section 1.2.3, the
target behavior can be divided into the Rayleigh, optics, and resonance scattering regions
based on the circumference of the target. The scattering region, approximate RCS, and
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Table 8.1: Channel Losses: Spherical Target with Radius Dmax/2
Range Range Losses Dmax Scattering σmax RCS Losses
(m) (dB) (m) Region (m2) (dBsm)
3 41.1 0.42 Optical ∼ 0.14 8.5
4 46.1 0.49 Optical ∼ 0.19 7.3
5 49.9 0.55 Optical ∼ 0.24 6.3
6 53.1 0.60 Optical ∼ 0.28 5.5
7 55.8 0.65 Optical ∼ 0.33 4.8
Table 8.2: Channel Losses: Metallic Plate Target with Width and Height of Dmax
Range (m) Dmax (m) σmax (m2) RCS Losses (dBsm)
3 0.42 28.2 -14.5
4 0.49 50.1 -17.0
5 0.55 78.2 -18.9
6 0.60 112.6 -20.5
7 0.65 153.3 -21.9
RCS losses for a spherical target of radius Dmax/2 at various ranges are also summarized in
Table 8.1. As seen in the table, the maximum size spherical target behaves as an optical
reflector, and the RCS is on the order of 0.1 m. If the spherical target is smaller, the RCS
will decrease and the RCS losses will increase, resulting in greater channel loss.
Now consider a square, metallic plate oriented in the plane transverse to the radar
signal’s propagation vector. In this case, the reflection from the target is specular and the
RCS can be approximated as σ = 4piA2/λ2, where A is the area of the plate [151]. The RCS
and RCS losses for the metal plate are summarized in Table 8.2, assuming the width and
height of the plate are equal to Dmax. The specular reflection from the metallic plate is
quite directional and reduces quickly as the angle of incidence changes [151]. As a result,
the peak RCS for a metallic plate is quite large compared to a spherical target. For the
conditions in the table, the RCS is greater than 1 m2, resulting in negative RCS losses.
Based on the RCS calculations for a spherical target and a metallic plate, it is easy to
see that without a specific target in mind, the impact of the target on the overall channel
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losses is difficult to predict. It is also difficult to predict any additional losses without
specifying an application or environment. As such, the radar characterization in this thesis
will assume total channel loss values and will not specify how the loss is distributed among
the various loss mechanisms. The total channel loss for the closed-loop radar model in this
thesis is:
Lch = 20 dB + LSSB + Lcable + L10dBVA + L
100dB
VA [dB] (8.5)
where LSSB = 24 dB is the loss of the SSB modulator, Lcable is the loss of the cable used to
simulate the time delay, L10dBVA is the attenuation of the 10 dB variable attenuator, and L
100dB
VA
is the attenuation of the 100 dB variable attenuator; the remaining 20 dB of channel loss is
due to the 20 dB attenuator included at the input of the SSB modulator.
8.2 UWB Radar Setup Considerations
As discussed in Chapter 3, the full UWB radar consists of a transmitter (see Chapters 4
and 5), receiver (see Chapter 6), antenna system (see Chapter 7), digital control circuit (see
Section 3.4), post processor (see Section 3.5), and channel (see Section 3.6). Integrating the
subsystems requires additional characterization and is addressed in the following sections.
8.2.1 T iming
Relative time delays play an important role in the UWB radar design in this work. First,
the time delay between the peak of the transmitted pulse and the middle of the range
gate must be set to select a specific observable target range, as illustrated in Figure 8.3.
The time delay corresponding to observable range Robs is tobsR = 2Robs/co; the delay must be
characterized for each desired observable range. The time-delay characterization can be
performed using closed-loop testing. Referring to Figure 8.1, the time delay of the channel
model is set to match the desired observable range, so tR = tobsR . Next, the time delay of
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Figure 8.3: Range Gate Timing. The relative time delay between the peak of the transmitted
pulse envelope, VTXenv in the figure, and the center of the range gate, is set by the control
signals RG and RG and determines the observable target range. The peak of the received
signal, VRXin,env in the figure, should align with the middle of the range gate.
the range gate control signals, RG and RG, is adjusted so the peak of the received signal
corresponds to the center of the range gate, as shown in the figure.
It is also important to characterize the time delay between the digitizer’s external clock
and the output of the receiver. The digitizer samples the output of the receiver at each
rising edge of the sample clock, so the time delay must be adjusted to ensure the sample
point coincides with the peak of the received signal. Like the time delay for the range gate
control signals, the time delay for the sample clock must be characterized for each desired
observable range. Since the transmitted pulse has a subnanosecond pulsewidth, it is critical
to align the sample point accurately; if the pulse is not sampled at its maximum amplitude,
the measured SNR will be degraded due to sampling losses [16]. The sampling loss can be
as high as 2–3 dB for high probability of detection (0.9–0.95) when a single sample per PRI
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is taken [152]. This work assumes a single sample per PRI and a probability of detection of
0.99, so the sampling loss can be significant. Sampling loss contributes to the overall system
losses and can be accounted for in the radar range equation as discussed in Section 1.2.
The transition point of the BPSK phase code is also important in both the transmitter
and the post processor. Consider the transmitter block diagram in Figure 3.2. The phase
code is applied to the carrier signal using the BPSK modulator and controls the polarity of
the pulse envelope. The phase code must transition during the off-time of the transmitted
pulse to ensure the phase code is consistent throughout each transmitted pulse. The BPSK
signal is sampled by the post processor; the signal is sampled once per PRI and must not
be sampled at the transition point.
8.2.2 Leakage S ignals
As discussed in Section 3.7, the desired minimum detectable SNR is -13.5 dBm, which
corresponds to a received power of PRXin = −86 dBm. For this case, the channel loss is
Lchmax = 113 dB, so the received signal is over eleven orders of magnitude smaller than the
transmitted signal. As a result, small leakage signals can have a significant impact on radar
performance and must be minimized. Leakage signals arise from a variety of sources:
• Radiative and Direct Leakage Paths. Radiative leakage paths refer to paths between
transmitter components that radiate low-level signals and receiver components that
receive those signals. Most microwave components radiate unintentionally and at a
low level; however, radiative leakage paths are a concern due to the large disparity
between the transmitted and received signal power levels. Direct leakage paths
result from wired connections between the transmitter and receiver. For example,
the transmitter and receiver in this work share a VCO, so a direct leakage path exists
through the VCO. The transmitter and receiver are also directly linked through the
FPGA and the DC supplies. It is difficult to separate radiative and direct leakage
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paths, and the two will be lumped under the term “radiative leakage paths” for the
remainder of this thesis.
• Channel Model Feed-Through Leakage Path. Figure 8.1 illustrates a closed-loop channel
model, which uses a SSB modulator to simulate the Doppler shift. Mixers have finite
port-to-port isolations; for the SSB modulator in this work, the LO to RF isolation
is about 35–40 dB. As a result, the output of the modulator will have frequency
components at fc + fD (or fc − fD) and fc. Only the Doppler-shifted component is
desired, so the component at fc is a leakage signal. The leakage path through the SSB
modulator exists for any test setup in which the Doppler shift is simulated using a
mixer, such as the open-loop channel model in Figure 3.6. While it does not exist for
a radar system under real operating conditions, it should be quantified.
• Antenna System Leakage Path. As discussed in Sections 3.7.2 and 7.3.3, a finite isolation
exists between the transmitter and receiver due to coupling between the transmit
and receive antennas. This leakage path depends on the antenna system design and
tends to be the largest of the three leakage paths noted here. The antenna system
leakage path will limit the minimum range of the radar and will be discussed in more
detail in Section 8.7.
• Clutter and Multipath. Strictly speaking, clutter and multipath are not leakage signals.
However, clutter and multipath can mask target returns or contribute to false alarms,
and the effects must be mitigated. The pulsed nature of the receiver helps mitigate
these effects as it attenuates any received clutter or multipath signals when the
receiver is off, which is [100(T − τRG)/T]% of the time.
In order to separate the various leakage effects, three types of leakage signals are
considered in this work: phase-coded, unmodulated, and Doppler-modulated leakage
signals. Phase-coded leakage signals are modulated with the BPSK phase code, while
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unmodulated leakage signals are not. Doppler-modulated leakage signals are modulated
with both the BPSK phase code and a Doppler shift.
Radiative leakage signals are typically unmodulated or phase-coded. For the radar in this
work, unmodulated radiative leakage signals can originate from transmitter components
prior to the BPSK modulator, such as the LO (see Figure 3.2). Phase-coded leakage paths
can originate from the BPSK modulator, switch, mixer, or switched PA. The FPGA’s BPSK
output could also serve as an origin for a radiative phase-coded leakage path; however, it
operates at 20 MHz, which is very low frequency compared to the 2.5 GHz carrier. For an
electrically small component, the radiation efficiency is typically lower at 20 MHz than
2.5 GHz; as such, the focus of this work is to minimize radiative leakage from the transmitter
components at the LO frequency.
The 2.5 GHz radiative leakage paths terminate in the receiver’s RF front end; referring to
Figure 3.3, the leakage signal could be received by the range gate, the RF LNA, or the mixer.
Both the phase-coded and unmodulated radiative leakage signals are downconverted to
DC and sampled by the post processor. As discussed in Section 3.5, the DC component is
subtracted from the sampled signal. This step is primarily performed to remove any DC
offset resulting from the ADC; however, it also reduces the unmodulated 2.5 GHz leakage
signal. The phase-coded leakage signal is minimally affected by this step as its mean is
approximately 0 V. Next, the sampled signal is correlated with the BPSK phase-code. The
phase-coded leakage signal will correlate well with the BPSK signal, and the calculated
PSD will include a DC frequency component whose power corresponds to the radiative
leakage power. The unmodulated leakage signal will not correlate well with the BPSK
signal, so any remaining unmodulated leakage power will be distributed throughout the
calculated PSD, resulting in a noise-like spectrum. As such, low-level unmodulated leakage
signals are difficult to detect and of minimal concern. However, if the leakage signal power
is high enough, the noise floor of the PSD will be higher than the theoretical noise floor,
leading to reduced radar sensitivity.
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Channel model feed-through leakage is phase-code modulated. Like radiative phase-
coded leakage signals, it can be detected by examining the calculated PSD, as it will
contribute to the DC component of the spectrum.
Antenna system leakage is phase-coded and can be Doppler-modulated. If the leakage
is only phase-coded, it will contribute to the DC component of the calculated PSD. If it is
also Doppler-modulated, which can occur if the radar system is airborne, it will be visible in
the PSD as a spectral component offset from DC. The power level of the spectral component
will match the signal power of the leakage signal and will depend on the TX-RX isolation
of antenna system.
Like antenna system leakage, clutter and multipath are phase-coded and can be Doppler-
modulated. If it is only phase-coded, the clutter or multipath signal corresponds to a
stationary target; if it is Doppler-modulated, it corresponds to a moving target. Clutter and
multipath are difficult to predict, whereas the other leakage mechanisms can generally be
characterized through closed- or open-loop testing, as will be discussed in Section 8.3.
The radar in this work assumes a moving target, and any stationary targets are ignored.
As a result, phased-coded leakage can be ignored, since it will look like a stationary target
( fD = 0 Hz). However, it can limit the sensitivity of the radar for low Doppler frequencies, as
will be illustrated in Section 8.3. Doppler-modulated leakage signals are more problematic
than phase-coded leakage signals since they contribute leakage signal power at frequencies
that could correspond to moving targets. Since Doppler-modulated leakage signals can
arise from antenna system leakage paths, we assume the antenna system leakage signal is
Doppler-modulated for closed-loop testing. This assumption allows the simulated antenna
system leakage to be separated from the other leakage sources. As a result, it simplifies the
time-domain SNR response measurement and the determination of the minimum range
and minimum TX-RX isolation of the radar.
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Figure 8.4: Closed-Loop Radar System Test Bench. The closed-loop radar test bench is illustrated.
Each of the components that operates in the S-band is enclosed in a metal box.
M itigating Leakage S ignals
The radar components were arranged to maximize the distance between the transmitter
and receiver components, given a set test-bench area, in order to minimize the radiative
coupling between the components. Every component in the radar system that operates in
the S-band is packaged in a metal box or a commercial package, as illustrated in Figure
8.4. The metal boxes provide shielding for the components within, but the box seams and
connectors are also potential sources of radiative leakage. The box seams are sealed with
copper tape, as needed, to reduce the radiative leakage paths. Each box includes SMA
feed-through connectors for both the RF and DC ports to reduce the radiative leakage
due to the connectors; emissions from connector assemblies have been studied in the
electromagnetic interference (EMI) and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) literature
[153]. Some of the boxes are large enough to act as resonant cavities at S-band, so absorber
was included in the boxes to reduce the Q-factor and eliminate the possibility of undesired
oscillations.
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8.3 Radiative and Channel Model
Feed -Through Leakage
Two measurements were performed to determine the impact of radiative and channel
model feed-through leakage. First, the transmitter’s output and the receiver’s input were
terminated in 50 Ω, and the radar was powered on. With this test setup, the radiative
leakage signals are isolated, and the calculated PSD is a measure of system noise and
radiative leakage. The calculated PSD is plotted in Figure 8.5; the PSDs were calculated
using one million samples and seven hundred thirty samples. As can be calculated from
the PSDs, the radiative leakage power is approximately -28.7 dBm.
The radiative phase-coded leakage power can limit the sensitivity of the radar,depending
on the number of integrated samples. For one million samples, the leakage power is
concentrated around DC, and the frequency resolution is fine enough that the leakage
signal will not severely limit the sensitivity of the radar, as seen in Figure 8.5a. However,
the number of pulses that can be integrated is limited for moving targets, as discussed in
Section 3.6.1. Assuming a single-channel receiver with a static sampler, seven hundred
thirty samples is a worst-case example of the number of samples that can be integrated for
the transmitted waveform in this work. As can be seen from Figure 8.5b, the leakage energy
is spread over a wider range of frequencies than for the one million samples case since the
frequency resolution is lower for fewer samples. As a result, the leakage signal effectively
raises the noise floor and can reduce the sensitivity of the radar for lower Doppler shifts;
the impact is more significant for lower Doppler shifts.
The second type of leakage measurements were taken with the closed-loop channel
model in place. The time delay of the channel model was set to model a target at the
desired observable range, so R = Robs. The simulated Doppler shift was set to 50 kHz, and
the channel attenuation was adjusted from Lch = 70 dB to Lch = 110 dB in 5 dB steps. The
full-scale voltage of the digitizer, V f s, was set based on the maximum anticipated voltage
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Figure 8.5: Radiative Leakage. The radiative leakage was measured by terminating the
transmitter’s output and the receiver’s input in 50 Ω and sampling the output of the
receiver. The PSD is calculated using one million samples (a) and seven hundred thirty
samples (b). The digitizer’s full-scale voltage range was set to 1 V.
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Table 8.3: Channel Attenuation and Full-Scale Voltage of Digitizer
Nominal Lch (dB) Measured Lch (dB) V f s (V)
70 70.0 5
75 75.1 5
80 80.0 2
85 84.9 2
90 89.8 1
95 94.7 1
100 99.6 0.5
105 104.9 0.5
110 109.8 0.5
Table 8.4: Radiative and Channel-Model Feed-Through Leakage Measurements
Nominal Lch (dB) Total Leakage Power (dBm)
70 -18.8
75 -19.7
80 -17.3
85 -19.4
90 -16.5
95 -20.3
100 -18.4
105 -18.4
110 -19.8
for each attenuation state, and the values for the measurements in this thesis are listed
in Table 8.3; the measured channel attenuation is also listed. Three digitized data sets
were recorded at each attenuation step, and the results were processed using one million
samples. As discussed, the combination of the radiative leakage signal and the channel
model feed-through leakage signal can be observed as the DC component of the calculated
PSD. The total measured leakage power is the average of the leakage power calculated
from the three data sets for each attenuation state and is tabulated in Table 8.4.
The total leakage power is roughly constant for the various channel attenuations; the
average leakage power is -19.0 dBm and varies by ±2.5 dB. This suggests radiative leakage
dominates over channel-model feed-through leakage. If the reverse were true, the total
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leakage power would decrease linearly with increasing channel attenuation. It is interesting
to note the total leakage power is about 10 dB higher than for the radiative leakage only
measurement. This suggests that connecting the closed-loop channel model to the output
and input of the transmitter and receiver creates additional coupling paths and increases
the radiative leakage strength.
8.4 S ingle -Pulse SNRs and Radar Losses
As discussed in Section 3.7.1, part of the radar characterization is determining the single-
pulse SNR for several channel attenuation states. The single-pulse SNR is the SNR at the
output of the receiver and corresponds to the SNR that would be calculated by the post
processor if a single pulse was employed. The single-pulse SNR can be related directly to
the characteristics of the transmitter, channel, and receiver, making it simpler to back out
radar characteristics like radar losses.
For this measurement, the time delay of the channel model was set to model a target at
the desired observable range, so R = Robs. The simulated Doppler shift was set to 50 kHz,
and the channel attenuation was adjusted from Lch = 70 dB to Lch = 110 dB in 5 dB steps.
Three digitized data sets were recorded at each attenuation step, and the results were
processed using one million samples. The three calculated SNRs were averaged for each
attenuation state. The theoretical and measured single-pulse SNRs for each attenuation
state are tabulated in Table 8.5. The theoretical single-pulse SNR is calculated using the
following expression:
SNRout1 = PTX − Lch − PN − FRXpulsed[dB] (8.6)
where Lch is the measured channel loss, PN = −87 dBm is the noise power at the input of
the receiver, and FRXpulsed = 14.8 dB is the noise figure of the receiver. The rms transmitted
power is approximately:
PTX = 10 log
(
(VTXon )2
2Zo
1
1 mW
)
[dBm] (8.7)
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Table 8.5: Theoretical and Measured Single-Pulse SNRs (N = 1E6)
Nominal Theoretical Measured SNRerror (dB)
Lch (dB) SNRout1 (dB) SNR
pp
1 (dB)
70 29.9 13.4 16.5
75 24.8 12.2 12.6
80 18.9 8.9 10.0
85 15.0 5.6 9.4
90 10.1 -0.2 10.3
95 5.2 -3.2 8.4
100 0.3 -8.9 9.2
105 -5.0 -13.1 8.1
110 -9.9 -18.6 8.7
The measured single-pulse SNR is calculated as discussed in Section 3.5:
SNRpp1 = 10 log
PppSPppN
 [dB] (8.8)
where PppS and P
pp
N are the signal power and noise power calculated from the measured
PSD. There is a significant discrepancy, up to 17 dB, between the theoretical and measured
SNRs. To determine the sources of the error, the signal and noise powers are discussed
separately in the following sections.
8.4.1 S ignal Power
The theoretical and measured signal powers are summarized in Table 8.6. The theoretical
value is calculated as:
PRXout,S = PTX − Lch + GRXpulsed[dBm] (8.9)
where PRXout,S is the signal power at the output of the receiver and G
RX
pulsed = 52 dB is the gain
of the receiver. As discussed in Section 3.5, the measured signal power is calculated as
follows:
PppS =
∫ − fsig+βint/2
− fsig−βint/2
Ppp( f )d f +
∫ fsig+βint/2
fsig−βint/2
Ppp( f )d f (8.10)
where Ppp( f ) is the PSD calculated from the measured data set, fsig is the signal frequency,
and βint is the integration bandwidth.
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Table 8.6: Theoretical and Measured Signal Power (N = 1E6)
Nominal Theoretical Measured Signal Power
Lch (dB) PRXout,S (dBm) P
pp
S (dBm) Error (dB)
70 9.7 6.8 2.9
75 4.6 1.5 3.1
80 -0.3 -3.6 3.3
85 -5.2 -9.0 3.8
90 -10.1 -13.9 3.8
95 -15.0 -19.4 4.4
100 -19.9 -24.0 4.1
105 -25.2 -29.8 4.6
110 -30.1 -34.2 4.1
As seen in the table, the measured signal power is on average 3.8 dB lower than the
theoretical signal power. The measured signal power does, however, decrease linearly with
increasing channel attenuation; the signal power error, which is the difference between
the theoretical and measured signal power, only varies from its mean value of 3.8 dB by
±0.9 dB.
The signal power error indicates that there are radar loss mechanisms, such as sampling
loss, that have not been accounted for in the theoretical signal power calculation. As
discussed in Section 8.2.1, sampling losses result when the pulsed signal is not sampled at
its maximum amplitude.
The impact of sampling loss can be estimated using the test setup in Figure 8.6 along
with the single-pulse SNR measurements. The oscilloscope in the test setup is triggered
by the FPGA and set to infinite persistence to determine the peak voltage at the output
of the receiver. The peak voltage is listed in Table 8.7 for various attenuation states; only
attenuation states that result in a positive SNR were considered. The peak sampled voltage,
taken from the measured data sets, and the approximate sampling loss for each case are
also recorded in the table. The average measured sampling loss is 1.6 dB. As discussed
in Section 8.2.1, the sampling loss can be as high as 2–3 dB for the radar described in this
work, so the measured loss is on par with the expected sampling loss.
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Figure 8.6: Radar Loss Test Setup. The test setup, along with the standard closed-loop radar
test setup, is used to determine the radar losses due to sampling loss.
Table 8.7: Sampling Loss
Nominal Oscilloscope: Post Processor: Sampling
Lch (dB) VRXout,p (V) P
pp
p (V) Loss (dB)
70 1.1 0.86 2.1
75 0.70 0.60 1.3
80 0.45 0.38 1.5
Additional radar loss mechanisms in the closed-loop radar test setup include intercon-
nection loss (e.g. power loss in coaxial connections), nonmatched filter loss, straddling
loss, and other signal processing losses [16]. Based on the sampling loss measurements, the
additional loss mechanisms can contribute 1–3 dB to the total radar loss. It is anticipated
that the radar loss will degrade the minimum detectable single-pulse SNR of the radar
from its expected value of -13.6 dB by 3–4 dB.
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Table 8.8: Theoretical and Measured Noise Power (N = 1E6)
Nominal Theoretical Measured Noise Power
Lch (dB) PRXout,N (dBm) P
pp
N (dBm) Error (dB)
70 -20.2 -6.5 13.7
75 -20.2 -10.4 9.8
80 -20.2 -12.5 7.7
85 -20.2 -14.6 5.6
90 -20.2 -13.8 6.4
95 -20.2 -16.2 4.0
100 -20.2 -15.1 5.1
105 -20.2 -16.7 3.5
110 -20.2 -15.6 4.6
8.4.2 Noise Power
The theoretical and measured noise powers are summarized in Table 8.8. The theoretical
noise power is calculated as:
PRXout,N = PN + G
RX
pulsed + F
RX
pulsed[dBm] (8.11)
where PRXout,N is the noise power at the output of the receiver. As discussed in Section 3.5, the
measured noise power can be calculated as:
PppN =
∫ fs/2
− fs/2
Ppp( f )d f − PppS (8.12)
where fs is the sample rate of the digitizer and P
pp
S is defined in Eqn. (8.10).
The noise power should be constant for all channel attenuation states; however, as seen
in the table, the calculated noise power varies significantly with attenuation. The calculated
noise power is much higher than expected for low attenuation states and approaches an
average value of -16.0 dBm when the channel attenuation is at least 95 dB.
First, consider the low channel attenuation states (Lch ≤ 90 dB). As seen from Eqn. (8.12),
the calculated noise power is the total power minus the calculated signal power. As a result,
any distortion or leakage will contribute to the average noise power even though, strictly
speaking, distortion is not noise. Typically, the distortion terms are subtracted from total
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noise power when computing the SNR; if they are not, the SNR will be somewhat degraded
and is more accurately referred to as the signal-to-noise-and-distortion ratio (SINAD)
[65]. Technically, the measured “SNR” in this work is SINAD, but is referred to as SNR
throughout the thesis.
The calculated PSD for Lch = 70 dB is plotted in Figure 8.7a. The signal frequency is
50 kHz, and strong distortion components are visible at the odd harmonics of the signal.
The distortion components and leakage raise the average noise power from the theoretical
-20.2 dBm to -6.5 dBm when Lch = 70 dB.
For comparison, the PSD for Lch = 90 dB is plotted in Figure 8.7b. The third-harmonic
distortion components are evident in the spectrum, but the higher-order distortion compo-
nents are near the noise floor of the spectrum. As a result, the theoretical and calculated
noise powers agree more closely than for lower channel attenuation states (see Table 8.8).
Now consider the high channel attenuation states (Lch ≥ 95 dB). The PSD for Lch = 95 dB
is plotted in Figure 8.8. The third-harmonic distortion power is approximately -40 dBc
relative to the fundamental signal power and has little impact on the calculated noise
power. The DC leakage contribution, however, is considerable. Referring to Table 8.4, the
average leakage power is -19.0 dBm and is comparable to the theoretical noise power of
-20.2 dBm; as such, when distortion does not play a significant role, the average noise power
will be increased to about -16 dBm due to the leakage signal. For low SNRs, the SINAD
and SNR metrics are comparable.
Distortion and leakage both increase the calculated noise power, degrade the calculated
single-pulse SNR, and reduce the sensitivity of the radar. Depending on the application,
the distortion and/or leakage signals can be subtracted from the spectrum to maintain the
radar’s sensitivity. However, for this work, distortion and leakage will be included in the
noise power calculations and will degrade the minimum detectable SNR of the radar by
3–4 dB. Combined with the 3–4 dB degradation due to radar losses, the new theoretical
minimum detectable single-pulse SNR is about -5 dB, which corresponds to a maximum
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Figure 8.7: PSDs for Lch = 70 dB and Lch = 90 dB. The PSDs were calculated using one
million samples. The Lch = 70 dB PSD is plotted in (a), and distortion is evident at the odd
harmonics of the signal frequency, fsig = 50 kHz. The Lch = 90 dB PSD is plotted in (b), and
distortion is evident at the third harmonic of the signal frequency, fsig = 50 kHz.
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Figure 8.8: PSD for Lch = 95 dB. The PSD was calculated using one million samples.
Distortion does not contribute significantly to the noise power, but the DC leakage term
does.
channel attenuation of 105 dB.
8.5 Coherent Processing Interval
The CPI defines the period of time over which the radar signal is coherent. It is limited
by the stability of the various signal sources, including the FPGA, PLL, and VCO. The
CPI is experimentally determined by processing several sampled data sets using various
numbers of samples. The processed SNR is calculated as:
SNRpr =
Ppp(− fsig) + Ppp( fsig)
1
Ntotal − 2

fs/2∑
f=− fs/2
Ppp( f ) −
[
Ppp(− fsig) + Ppp( fsig)
]
(8.13)
where Ntotal is the total number of samples, including zero padding. In other words, it is
assumed that the signal occupies a single frequency bin in both the positive and negative
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portions of the spectrum, and the remaining power is noise. The resulting SNR values can
be used to determine the CPI.
The SNR was calculated for each data set using N = 1E3, 1E4, 1E5, and 1E6 samples.
Zero padding was employed so that the total number of data points was the same for each
calculation:
Ntotal = Nzp + N (8.14)
where Ntotal is the total number of data points, Nzp is the number of zero-padded data points,
and N is the number of samples. While the frequency resolution is inversely proportional
to the number of samples, the number of frequency bins is proportional to the total number
of data points. By maintaining a constant number of data points, one can consistently select
the desired 50 kHz frequency bin, regardless of the number of samples, and thus resolution.
The SNR processing gain is calculated as:
Gint(N) =
SNRpr(N)
SNRpr(N = 1)
(8.15)
The average SNR processing gains are based on the average SNR processing gain of three
data sets and are listed in Table 8.9; the SNR gains are normalized to Gint(N = 1E3) = 30 dB.
The processing gain variation indicates how much the individual SNR processing gains
vary about the average value. For a coherent signal, the processing gain should go as
10 log(N), and the expected average gains are Gint = 30, 40, 50, and 60 dB for N = 1E3, 1E4,
1E5, and 1E6, respectively. The actual processing gains align well with the theoretical gains
for N = 1E3, 1E4, and 1E5; in addition, the processing gain only varies by ±0.6 dB about the
average value. However, the processing gain does not increase by 10 dB between N = 1E5
and N = 1E6; rather, it increases by 6.4 dB and varies significantly about the average gain.
This is consistent with noncoherent integration, for which the integration gain is typically
between 10 log(
√
N) and 10 log(N). The variation in the processing gain for N = 1E6 is
significant because of the probabilistic nature of the noise and the somewhat probabilistic
nature of the signal, which is no longer fully coherent.
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Table 8.9: Processing SNR Gain
Samples Integration Average Processing Processing Gain
Time (ms) Gain (dB) Variation (dB)
1E3 0.05 30 —
1E4 0.5 40.3 ±0.5dB
1E5 5 50.3 ±0.6dB
1E6 50 56.7 ±5.8dB
Based on the measured data, the CPI is about 5 ms. This is less than the integration time
for one million samples (50 ms), which has been employed in the thesis thus far; therefore,
the SNRs calculated with one million samples include some noncoherent integration. This
is the trade-off for achieving the desired -50 dB SNR floor discussed in Section 3.7.1.
While the CPI is too short to allow coherent integration of one million pulses, it is more
than sufficient for an integration time of 36.5µs (N = 730), which is the actual integration
time considered in this work. In fact, the CPI is about 100 times longer than is required,
which is desirable. The 5 ms CPI was calculated from closed-loop measurements. In practice,
a wireless link and a physical target will reduce the CPI. For example, as a physical target
moves through the range bin, it is sampled at different points along its envelope; in other
words, the synchronicity between the sample clock and the received pulse envelope is
degraded due to the motion of the target [72]. As such, it is critical that the ideal CPI is
longer than needed.
8.6 Sensitivity and M inimum Detectable SNR
In the previous sections, the measured data sets have been processed using up to one
million samples. While a large number of samples can be used to accurately characterize
the radar system, only a relatively small number of pulses will be integrated in practice. The
maximum number of samples is limited by the transmitted pulsewidth and the maximum
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Table 8.10: Measured Single-Pulse SNRs, Signal Power, and Noise Power
Lch (dB) SNR
pp
1 (dB) P
pp
S (dBm) P
pp
N (dBm)
N = 730 N = 1E6 N = 730 N = 1E6 N = 730 N = 1E6
70 17.3 13.4 6.8 6.8 -10.4 -6.5
75 15.7 12.2 1.6 1.5 -14.1 -10.4
80 13.6 8.9 -3.1 -3.6 -16.7 -12.5
85 9.1 5.6 -8.8 -9.0 -17.9 -14.6
90 6.0 -0.2 -11.8 -13.9 -17.8 -13.8
95 2.1 -3.2 -16.5 -19.4 -18.6 -16.2
100 2.1 -8.9 -16.4 -24.0 -18.4 -15.1
105 -1.8 -13.1 -20.6 -29.8 -18.8 -16.7
110 -0.2 -18.6 -18.7 -34.2 -18.5 -15.6
target velocity, as in Eqn. (3.12):
N ≤ coτ
2vT
(8.16)
For this work, seven hundred thirty pulses are integrated as a worst-case example.
The measured single-pulse SNR (Eqn. (8.8)), signal power (Eqn. (8.10)), and noise
power (Eqn. (8.12)) were each calculated for 70 dB ≤ Lch ≤ 110 dB using N = 730 pulses
for comparison to the SNRs calculated using N = 1E6 pulses. The results for N = 730 and
N = 1E6 are tabulated in Table 8.10.
As seen in the table, the single-pulse SNRs for N = 730 do not decrease linearly with the
channel attenuation. Similar behavior is observed when N = 1E6 pulses were employed.
As discussed in Section 8.4, both the signal and noise power calculations contribute to the
differences between the theoretical and measured SNRs.
The signal power for N = 730 is within 0.5 dB of the signal power for N = 1E6 when
Lch ≤ 85 dB; as such, the analysis of Section 8.4.1 applies. However, the difference between
the calculated signal powers is significant for Lch > 85 dB. To understand why, consider the
integration bandwidth for a 30 dB Hamming main-lobe, which was presented in Section
3.5:
βint =
3.6 fs
N
(8.17)
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For fs = 20 MHz and N = 730, the integration bandwidth is βint = 98.6 kHz. The measured
PSDs for Lch = 70, 90, and 105 dB are plotted in Figures 8.9 and 8.10; the simulated radar
results are also plotted and will be discussed in the next section. To calculate the signal
power, the PSD is integrated from approximately -100 kHz to 100 kHz (see Eqn. (8.10)). For
Lch = 70 dB, the signal power is high enough to mask the DC leakage signal, so the signal
power matches the higher frequency resolution case (N = 1E6). For Lch = 90 dB, the DC
leakage signal is visible in the spectrum and contributes to the overestimation of the signal
power. For the Lch = 105 dB case, the DC leakage signal dominates the signal spectrum,
and the signal power is significantly overestimated.
Referring to the table, the noise power calculated with N = 730 is 3–4 dB lower than
the noise power calculated with N = 1E6. The integration bandwidth βint = 98.6 kHz also
explains the 3 dB reduction in noise power when the number of samples is reduced from
N = 1E6 to N = 730. As discussed in Section 8.4, the DC leakage signal contributes 3 dB
to the noise power when N = 1E6; for N = 730, the DC leakage signal contributes to the
signal power rather than the noise power, so the noise power is closer to the theoretical
-20.2 dBm. To conclude, the frequency resolution is lower when fewer samples are used; as
a result, the DC leakage power present in the radar system has a more detrimental impact
on the single-pulse SNR calculation than if a larger number of samples is used.
While the single-pulse SNR is helpful when considering the transmitter and receiver
characteristics, the processed, or integrated, SNR is needed to determine the sensitivity of
the radar. As discussed in Section 3.7.1, the probability of detection, probability of false
alarm, and the processed SNR are interrelated, so the processed SNR was calculated with
N = 730 using Eqn. (8.13). The signal power is the numerator of the equation:
PprS = Ppp(− fsig) + Ppp( fsig) (8.18)
The noise power is the denominator of the equation:
PprN =
1
Ntotal − 2

fs/2∑
f=− fs/2
Ppp( f ) −
[
Ppp(− fsig) + Ppp( fsig)
] (8.19)
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Figure 8.9: Measured and Simulated PSDs for Lch = 70 dB and Lch = 90 dB. The measured
and simulated PSDs were calculated using N = 730 samples and Ntotal = 220 total data
points. The Lch = 70 dB PSD is plotted in (a), and the Lch = 90 dB PSD is plotted in (b). The
measured PSDs are plotted in solid lines, and the simulated PSDs are plotted in dashed
lines.
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Figure 8.10: Measured and Simulated PSDs for Lch = 105 dB. The measured and simulated
PSDs were calculated using N = 730 samples and Ntotal = 220 total data points. The measured
PSD is plotted in solid lines, and the simulated PSD is plotted in dashed lines. Lch = 105 dB
is the maximum channel attenuation to achieve a processed SNR near SNRpr = 15 dB.
The processed SNRs, signal powers, and noise powers are summarized in Table 8.11.
As seen in table, the processed SNRs do not decrease linearly with the channel attenuation.
However, the signal power does, so the nonlinearity in the processed SNRs is primarily
due to the average noise power. Distortion and leakage raise the total noise power and,
thus, the average noise power. As seen in Eqn. (8.19), the processed SNR employs the
average noise power, which is overestimated for low channel attenuation states; as a result,
the processed SNR is underestimated for Lch ≤ 90 dB.
The minimum detectable processed SNR for this thesis is 15 dB to achieve a probability
of detection of 0.99 and a probability of false alarm of 1E-7. As noted in Section 8.4, this
corresponds to a theoretical minimum detectable single-pulse SNR of -5 dB and a maximum
channel attenuation of 105 dB when radar losses are considered. Referring to Table 8.11,
these assertions are approximately correct; the processed SNR is SNRpr = 15 dB somewhere
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Table 8.11: Processed SNRs, Signal Power, and Noise Power (N = 730)
Lch (dB) SNRpr (dB) P
pr
S (dBm) P
pr
N (dBm)
70 27.2 -39.5 -66.6
75 27.1 -44.6 -71.6
80 26.7 -54.1 -75.7
85 26.8 -58.2 -80.9
90 25.2 -64.7 -83.2
95 22.5 -69.0 -86.6
100 18.7 -75.8 -87.2
105 13.7 -78.8 -89.4
110 7.8 -89.3 -88.4
in the range 100 dB ≤ Lch ≤ 105 dB. Referring to Table 8.5, this corresponds to a theoretical
single-pulse SNR in the range −5.0 dB ≤ SNRout1 ≤ 0.3 dB and a measured single-pulse SNR
in the range −13.1 dB ≤ SNRpr ≤ −8.9 dB. As discussed in Section 3.7.1, the anticipated
measured minimum detectable single-pulse SNR is -13.6 dB, so the sensitivity of the radar
is as anticipated, once radar losses and leakage are accounted for.
8.6.1 Radar S imulation Model
The full radar system was simulated in Agilent’s ADS. The simulation is performed in
the time-domain with a discrete step size; it includes pseudo-random noise from DC to
4 GHz. The transmitter and receiver are modeled as discussed in Sections 5.2 and 6.2; the
components used in the transmitter, receiver, closed-loop channel, and post processor
models can be summarized as follows:
(1) Transmitter Model:
• The FPGA, VCO, amplifiers, switches, attenuators, bi-phase modulator, and
upconverter are modeled as behavioral components, which include gain, noise
figure, and compression points, as appropriate.
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• The PCC and filters are modeled using circuit elements corresponding to their
actual hardware implementations.
(2) Receiver Model:
• The range gate, FPGA, amplifiers, and downconverter were modeled as behavior
components.
• The matched filter was modeled using circuit elements corresponding to the
actual hardware implementation.
(3) Closed-Loop Channel Model:
• The attenuation and time delay are modeled using behavioral models.
• The SSB modulator is modeled as a voltage multiplier.
(4) Post Processor Model:
• The digitizer is modeled using a behavioral sample-and-hold circuit and a
quantizer.
Two changes were made to the basic radar simulation model to account for radar losses.
First, a 7 dB attenuator was added to the receiver to simulate the signal losses. Second, a
noise multiplier was added to the transient setup. The 7 dB attenuator, as well as the various
other attenuators in the setup, does not include a noise figure parameter, so it attenuates
both signal and noise. The noise multiplier accounts for this nonphysical behavior.
The simulated PSDs were calculated using N = 730, and plotted for Lch = 70, 90, and
105 dB in Figures 8.9a, 8.9b, and 8.10, respectively. As seen in the figures, the noise floors
and the 50 kHz signal levels of the simulated and measured PSDs are comparable. One
significant difference between simulation and measurement occurs near DC. While the
simulation model accounts for channel model feed-through leakage, it does not account for
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radiative leakage, which dominates for the radar in this thesis. As a result, the simulated
PSDs are idealized.
The distortion terms are also somewhat underestimated in the simulation for low
channel attenuations. Consider the Lch = 70 dB PSD. The third-order distortion term is
evident at ±150 kHz in the measured data, but not in the simulated data. The simulation
model accounts for compressive and intermodulation effects in the radar system, but
underestimates them for high SNRs.
Despite the underestimated leakage and distortion terms, there is excellent agreement
between the measured and simulated data. It is extremely helpful to have an accurate
simulation model, especially when considering changes to the radar architecture. For
example, miniaturization is one future goal for this work; as new components are designed,
they can be added to the simulation model before being fabricated to ascertain the impact
of the new circuit design on the overall radar performance. As discussed in Section 7.3.7, an
open-loop channel model can be simulated by including the transmit and receive antenna
models. In addition, the radar model can be further developed to more accurately include
leakage and distortion effects.
8.7 M inimum Detectable Range and
M inimum TX-RX Isolation
As discussed in Section 3.7.2, the time-domain SNR response is used to characterize the
minimum detectable range of the radar under test. A fixed observable range, corresponding
to tobsR , was selected for the time-domain SNR response measurements. The channel time
delay was varied from tR = tobsR to tR = t
obs
R +T in 2 ns steps. By varying the channel time delay,
the received waveform is sampled throughout the PRI, the received pulse envelope can be
reconstructed, similar to how a sampling oscilloscope works. Based on the measurement,
it is possible to approximate the turn-off rate of the waveform, accounting for the transient
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effects of the transmitter and receiver components. Based on this information, the turn-off
time and minimum TX-RX isolation can be specified, and the minimum range can be
determined using Eqn. (3.17):
Rmin = co
( tlk
2
+
tto
2
+
τRG
4
)
(8.20)
Figures 8.11 and 8.12 illustrate the time-domain SNR response measurement. The
sample point remains fixed at the center of the range gate (tobsR ). Figure 8.11a shows the case
where tR = tobsR ; in this instance, the post processor samples the received signal at its peak
voltage. Figure 8.11b shows the case where tR = tobsR + 2 ns; in this case, the post processor
samples the signal along the leading edge of the pulse. Figure 8.12a shows the case where
tR = tobsR + 26 ns; in this case, the post processor samples the signal during the “off” time of
the pulse. Figure 8.12b shows the case where tR = tobsR + 48 ns; in this case, the post processor
samples the signal along the trailing edge of the pulse. The data points can be plotted in
the time domain, and the resulting waveform is the processed received pulse envelope
sampled at a rate of 500 MHz.
To illustrate that the radar system time-domain SNR response characteristics are fairly
linear, the time-domain SNR response was measured in three channel attenuation states:
Lch = 70 dB, 80 dB, and 90 dB. For this testing, the channel attenuation corresponds to
TX-RX isolation, and the sampled signal is representative of a leakage signal through, for
example, the antenna system. The full-scale voltage of the digitizer was adjusted to match
the anticipated received signal level for each attenuation state, as in Table 8.3.
A 50 kHz Doppler shift is applied to the signal; as discussed in Section 8.2.2, the leakage
signal through the antenna system may or may not be Doppler modulated. For testing
purposes, it is beneficial to employ a simulated Doppler shift to isolate the time-domain SNR
characteristics of the radar waveform from the radiative and channel-model feed-through
leakage signals, which are observed at DC.
Three sampled data sets were taken for each attenuation state and channel time delay
to ensure measurement repeatability. The single-pulse SNR was calculated for each data
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Figure 8.11: Time-Domain SNR Response Measurements. A set of time-domain SNR response
measurements was taken by adjusting the range delay of the channel from tR = tobsR to
tR = tobsR + T in 2 ns steps. Two of the data points are illustrated, as follows: (a) tR = t
obs
R and
(b) tR = tobsR + 2 ns. The range gate control signal, RG, is plotted as a dashed black line, and
the theoretical received pulse envelope is plotted as a solid black line.
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Figure 8.12: Time-Domain SNR Response Measurements. A set of time-domain SNR response
measurements was taken by adjusting the range delay of the channel from tR = tobsR to
tR = tobsR +T in 2 ns steps. Two of the data points are illustrated, as follows: (a) tR = t
obs
R +26 ns
and (b) tR = tobsR + 48 ns. The range gate control signal, RG, is plotted as a dashed black line,
and the theoretical received pulse envelope is plotted as a solid black line.
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set using one million samples, and the three calculated SNRs were averaged for each
attenuation state and channel time delay. One million samples corresponds to an SNR floor
of -50 dB.
The received leakage signal for each attenuation state was reconstructed and plotted
in Figures 8.13 and 8.14; the markers indicate the measured data points. The theoretical
received pulse envelope is also plotted for comparison. The transmitted voltage envelope
was converted to a received SNR envelope using the following expression:
SNRout1 (t) = 10 log
(
(VTXenv(t))2
2Zo
1
1 mW
)
− Lch − PN − FRXpulsed
... − SNRerror[dB] (8.21)
VTXenv(t) = V
TX
p exp
(
−2 ln(2)
( t − tlk
τ
)2)
(8.22)
where VTXp = 7.7V is the measured peak transmitted voltage, tlk is the time delay between
the transmitted and leakage signals, τ = 730 ns is the transmitted pulsewidth, Zo = 50 Ω,
PN = −87 dBm, FRXpulsed = 14.8 dB, and SNRerror is a correction factor between the theoretical
and measured SNR (see Table 8.5).
As noted in Section 3.7, the theoretical maximum rejectable single-pulse SNR is
SNRout,rej1,max = −30 dB. As discussed in Sections 8.4 and 8.6, there is about a 10 dB differ-
ence between the theoretical and measured single-pulse SNRs due to radar losses and
leakage. As a result, the measured minimum detectable SNR is -5 dB, rather than the
theoretical -13.6 dB as put forth in the original specification. Despite the reduction in
sensitivity, the measured maximum rejectable single-pulse SNR will be maintained as
-30 dB; the result is a wider margin between detectable and rejectable SNRs.
The minimum TX-RX isolation when the transmitter is off and receiver is on is deter-
mined from the time-domain SNR response measurements. As seen in Figure 8.13a, the
off-state single-pulse SNR does not reach SNRout,rej1,max = −30 dB; based on this observation,
ITX/RX = 70 dB is not sufficient to prevent false alarms due to a leakage signal from the
transmit to receive antenna. Figure 8.13b illustrates the case where ITX/RX = 80 dB. For this
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Figure 8.13: Time-Domain SNR Response. The time-domain SNR results are plotted for (a)
ITX/RX = 70 dB and (b) ITX/RX = 80 dB TX-RX isolations. The measured results are plotted
with solid lines, and the data markers indicate the measured data points. The theoretical
received SNR envelope is plotted in dashed lines for comparison; the waveform was
calculated using Eqn. (8.21).
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Figure 8.14: Time-Domain SNR Response. The time-domain SNR results are plotted for
ITX/RX = 90 dB TX-RX isolation. The measured results are plotted with solid lines, and the
data markers indicate the measured data points. The theoretical received SNR envelope is
plotted in dashed lines for comparison; the waveform was calculated using Eqn. (8.21).
case, the radar signal reduces from its peak to a single-pulse SNR of -30 dB in approximately
3.5 ns with a turn-off rate of 11.1 dB/ns. The ITX/RX = 90 dB case is illustrated in Figure 8.14;
the turn-off time and rate are 2.8 ns and 10.7 dB/ns, respectively. When ITX/RX = 80 dB, the
on-off isolation of the measured signal is 40 dB; when it is ITX/RX = 90 dB, the on-off isolation
is 30 dB. Referring to Table 5.1, the turn-off times of the transmitter with ITXon/o f f = 40 dB
and ITXon/o f f = 30 dB are t
TX
to = 5.4 ns and t
TX
to = 3.0 ns, respectively. The radar and transmitter
turn-off times are comparable. The radar turn-off times could be measured more accurately
with better time resolution. Based on the time-domain SNR response measurements,
the minimum TX-RX isolation is about 80 dB, and the minimum range of the radar is
approximately Rmin = 1.3 m + Rlk.
As discussed in Section 3.7.3, this is only half the story; the case when the transmitter
is on and the receiver is off must also be considered. To experimentally determine the
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Table 8.12: Single-Pulse SNR with Range Gate Closed (N = 730)
Nominal Theoretical Measured
Lch (dB) SNRout1 (dB) SNR
pp
1 (dB)
70 -19.1 -31.2
80 -29.1 -39.7
90 -38.9 -50.1
minimum TX-RX isolation for this case, the digitizer was set to sample the signal at tR, the
target range; however, the observable range delay, tobsR , was delayed so that t
obs
R = tR + 7.5 ns.
As a result, the digitizer samples the received signal at its peak while the receiver is in
its off state. The theoretical and measured single-pulse SNRs are listed in Table 8.12. The
theoretical SNRs are calculated as:
SNRout1 = PTX − Lch − IRG − PN − FRXpulsed[dB] (8.23)
where PTX is given in Eqn. (8.7) and IRG = 49 dB is the measured range gate isolation. The
measured SNRs are calculated using Eqn. (8.8).
As discussed in Section 8.4, the measured SNRs are about 10–15 dB lower than the
theoretical values. As a result, the measurement indicates a minimum TX-RX isolation of
70 dB will suffice, whereas a theoretical TX-RX isolation of 81 dB is required. As discussed
in Section 3.7.3, the greater of the two minimum TX-RX isolation values must be selected.
As such, the minimum TX-RX isolation for this work is ITX/RXmin = 80 dB.
8.8 Range Ambiguity Resolution
Pseudo-random BPSK pulse tagging is employed in this thesis to reject out-of-range targets.
The out-of-range rejection is accomplished by correlating the sampled, received signal
with the sampled BPSK phase code. If the target is in range, the two will correlate well;
assuming the SNR is sufficient, the signal will be observable in the PSD, as illustrated in
the PSD plots presented thus far in this thesis. If the target is out-of-range, the received
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Table 8.13: Out-of-Range Ambiguity Rejection Ratio (N = 730)
Nominal In-Range Average Out-of-Range Out-of-Range Ambiguity
Lch (dB) SNR
pp
1 (dB) SNR
pp
1 (dB) Rejection Ratio (dB)
70 16.9 -23.1 40.0
80 13.9 -20.9 34.8
90 6.7 -18.4 25.1
100 2.2 -18.3 20.5
signal and BPSK phase code will be poorly correlated, and the PSD will be noise-like. The
PSD for an out-of-range target with Lch = 70 dB is calculated with one million samples and
plotted in Figure 8.15b; the PSD for an in-range target with Lch = 70 dB is also calculated
with one million samples and plotted in Figure 8.15a for comparison. As seen in the figure,
the 50 kHz signal power is clearly evident for the in-range target but is barely visible above
the noise floor for the out-of-range target. In addition, the noise floor for the out-of-range
target is about 20 dB higher than for the in-range target.
The in-range target is at range R = Robs, and the out-of-range ambiguities occur at ranges
R = Robs + ncoT/2, where n is an integer. The SNRs for an in-range target and its first five
range ambiguities are calculated using seven hundred thirty pulses, in keeping with the
anticipated integration time. The channel attenuation is varied from 70 dB ≤ Lch ≤ 100 dB in
10 dB steps, and the single-pulse SNR for the in-range target and the average single-pulse
SNR for the out-of range targets are recorded in Table 8.13. The out-of-range ambiguity
rejection ratio, which is the ratio of the in-range SNR to the average out-of-range SNR, is
also tabulated.
As discussed in Section 3.7.4, the out-of-range ambiguity rejection ratio is limited by
the SNR floor, which can be calculated using Eqn. (3.5):
SNR f loor1,min '
Psig
PN
=
2βint
fs − 2βint (8.24)
For N = 730, the SNR floor is SNR f loor1,min ' −20 dB. As seen from the table, the average out-
of-range SNRs are approximately equal to the noise floor, and the out-of-range ambiguity
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Figure 8.15: PSD for In- and Out-of-Range Targets with Lch = 70 dB. The PSDs were calculated
using one million samples. The in-range case is plotted in (a), and the out-of-range case is
plotted in (b).
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rejection ratio is limited by the SNR noise floor. The maximum value for N = 730 is 40.0 dB
and decreases as the in-range SNR decreases.
8.9 Summary
A variety of topics and measurements were discussed in this chapter and can be summarized
as follows:
• In order to integrate the radar subsystems, various system parameters must be
characterized, including several time delays.
• Leakage paths arise from a variety of sources. Radiative leakage paths contribute
about -19 dBm to the total spectral power at DC, effectively raising the noise floor
from -20 dBm to -16 dBm.
• The DC leakage signal impacts the SNR calculation and degrades the sensitivity of
the radar.
• The total radar losses are 3–4 dB; 1–3 dB of the loss is attributed to sampling loss.
• The CPI is about 5 ms, which far exceeds the desired integration time of 36.5µs.
• The theoretical minimum detectable SNR is about 0 dB. This corresponds to a
maximum channel attenuation of 100 dB.
• An accurate radar model was developed in Agilent’s ADS. It will help facilitate future
radar testing and radar development.
• The minimum TX-RX isolation of the radar is 80 dB.
• The minimum range of the radar is Rmin = 1.3 m + Rlk, where Rlk is approximately
equal to half the separation between the transmit and receive antennas.
• BPSK pulse tagging was successfully employed to reject out-of-range targets.
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Chapter 9
Future Work
This thesis has presented a COTS-based short-pulse Doppler radar. It employs UWB design
principles to generate a subnanosecond pulse envelope which allows target detection at a
minimum range of Rmin = 1.3 m + Rlk. Assuming a 36.5µs integration time, a minimum
detectable single-pulse SNR of SNRout1,min = 0 dB was demonstrated through closed-loop
radar testing. The next steps, which are discussed in the following sections, are to:
• perform open-loop radar testing;
• consider improvements to the current radar architecture;
• consider how to progress for various application-specific requirements;
• consider improvements to the radar test setups;
• begin integrating the RF circuitry using IC technologies.
9.1 Open -Loop Radar Testing
Open-loop testing, which was discussed in Section 3.6, retains the simplicity of a simulated
radar target that was achieved through closed-loop testing; however, it adds a wireless
link, creating a more realistic test environment. At the same time, nonidealities can be
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limited or simulated as desired by performing the radar testing in an anechoic chamber or
a controlled laboratory environment. Two open-loop channel models were employed for
proof-of-concept testing.
9.1.1 Open -Loop Test Setup 1
The first open-loop test setup employs a direct wireless link, as indicated in Figure 9.1.
The antennas are separated by a distance r such that they are in one another’s far field.
The Doppler shift is simulated using a SSB modulator and a Doppler shift generator, and
additional channel loss can be simulated using a variable attenuator. Like the closed-loop
channel model, the SSB modulator, Doppler shift generator, and variable attenuator are
implemented using a Polyphase Microwave QD2040B quadrature modulator, a pair of
synchronized HP 3314A function generators, and a pair of 10 dB and 100 dB manually
variable attenuators, as shown in Figure 9.1b. The elliptically-tapered slot antenna design
described in Chapter 7 is used for both the transmit and receive antennas.
Channel Losses
Much of the channel loss discussion of Section 8.1.2 also applies to open-loop testing.
However, the range equation for the open-loop test setup is different than the standard
range equation (see Eqn. (1.3)) because the target is simulated using a direct wireless link.
The radar range equation for this open-loop setup is:
PRXin =
PTXGA,TXGA,RXλ2
(4pi)2r2LSSBL10dBVA L
100dB
VA LcableL
ch
A
(9.1)
where GA,TX ' 6 dB and GA,RX ' 6 dB are the transmit and receive antenna gains, L10dBVA is the
attenuation of the 10 dB variable attenuator, L100dBVA is the attenuation of the 100 dB variable
attenuator, Lcable is the loss of the interconnecting cables and LchA is the additional channel
loss due to propagation effects. The open-loop testing is performed in an anechoic chamber,
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Figure 9.1: Open-Loop Test Setup 1. The open-loop test setup in (a) is used to characterize
the radar system. It employs a direct wireless link between the transmitter and receiver.
The open-loop channel model is comprised of a SSB modulator, a Doppler shift generator,
and a variable attenuator. The open-loop channel model is shown in more detail in (b).
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and we assume LchA ' 1. The total channel loss for the open-loop channel model is:
Lch = −10 log
(
GA,TXGA,RXλ2
(4pi)2r2
)
+ LSSB + L10dBVA + L
100dB
VA + Lcable[dB] (9.2)
A range of r = 2 m was considered for this experiment; for this range, the first term is
equal to 34.5 dB. The loss introduced by the SSB modulator depends on the input power
level and thus, the range r; it is LSSB ' 27 dB for r = 2 m. The cable loss for this setup is
6.8 dB.
S ingle -Pulse SNRs and Radar Losses
The single-pulse SNR was calculated for the following test conditions:
(1) The antenna separation is 2.0 m. The SSB modulator is not included in the open-loop
channel model, so fD = 0 Hz. The variable attenuator introduces LVA = 35 dB loss,
resulting in a total measured channel loss of Lch = 77.1 dB.
(2) The antenna separation is 2.0 m. A fD = 50 kHz Doppler shift is employed, and the
variable attenuator introduces LVA = 0 dB loss, resulting in a total channel loss of
Lch = 69.1 dB.
The theoretical SNR, signal power, and noise power are calculated as follows:
SNRout1 = PTX − Lch − PN − FRXpulsed[dB] (9.3)
PRXout,S = PTX − Lch + GRXpulsed[dBm] (9.4)
PRXout,N = PN + G
RX
pulsed + F
RX
pulsed[dBm] (9.5)
where PTX = 27.7 dBm is the rms transmitted power, Lch = 68.3 dB is the channel loss,
PN = −87 dBm is the noise power, FRXpulsed = 14.8 dB is the noise figure of the receiver, and
GRXpulsed = 52 dB is the gain of the receiver. The theoretical SNR, signal power, and noise
power are recorded in Table 9.1 for both test conditions.
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Table 9.1: Theoretical and Measured Results for Open-Loop Test Setup 1
Parameter fD = 0 Hz fD = 50 kHz Theory/Measurement
Lch 77.1 dB 69.1 dB Measurement
SNRout1 22.8 dB 30.8 dB Theory
SNRpp1 16.9 dB 0.7 dB Measurement
PRXout,S 2.6 dBm 10.6 dBm Theory
PppS 1.0 dBm 6.2 dBm Measurement
PRXout,N -20.2 dBm -20.2 dBm Theory
PppN -15.9 dBm 5.4 dBm Measurement
A data set was taken for each of the test conditions. The results were processed using
one million samples, and the SNR, signal power, and noise power were calculated using
the following equations:
SNRpp1 = 10 log
PppSPppN
 [dB] (9.6)
PppS =
∫ − fsig+βint/2
− fsig−βint/2
Ppp( f )d f +
∫ fsig+βint/2
fsig−βint/2
Ppp( f )d f (9.7)
PppN =
∫ fs/2
− fs/2
Ppp( f )d f − PppS (9.8)
where fsig is the signal frequency, βint is the integration bandwidth, Ppp( f ) is the measured
spectrum, and fs = 20 MHz is the sample rate. The measured values are listed in the table.
For the fD = 0 Hz case, there is a 6 dB difference between the theoretical and measured
SNRs. 1.6 dB of the difference can be attributed to the difference in the theoretical and
measured signal power levels, which results from radar losses; 1.6 dB of loss is on the
order of the 4–5 dB of radar losses noted in Chapter 8. The remaining 4 dB is due to the
difference between the measured and theoretical noise power. In Chapter 8, the measured
noise power was also around -16 dBm, which aligns well with the result here.
For the fD = 50 Hz, the SNR error is much higher: 30.1 dB. The difference between
the measured and theoretical signal power is only 4.4 dB, which is within the range of
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Figure 9.2: PSD for Open-Loop Test Setup 1, Lch = 77.1 dB, fD = 50 kHz. The PSD was
calculated using one million samples. Distortion contributes a significant amount of power
to the noise power.
anticipated radar losses. Most of the error results from the measured noise power; there is a
25.6 dB error in the noise power measurement. As discussed in Section 8.4.2 and illustrated
in Figure 9.2, the distortion terms contribute significantly to the measured noise power.
The measurement should be repeated with more channel attenuation to establish a more
reasonable estimate of the radar behavior. Unfortunately, the PA failed prior to completing
the open-loop tests; as a result, the data provided here is only preliminary and more testing
should be performed. However, the results thus far are promising and are comparable to
the results of closed-loop testing.
9.1.2 Open -Loop Test Setup 2
An open-loop channel model was described in Section 3.6, and the block diagram is
repeated in Figure 9.3a for convenience. The output of the transmitter is radiated by
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the transmit antenna, and the electric field is incident on the channel model antenna.
The received signal is Doppler-modulated, attenuated, and re-radiated by the channel
model antenna. The Doppler-modulated electric field is incident on the receive antenna,
and processed by the receiver and post processor. The utility of this open-loop channel
model is limited by the port-to-port isolation of the circulator. The 2–4 GHz circulator
discussed in this work provides 20 dB isolation. The SSB modulator attenuates the signal
by LSSB = 27 dB; as a result, the unmodulated radiated leakage signal is higher power than
the Doppler-modulated radiated signal. This issue could be mitigated, without replacing
any hardware, by adding a piece of coaxial cable between the variable attenuator and the
circulator to produce a short time delay. If the time delay is longer than the transmitted
pulsewidth, the undesired leakage signal and the desired Doppler-modulated signal are
separated in time. However, this technique does not eliminate or reduce the amplitude of
the leakage signal.
A different open-loop channel model architecture, shown in Figure 9.3b, was selected
to minimize the impact of the leakage signal. This architecture employs two antennas.
In this case, the amplitude of the leakage signal is limited by the coupling between the
pair of antennas. For this work, a pair of elliptically-tapered slot antennas were selected
(see Chapter 7). The antennas are linearly polarized and are oriented such that they are
orthogonal to one another, as noted in the figure; they are separated by 0.5 m. The transmit
and receive antennas are placed in the line-of-sight of the channel model antennas; they are
oriented to match the polarization of the corresponding channel model antennas and are
also separated by 0.5 m. The measured isolation between the channel model antennas is
50 dB at 2.5 GHz. Absorber was used to increase the TX-RX isolation between the transmit
and receive antennas, so ITX/RX = 65 dB. This is less than the minimum TX-RX isolation of
ITX/RXmin = 80 dB specified in Chapter 8 and can reduce the sensitivity of the radar by up to
15 dB.
The antenna system is separated from the channel model antennas by a distance r such
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Figure 9.3: Open-Loop Test Setup 2. (a) and (b) illustrate two different open-loop channel
models. Both models include a SSB modulator, a Doppler shift generator, and a variable
attenuator; these components are detailed in Figure 9.1b. The open-loop channel model
in (a) employs a single antenna and a circulator, and the model in (b) employs a pair of
antennas. The setup in (b) is employed in this thesis.
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that the antennas are in one another’s far field. As before, the Doppler shift is simulated
using a SSB modulator and a Doppler shift generator, and additional channel loss can
be simulated using a variable attenuator. The open-loop channel model components are
implemented as shown in Figure 9.1b.
Channel Losses
As noted in Section 9.1.1, the range equation for the open-loop test setup is different than
the standard range equation (see Eqn. (1.3)) because the target is simulated using a wireless
link. The radar range equation for this open-loop setup is:
PRXin =
PTXGA,TXG2A,ChGA,RXλ
4
(4pi)4r4LSSBL10dBVA L
100dB
VA L
ch
A
(9.9)
where GA,Ch ' 6 dB is the gain of each channel model antenna. As before, we assume LchA ' 1
since the measurement is performed in an anechoic chamber. The total channel loss for the
open-loop channel model is:
Lch = −10 log
GA,TXG2A,ChGA,RXλ4(4pi)4r4
 + LSSB + L10dBVA + L100dBVA [dB] (9.10)
A range of r = 2 m was considered for this experiment; for this range, the first term is
equal to 69 dB. As in the previous measurement setup, the loss of the SSB modulator is
LSSB ' 27 dB for r = 2 m. The cable loss is 4.2 dB.
S ingle -Pulse SNRs and Radar Losses
The single-pulse SNR was calculated for the following test conditions:
• The antenna separation is 2 m. The SSB modulator is not included in the open-loop
channel model, so fD = 0 Hz. The variable attenuator introduces LVA = 0 dB loss,
resulting in a total measured channel loss of Lch = 74.0 dB.
The theoretical SNR, signal power, and noise power are calculated using Eqns. (9.3) –
(9.5), and the measured SNR, signal power, and noise power are calculated using Eqns.
(9.6) – (9.8). The results are recorded in Table 9.2.
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Table 9.2: Theoretical and Measured Results for Open-Loop Test Setup 2
Parameter fD = 0 Hz Theory/Measurement
Lch 74.0 dB Measurment
SNRout1 25.9 dB Theory
SNRpp1 13.8 dB Measurment
PRXout,S 5.7 dBm Theory
PppS -1.9 dBm Measurment
PRXout,N -20.2 dBm Theory
PppN -15.6 dBm Measurment
The SNR error for this measurement is 12.1 dB. The difference between the theoretical
and measured signal power is 7.6 dB. This amount of radar loss is greater than the 4–5 dB
anticipated from closed-loop testing and open-loop test setup 1; this experiment should be
repeated to isolate the source of the increased loss. The difference between the theoretical
and measured noise power is 4.6 dB and is on par with the result using open-loop test setup
1. As noted above, the PA failed before the open-loop testing was completed. As a result,
there is not any measured data using this test setup and a Doppler shift. Additional tests
should be performed with various channel attenuations, both with and without Doppler
modulation.
9.1.3 Future Open -Loop Testing
Once the PA is replaced, additional open-loop testing can be performed; the closed-loop
characterization performed in Chapter 8 can be repeated using an open-loop channel model
to determine the radar losses, the impact of finite TX-RX isolation, the minimum detectable
range, and other radar characteristics. A substantial improvement to the open-loop channel
model would be to replace the SSB modulator with a device that introduces less loss. As
discussed in Chapter 8, the channel loss should be limited to 100–105 dB based on the
sensitivity of the radar. For test setup 2, the minimum channel loss is 101.6 dB, if Doppler
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modulation is employed. The loss of the modulator (27 dB) severely limits the dynamic
range of the open-loop channel model; for test setup 2, it may be too large to reliably detect
the target return. As such, it is critical that the loss introduced by the modulator is reduced.
If a lower loss SSB modulator with the required bandwidth is not available, a broadband
amplifier could be added to the open-loop channel model instead.
The open-loop channel model provides significant testing flexibility. For example,
stationary clutter or multipath can be simulated by strategically placing reflectors around
the chamber. Moving clutter or multipath can be simulated by building multiple open-loop
channel models and placing them as desired around the chamber. Various test setups
should be considered to take full advantage of the utility of open-loop testing.
9.2 Potential System Improvements
This thesis successfully demonstrated a short-pulse Doppler radar for short-range target
detection; however, it is possible to improve the CPI and LO isolation, increase the
efficiency and reduce the DC power consumption, and improve the sensitivity of the radar
by implementing a few changes to the existing radar system.
9.2.1 Coherent Processing Interval and LO
Isolation
In the current radar design, the transmitter and receiver share a common LO. While this
architecture ensures coherent radar operation, it introduces a challenge: the transmitter
and receiver VCO paths are linked and must be isolated from one another, as discussed
in Section 5.1.2. It is possible to limit interaction between the transmitter and receiver’s
LO signals by using two separate signal sources, thereby completely separating the RF
components of the transmitter and receiver. To maintain coherent radar operation, the
two LOs must be phase coherent, which can be achieved by employing two PLLs that
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are triggered by the digital control circuitry, as illustrated in Figure 9.4. This architecture
eliminates any direct hardware connections between the transmitter and receiver.
There is an added benefit of replacing the VCO with two PLLs: the carrier signals and
pulse envelope are all triggered by the digital control circuitry and, thus, phase coherent. As
discussed in Section 4.2.3, and illustrated in this work, it is not necessary for the envelope
and carrier to be synchronized for a homodyne, pulse Doppler radar; however, if they are
synchronized, the phase noise is potentially lower, leading to a longer CPI.
The hardware demonstrated in this thesis could be modified using a variety of com-
mercially available PLLs, such as the Analog Devices AD4360-0 PLL.
9.2.2 Efficiency and DC Power Consumption
The short-pulse Doppler radar in this work lends itself to an efficient design with low DC
power consumption for three reasons:
(1) The transmitted PRF was selected for both unambiguous range and Doppler detection.
As a result, a single PRF can be employed, and the transmitter circuitry can be simpler
and more efficient than a transmitter that operates with multiple PRFs. The receiver
and post processor designs are also simpler when a single PRF is employed, so both
subsystems can be designed for efficiency and low DC power consumption.
(2) The transmitter is designed for short-range target detection (R ≤ 7 m), so the trans-
mitted power level can be quite low compared to longer range pulse Doppler radars.
Lowering the transmitted power requirement reduces the RF gain requirement,
thereby reducing the DC power consumption.
(3) The effective bandwidth of the transmitter is βe f f = 1.6 GHz due to the subnanosecond
transmitted pulsewidth selected for short-range target detection. As seen in Eqn.
(2.1), the achievable range accuracy improves when either the bandwidth or signal
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Figure 9.4: Updated Transmitter and Receiver Block Diagram. In this work, the transmitter and
receiver share a VCO. The LO isolation and CPI can be improved if the VCO is replaced by
two synchronized PLLs: (a) one which serves as the transmitter’s LO and (b) one which
serves as the receiver’s LO. There is no direct connection between the transmitter and
receiver’s LOs in this architecture.
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power is increased. Since the radar signal is UWB, the signal power can be lower
than for a standard, narrowband pulse Doppler radar.
The prototype radar was not optimized for efficiency or DC power consumption, and both
can be improved. For example, as discussed in Section 5.1.3, a small attenuator was placed
at the output of the PCC to prevent the mixer from operating under compression. The
attenuator, and the resulting inefficiency, can be removed if the PCC is redesigned to operate
at a lower output RF power level that is within the linear operating region of the mixer.
Alternatively, the mixer can be redesigned with a higher compression point; however, as
discussed in Section 5.1.3, this is challenging due to the other mixer specifications.
To design a low-power NLTL-based PCC, a varactor diode must be selected that exhibits
a large capacitance ratio over a narrow reverse bias range. For example, the varactor used
in this work has a capacitance ratio of C(VR = 1 V)/C(VR = 6 V) = 3, where C is capacitance
and VR is the reverse bias voltage.1 If a varactor with a lower reverse bias voltage range
but a similar capacitance ratio is selected, the input and output voltage levels could be
reduced while maintaining the desired pulsewidth. While a few discrete varactor diodes
with lower reverse bias ranges exist, it is likely that an integrated approach will be required.
Changing the varactor impacts other properties of the PCC, including the characteristic
impedance and the corner frequency, both of which are critical to the operation of the PCC.
As such, careful consideration must be given to an updated NLTL-based PCC design.
9.2.3 Sensitivity
As discussed in Chapter 8, the sensitivity of the radar is degraded by any radar losses and
leakage signals. As shown in Table 8.4, the radiative leakage power for the radar system
is about -19 dBm. This is on the order of the total noise power; since the leakage power
contributes to the noise calculation, it degrades the sensitivity of the radar. The leakage
power could be reduced by rearranging the transmitter and receiver components, sealing
1 Measured at 1 MHz
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the seams of all of the metal boxes, or adding absorptive material between the components.
Since the theoretical noise power and the measured leakage power are comparable in the
current setup, the noise floor is increased by about 3 dB due to the leakage signal; if the
leakage power is reduced, the sensitivity of the radar could potentially be improved by
3 dB.
The noise power at the output of the receiver also limits the sensitivity of the radar. In
the current setup, the noise figure of the receiver is FRX = 14.8 dB; the insertion loss of the
range gate is LRG = 9.5 dB. Since it is the first component in the receiver chain, it limits the
minimum achievable noise figure of the receiver. The range gate could be placed at the
output of the RF LNA or between the two RF LNA stages instead; the new noise figure
would be approximately 4–5 dB, resulting in up to 10 dB improvement in sensitivity. If the
range gate is moved, the receiver gain should be increased to ensure the noise power at the
output of the receiver is sufficient to toggle at least the LSB of the ADC when the full-scale
voltage is V f s = 5 V, as discussed in Sections 3.5 and 6.4.
9.3 Application -Specific System
Improvements
The radar prototype in this work was designed for a generic short-range application. Various
receiver, post processor, and antenna system parameters can be adjusted to optimize the
radar performance for a specific application; alternate architectures can also be employed.
9.3.1 Advanced Receiver and Post Processor Architectures
The integration time for the radar in this work is 36.5µs (N = 730). While this worst-
case integration time is sufficient to meet the goals for the prototype radar, it may not
be sufficient for some applications. For example, the frequency resolution is limited to
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fs/N = 27.4 kHz. If the exact target velocity is of interest, the number of samples should be
increased. Increasing the number of samples also improves the sensitivity of the radar. As
such, it is worthwhile to consider techniques to improve the integration time of the radar.
The first, and simplest, option is to integrate more samples. This option is viable,
depending on the application.
If the overall integration time cannot be increased, it is possible to instead increase
the transmitted pulsewidth. As discussed in Section 2.3, one goal of this work was
to minimize the shortest detectable range by employing a subnanosecond transmitted
pulsewidth. Time-domain SNR response testing indicates that the minimum detectable
range is Rmin = 1.3 m + Rlk, were Rlk depends on the antenna system design. Depending
on the application, a longer minimum range may be acceptable; if such is the case, the
transmitted pulsewidth and, thus, the integration time (see Eqn. (3.12)) can be increased.
A third option is to increase the sample rate of the post processor. In the current system,
the digitizer only samples the received signal once per PRI, so the sample rate could be
increased to collect multiple signal samples for each received pulse. For this technique
to be effective, the sample rate must be high enough to sample the pulse multiple times
during the 730 ps pulsewidth of the signal, so the sample rate should be fs ≥ 1/τ = 1.4 GHz.
An ADC that is capable of sampling at this rate is currently state-of-the-art and likely to be
prohibitively expensive. As such, increasing the sample rate is not a cost-effective option
at this time. Alternatively, it is possible to effectively increase the sample rate without
increasing the ADC requirements by channelizing the post processor as in the architecture
shown in Figure 9.5a [154]. The received radar signal is power divided to form multiple
channels. Each channel is delayed in the time domain by a different amount before being
digitized by an ADC; the result is multiple samples of a single pulse, as illustrated in
Figure 9.5b. The relative time delay, ∆t in the figure, defines the new, effective sample rate:
f Se f f = 1/∆t. The number of channels should be limited so the total sample time is C∆t ≤ τ,
where C is the number of channels; this limit is set to minimize the number of noise-only
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samples. This technique increases the complexity of the post processor.
A fourth option is to employ multiple receiver channels that are set to sample the
received signal at slightly different ranges, as illustrated in Figure 9.6. In this architecture,
multiple range bins are employed. For example, channel one could sample the signal at
Robs, channel two could sample the signal at Robs − coτ, and channel three could sample
the signal at Robs − 2coτ. As the moving target approaches the radar, it would be visible
at range one, then range two, then range three; the radar would effectively track the
target’s progress, allowing a longer integration time. This technique increases the amount
of receiver hardware that is required and increases the complexity of the post processor.
A final option is to employ range tracking techniques to adjust the sample point of
the post processor so that it tracks the peak of the received signal. As illustrated in Figure
9.7, a feedback loop is required to adjust the sample point based on the sampled output
of the ADC. As discussed in [72], this technique can be quite useful in extending the
integration time of a UWB signal; however, it can complicate clutter rejection. In addition,
this technique adds a layer of complexity to the post processor design (and potentially the
receiver design) as it requires the implementation of a tracking algorithm.
9.3.2 Antenna System
The antenna system in this thesis is a generic two antenna design to demonstrate the
radar capabilities. The transmit and receive antennas can be redesigned given a specific
application. In addition, the mechanical supports for the antenna system can be built to
enclose the transmitter and receiver, once the radar components have been integrated.
9.4 Radar Testing
The closed- and open-loop channel models in this thesis were designed to perform basic
radar characterization. For future radar development, it could be helpful to expand the
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Figure 9.5: Channelized Post-Processor Design. (a) The sample rate of the radar can be
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capabilities of the testing setups. Potential improvements to the open-loop channel model
were discussed in Section 9.1.3.
The closed-loop testing capabilities could be expanded to include the impact of TX-RX
isolation and multipath. The current closed-loop channel model facilitates a variety of
measurements, including radar sensitivity and TX-RX isolation characterization; however,
it only has a single channel and can only characterize one parameter at a time. If additional
channels are added, as shown in Figure 9.8, radar sensitivity measurements could be
performed while accounting for nonidealities such as finite TX-RX isolation or multipath.
The attenuation, time delay, and Doppler shift of each channel could be adjusted as desired,
and the nonidealities could be accounted for in a controlled, predictable manner.
After the radar is well characterized, it is desirable to observe how it operates in the
field. A realistic moving target can be selected based on the desired application.
9.5 RF C ircuit Integration
The prototype radar in this work is quite large; as shown in Figure 8.4, it occupies a full
test bench. An important next step is to miniaturize the radar components; this can be
achieved by redesigning each component as a MMIC. The challenges and potential paths
forward for the various components are presented in the following sections.
9.5.1 Short-Pulse UWB C ircuits
The PCC, switches, switched PA, and range gate impact the transmitted pulsewidth and
the on time of the receiver. As a result, they must be capable of high switch rates; these
designs are critical to the operation of the UWB pulse Doppler radar.
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Pulse Compression C ircuit
The PCC in this work operates with a PRF of 200 MHz and produces 730 ps FWHM
Gaussian-like basedband pulses. The integrated pulse generator should operate with
a comparable output. As discussed in Section 9.2.2, one potential improvement to the
PCC design is to limit the output voltage to complement the compression point of the
upconverter. As such, it will be advantageous to consider the PCC and upconverter designs
simultaneously.
Numerous examples of integrated NLTL-based pulse generators exist in the literature.
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However, most of these examples operate with higher PRFs and narrower pulsewidths
than are desired for this work [101], [155], [156]. As discussed in Section 4.3, the phase
velocity, characteristic impedance, and cutoff frequency of the NLTL-based PCC all depend
on the nonlinear capacitance of the diode. The capacitance range must be wide enough to
compress the input sinusoid, and it must be large enough to limit the cutoff frequency of the
circuit to about 200 MHz. In addition, the combination of the inductance and capacitance of
the line should result in a reasonable range of characteristic impedances centered around
50 Ω.
An integrated PCC was designed in Triquint’s TQPED pseudomorphic high electron
mobility transistor (pHEMT) process. At the time, varactor diodes were not available in the
process, so diode-connected pHEMTs were used instead; the diode-connected pHEMTs
behaved as weak varactor diodes under reverse bias. Several pHEMTs were connected in
parallel to increase the nonlinear capacitance, and discrete inductors were employed; an
LC section of an NLTL-based PCC is illustrated in Figure 9.9a. A photograph of the die
is shown in Figure 9.9b. The total chip area is 25 mm2, and three different designs were
placed on the chip. The lowest possible input frequency was limited to 1.1 GHz due to
the total capacitance of the parallel diode-connected pHEMTs; for lower frequencies, the
output is rectified but not compressed. While the PCCs worked as designed, they can
not be used for the radar in this work due to their 1.1 GHz PRF. It will be important to
design a nonlinear capacitance, using transistors or diodes, that is large enough to allow
low frequency operation.
The new integrated PCC does not have to be discrete; the discrete inductors can be
replaced with microstrip or CPW transmission lines at the designer’s discretion. In addition,
an NLTL-based oscillator topology, as in [103], [104], can be considered; if an oscillator is
designed, it must be phase-locked to the digital control signal to ensure coherence between
the pulse envelope and the post processor’s sample clock.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 9.9: Integrated NLTL-Based PCC. An integrated NLTL-based PCC was designed in
Triquint’s TQPED process. (a) An LC section is illustrated in (a), and the photographed die
is shown in (b). The die size is 5 mm by 5 mm; three PCCs are included on the die.
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Switches
A switch must be designed to gate the LO signal in the transmitter, as shown in Figure
3.2. The on, off, rise, and fall times must all be subnanosecond to gate the pulse at a rate of
20 MHz with no more than 10% duty cycle. The isolation must be sufficient to ensure the
LO signal power is below the LO threshold of the mixer when the transmitter is supposed
to be off. In the current architecture, the switch must pass a 2.5 GHz signal and may be
narrowband. If the switch is designed to cover the full 2–3 GHz bandwidth of the radar, it
may be adapted for use in the range gate design.
A switch may be designed using diodes or transistors; examples of switch architectures
and helpful design considerations are covered in [157]. The Triquint switch in this work
is a transistor-based design on a GaAs substrate. A variety of fast, UWB CMOS switches
have been demonstrated in the literature [158], [159]. Several UWB switches have been
designed for the 24 GHz automotive UWB band, such as the SiGe design in [160]; while
the switches were designed for a different frequency band, the topologies could be adapted
to work at S-band.
Switched PA
The switched PA in this thesis is a 2–3 GHz class-A amplifier, which is implemented as
a PA followed by a pair of switches. The gain of the current PA is 22 ± 1.5 dB, and the
PA provides 41 dB of transmitter on-off isolation. The MMIC PA should at least meet, if
not exceed, the gain and on-off isolation specifications and operate linearly from 2–3 GHz
when the amplifier is on. However, rather than switching the output of the PA on and off
as needed, the PA itself should be switched.
First, it is important to consider how a wideband PA is designed. A variety of techniques
have been put forth in the literature, including balanced amplifiers, resistive feed-back
amplifiers, and distributed amplifiers [25], [161]. [162] presents a 0.01–2.4 GHz, 5 W PA
with 8 ± 0.5 dB gain on SiC that employs resistive feedback. [163] describes a 0.03–2.5 GHz,
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2 W amplifier with 21 ± 1 dB gain designed in GaAs using an architecture referred to as
a high-voltage, high-impedance FET (HIFET) configuration, in which the transistors are
stacked drain to source. [164] demonstrates a distributed amplifier designed on GaAs
that operates from 1–20 GHz with 12 ± 1 dB gain; the saturated output power is 10 dBm.
Whatever topology is selected it is vital that the amplifier does not distort the transmitted
pulse envelope.
Next, consider how the PA can be switched. In a common-source topology, the drain
voltage can be modulated to turn the amplifier on and off at a rate of 20 MHz with a 10%
duty cycle; as a result, the drain modulation removes the need for the switches at the output
of the PA. The bias network design for the PA can be challenging when high frequency
drain modulation is employed. Traditionally a shunt capacitor bank is used to isolate the
DC power supply from the incident RF signal. The 20 MHz control signal would have to
drive the large capacitance, limiting the rise and fall times of the signal. As discussed in
[165], the capacitor bank can be removed and the bias circuitry redesigned to ensure the
PA can switch at the desired rate.
Range Gate
The range gate in this work is implemented as a switched attenuator that operates from
2–3 GHz with 49 dB on-off isolation; it switches at a rate of 20 MHz with a duty cycle of 20%.
The MMIC range gate should meet these minimum specifications; if possible, a lower duty
cycle is desirable. A variety of topologies can be employed to design a switched attenuator,
as discussed in [166]. The high-speed switching techniques discussed in [157] can be used
to meet the switching speed requirements.
It is possible to implement the range gate using a single-pole, double-throw (SPDT)
switch or by switching the power supplies on the amplifiers in the receiver. Switching all
of the power supplies in the receiver is more complicated than using a switch or switched
attenuator and is probably not the best option.
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9.5.2 UWB C ircuits
Several of the radar components, such as the LNAs, mixers, and filters, warrant extra
attention as they must cover the 2–3 GHz bandwidth of the radar; however, they do not
have the same stringent timing constraints as the components in the previous sections.
LNAs
The RF LNA in this work consists of two stages that operate from 2–3 GHz with 20 ± 1 dB
gain and a noise figure of 3.5 dB. The IF LNA operates from 1–500 MHz with 34 dB gain
and a noise figure of 3 dB. The integrated replacements should meet these minimum
requirements; as discussed in Section 9.2.3, the gain can be increased to improve the
sensitivity of the radar.
As with the PA, a variety of techniques can be used to design wideband LNAs. [167]
presents a 3.1–10.6 GHz CMOS distributed amplifier with 16 dB gain and a 3.2–6.0 dB noise
figure. [168] presents a dual-gate transistor amplifier with resistive feedback designed
in GaN; it operates from 0.3–3 GHz with 17.7 dB gain and a 1.2–2 dB noise figure. [169]
illustrates a 3–10 GHz resistive-feedback SiGe amplifier with 20 dB gain and a 3.1–4.5 dB
noise figure. [170] demonstrates a complimentary CMOS amplifier with 20 dB gain and a
2.4–3.4 dB noise figure from 2–10 GHz.
[171] presents a GaAs amplifier; it is not optimized as an LNA. However, it introduces a
negative group delay circuit that equalizes the total group delay of the amplifier, resulting
in flat group delay from 3.1-10.6 GHz. This technique can be applied to other UWB circuits
as well.
Upconverter and Downconverter
The upconverter and downconverter in this work operate with a 0–1 GHz IF bandwidth
and a 2–3 GHz RF and LO bandwidth. The P1dB point of the mixers is 17 dBm. These
bandwidth specifications should be maintained for the upconverter; the IF bandwidth
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of the downconverter can be reduced to 500 MHz if needed. As discussed in Section
9.2.2, the PCC and upconverter should be designed simultaneously to determine the P1dB
specification. The P1dB point of the downconverter can be reduced, but will impact the
final dynamic range of the receiver. As such, the desired dynamic range of the receiver
must be considered when specifying the P1dB point of the downconverter.
A variety of integrated UWB mixers have been illustrated in the literature. Gilbert-cell
mixers [96], [172] –[175]; resistive-ring mixers [176], [177]; and distributed mixers [178]
have been successfully demonstrated. Any of these topologies can be explored. [176]
presents a image reject mixer. As discussed in Section 6.1.3, an image reject mixer is not
needed for this work. However, a quadrature demodulator, which is needed for an image
reject mixer, can be useful for this radar system. If the quadrature outputs of the mixer are
processed separately, additional processing gains can be achieved due to the vector nature
of the signal [179].
F ilters
Many UWB filters have been demonstrated in the literature. Many employ coupled
transmission lines; a few examples are provided in [180] –[184]. Two 2–4 GHz coupled-line
bandpass filters were designed on Rogers 4003 as part of this work, following [185]. The
layouts are presented in Figure 9.10; a ground plane covers the back side of each board.
As can be seen, the input and output feedlines are 50 Ω and are stepped to a higher
impedance line. The high impedance line is capacitively coupled to a stepped-impedance
resonator. The difference between the two designs is the discontinuity between the high-
and low-impedance sections of the resonator.
The filters were simulated in Agilent’s ADS, Agilent’s Momentum, and Ansoft’s HFSS
and measured using a precision network analyzer (PNA). The resulting S-parameters for
the design in Figure 9.10a are plotted in Figure 9.11; there is excellent agreement between
simulation and measurement. The filter demonstrates a minimum of 10 dB match and
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S21 = −0.6±0.4 dB from 1.7–3.9 GHz. The simulated and measured group delays are plotted
in Figure 9.12; the group delay only varies by ±100 ps over the 2.0–3.8 GHz band. The
behavior of the filter in Figure 9.10b is comparable.
The filter performance could be improved further by focussing on the 2–3 GHz band-
width of the radar. If a coupled-line filter is used in the radar design, particularly in the
receiver design, it should be well shielded. The design presented here is resonant in the
2–4 GHz range and can serve as a poor receiving antenna for leakage signals.
C irculators and Isolators
A circulator is employed in the current radar design, and circulators or isolators could
be necessary in the integrated radar design. Wideband, active isolators [186] –[189] and
circulators [190] have been demonstrated in the literature. The designs utilize transistors
rather than ferrites and have been designed on various substrates, including SiGe [188]
and GaAs [186], [189], [190]. An active circulator or isolator could prove useful in future
iterations of the UWB radar design.
9.5.3 Narrowband C ircuits
A variety of narrowband circuits are required for the radar design:
• Phase-Locked Loops. A 200 MHz PLL is required for the transmitter. A pair of 2.5 GHz
PLLs are required to replace the VCO, as discussed in Section 9.2.1.
• BPSK Modulator. A 2.5 GHz BPSK modulator is required; it must switch at a rate of
20 MHz with a 10% duty cycle.
• Digital Control. A digital controller, like the FPGA, is required to generate the control
signals listed in Table 3.1.
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Figure 9.10: Stepped-Impedance, Coupled-Line Filters. The layouts for a pair of 2–4 GHz filters
are illustrated in (a) and (b). In both cases, the Rogers 4003 substrate is backed with a
ground plane; the boards are sized as indicated by the outlines.
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Figure 9.11: Stepped-Impedance, Coupled-Line Filter S-Parameters. The simulated and measured
S-parameters for the filter shown in Figure 9.10a are plotted. The measured data is plotted
in black solid lines; the HFSS results are plotted in blue, dot-dashed lines; the Momentum
results are plotted in red, dashed lines; and the ADS results are plotted in red, dotted lines.
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Figure 9.12: Stepped-Impedance, Coupled-Line Filter Group Delay. The simulated and measured
group delays for the filter shown in Figure 9.10a are plotted. The measured data is plotted
with a black solid line; the HFSS results are plotted with a blue, dot-dashed line; the
Momentum results are plotted with a red, dashed line; and the ADS results are plotted
with a red, dotted line.
• Voltage Regulators. A variety of voltage regulators are required to produce the DC
supply signals for the radar.
9.5.4 Packaging
The radar in this thesis uses metal boxes to isolate the various radar components. For
the integrated design, clamshells can be used instead. Due to the smaller footprint of the
integrated components, the clamshells are unlikely to suffer from resonances, as occurred
with the metal boxes in this work.
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9.6 Summary and Contributions
In summary, this thesis presents, for the first time, an implementation of a short-pulse
Doppler radar that employs UWB design techniques to detect a target at short range
(R ≤ 7 m). The radar is implemented at S-band with a transmitted FWHM pulsewidth of
730 ps and 10 dB-bandwidth of 1 GHz. The results of closed-loop testing are summarized
in Table 9.3. The specific contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• A set of desired radar characteristics were analyzed, and subsystem specifications
were developed for the transmitter and receiver [191].
• A transmitter architecture was developed, based on a homodyne, pulsed transmitter
architecture, that allows subnanosecond pulse generation with an adjustable PRF
[191].
• A transmitter architecture was developed that lends itself to an efficient design with
low DC power consumption by capitalizing on the unique requirements for a radar
that detects targets at short range. Specifically, the bandwidth and single PRF of the
transmitter can be exploited.
Table 9.3: UWB Pulse Doppler Radar Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Minimum Detectable SNR (N = 730) SNRout1,min 0 dB
Maximum Channel Attenuation Lchmax 100–105 dB
Coherent Processing Interval — 5 ms
Integration Time (N = 730) — 36.5µs
Radar Turn-Off Time (ITX/RX = 80 dB) tto 3.5 ns
Radar Turn-Off Rate (ITX/RX = 80 dB) Rto 11.1 dB/ns
Minimum Range (ITX/RX = 80 dB) Rmin 1.3 m + Rlk
Range Accuracy (SNRout1 = 0 dB) δR ±0.03 m
Out-of-Range Ambiguity Rejection Ratio (N = 730) — 20–40 dB
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• A simple, low-component count pulse compression circuit was designed as the pulse
generator for the UWB transmitter [191].
• The transmitter and receiver architectures were analyzed, and specifications were
developed for each component based on the overall transmitter and receiver specifi-
cations [191], [192].
• A simple, closed-loop channel model was developed for closed-loop radar testing
[192].
• A UWB tapered slot antenna was designed to demonstrate a potential antenna system
for the radar under study, as well as to perform preliminary open-loop radar testing.
• The transmitter, channel model, receiver,post processor,and digital control subsystems
were carefully integrated and characterized to ensure the desired radar performance
[192].
• Closed-loop radar testing was performed to characterize the short-pulse Doppler
radar [192].
• A radar system model was developed in Agilent’s ADS to simulate the behavior of
the full radar system under closed-loop or open-loop test conditions [192]. There is
excellent agreement between the simulated and measured results.
• Paths forward for additional radar characterization, simple improvements to the
radar subsystems, and the miniaturization of the transmitter and receiver subsystems
have been identified.
The primary goal of this work was to demonstrate a pulse Doppler radar architecture
capable of detecting targets at short range. UWB design techniques were employed to
allow a pulse Doppler radar to operate in a target regime typically reserved for other radar
architectures, such as FMCW radar. The radar demonstrates that UWB design techniques
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can be used with a pulse Doppler radar architecture to minimize the shortest detectable
range of the radar; in addition, the radar provides acceptable sensitivity, even with the short
integration time used during radar characterization. That being said, there is still room for
improvement and additional research, and it is the hope of the author that this work will be
continued. This chapter outlined additional radar testing that should be performed, as well
as simple improvements to the radar subsystems. Miniaturization of the transmitter and
receiver components will be an important step forward, and the bandwidth and time scales
specified for this radar will present unique challenges as the components are integrated
using MMIC technology.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
2D 2-dimensional
3D 3-dimensional
ADC analog-to-digital converter
ADS Advanced Design System
BiCMOS bipolar complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
BPSK binary phase-shift keying
CMOS complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
COTS commercial off-the-shelf
CPI coherent processing interval
CPW coplanar waveguide
CW continuous-wave
DC direct current
DSB double sideband
EM electromagnetic
EMC electromagnetic compatibility
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EMI electromagnetic interference
FCC Federal Communications Commission
FEM finite element method
FFT fast Fourier transform
FM frequency modulated
FMCW frequency-modulated continuous-wave
FPGA field-programmable gate array
FR4 flame retardant 4
FWHM full-width half-maximum
GaAs gallium arsenide
GaN gallium nitride
GPR ground-penetrating radar
HFSS high frequency structure simulator
HIFET high-voltage, high-impedance FET
HP Hewlett Packard
IC integrated circuit
IF intermediate frequency
ISAR interferometric synthetic aperture radar
ISM industrial, scientific, and medical
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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LIDAR light detection and ranging
LFSR linear feedback shift register
LNA low noise amplifier
LO local oscillator
LPF low-pass filter
LSB least significant bit
LVTTL low-voltage transistor-transistor logic
MMIC monolithic microwave integrated circuit
MTI moving target indicator
NLTL nonlinear transmission line
P1dB 1 dB compression
PA power amplifier
PCC pulse compression circuit
pHEMT pseudomorphic high electron mobility transistor
PLL phase-locked loop
PNA precision network analyzer
PRF pulse repetition frequency
PRI pulse repetition interval
PSD power spectral density
RADAR RAdio Detection And Ranging
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RCS radar cross section
RF radio frequency or radar frequency
rms root mean square
RX receiver
SAR synthetic aperture radar
Si silicon
SiC silicon carbide
SiGe silicon germanium
SINAD signal-to-noise-and-distortion ratio
SMA sub-miniature A
SNL Sandia National Laboratories
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
SOIC-8 small-outline integrated circuit (8 pins)
SPDT single-pole, double-throw
SPICE simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis
SRD step recovery diode
SSB single-sideband
TEM transverse electro-magnetic
TX transmitter
UWB ultra-wideband
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VCO voltage controlled oscillator
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Appendix A: MATLAB S ignal
Processing Script
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
% process_dig_data() takes a mat file with time, ch_1, and ch_2 vectors
% and generates correlation plots, fft plots, and/or time domain plots
%
% Author: Nicola Kinzie
% Last Edited: 27 July 2010
%
% Inputs: pc_ch - channel number (1 or 2) of phase code
% return_ch - channel number (1 or 2) of return data
% int_bandwidth - integration bandwidth (10, 20, 30, or 40 for
% 10, 20, 30, or 40 dB bandwidth
% system_impedance - the impedance of the measurement system
% range_shift_offset - the number of time shifts by which the
% phase code and received pulses are offset due to cable
% lengths
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% samples - number of samples to use (0 uses all samples)
% zero_pad - amount of samples to zero pad with (0 sets the
% zero padding to the next power of 2 based on "samples")
% averages - the number of FFTs to average for the final PSD
% result
% range_decorr_shift_max - the maximum number of shifts to
% consider for the decorrelated power and SNR
% determinations
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% auto_search_signal_freq - 1 to search for the signal
% frequency
% signal_freq_init - expected signal frequency (ignored if
% "auto_search_signal_freq" == 1)
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% FontSize - font size for figures (30 is recommended)
% LineWidth - line width for figures (2 is recommended)
% MarkerSize - marker size for figures (6 is recommended)
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% ------------------------------------------------------------
% filter_processed_return_decorr - 1 to LPF the decorrelated
% data
% filter_order - order of digital LPF
% cutoff_freq - cutoff frequency of digital LPF
% filter_method - 1 for filtfilt() filtering, otherwise
% filter() will be used
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% plot_pc_raw - 1 to plot the raw phase code data
% plot_pc_processed - 1 to plot the processed phase code data
% plot_pc_hist - 1 to plot the phase code histogram
% plot_pc_autocorr - 1 to plot the phase code autocorrelation
% plot_return_raw - 1 to plot the raw return data
% plot_return_processed - 1 to plot the processed return data
% plot_return_pc_corr - 1 to plot the correlation between the
% processed return and phase code data
% plot_return_processed_decorrelated - 1 to plot the
% decorrelated processed return data
% plot_return_processed_decorrelated_filtered - 1 to plot the
% filtered decorrelated processed return data
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function process_dig_data(pc_ch, return_ch, int_bandwidth, ...
system_impedance, range_shift_offset, samples, zero_pad, ...
averages, range_decorr_shift_max, auto_search_signal_freq, ...
signal_freq_init, FontSize, LineWidth, MarkerSize, ...
filter_processed_return_decorr, filter_order, cutoff_freq, ...
filter_method, plot_pc_raw, plot_pc_processed, plot_pc_hist, ...
plot_pc_autocorr, plot_return_raw, plot_return_processed, ...
plot_return_pc_corr, plot_return_processed_decorrelated, ...
plot_return_processed_decorrelated_filtered)
%% Loads data
% Select .mat file
[file_name, path_name] = uigetfile(’*.mat’, ’Pick a file’, ...
’MultiSelect’, ’off’);
% Closes all figure windows
close all;
% Loads data
try
load([path_name file_name]);
catch ME
fprintf(’Couldn’’t read %s.\n’, [path_name file_name]);
end
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% If averaging is to be performed, checks if the number of samples is
% selected such that the phase is correct on the desired signal
% frequency
if auto_search_signal_freq ~= 1 && averages ~= 1
if mod(samples, (fs/signal_freq_init - 1)) ~= 0
fprintf([’\nWARNING: The number of samples was not set to\n’ ...
’ensure the correct phase for a signal with frequency\n’ ...
num2str(signal_freq_init) ’ Hz. \n’]);
end
elseif auto_search_signal_freq == 1 && averages ~= 1
fprintf([’\nWARNING: It is not advisable to autosearch for the\n’ ...
’signal frequency and use averaging at the same time.\n’]);
end
% Checks that enough data exists for the requested processing
if samples > length(ch_1) && averages == 1
fprinft([’\nWARNING: The number of samples exceeds the number of\n’ ...
’samples in the data set. The full data set will be used,\n’ ...
’changing the number of samples from ’ num2str(samples) ’ to ’ ...
num2str(length(ch_1)) ’.\n’]);
samples = length(ch_1);
elseif samples*averages > length(ch_1)
fprintf([’\nWARNING: The number of samples required for ’ ...
num2str(averages) ’\nFFTs with ’ num2str(samples) ’ sample ’ ...
’points exceeds the number of samples in\nthe data set. ’]);
if floor(length(ch_1)/samples) > 0
averages = floor(length(ch_1)/samples);
else
averages = 1;
samples = length(ch_1);
end
fprintf([num2str(averages) ’ FFTs with ’ num2str(samples) ...
’sample points will be used instead.\n’]);
end
% Determines length of FFT
if zero_pad == 0
zero_pad = 2^(nextpow2(samples))-samples;
end
fft_length = samples + zero_pad;
%% Checks that the "system_impedance" matches the recorded measurement
% impedance
system_impedance_warning = 0;
switch ch1Coupling
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case 0
if system_impedance ~= 0 system_impedance_warning = 1; end
case 1
if system_impedance ~= 1e6 system_impedance_warning = 1; end
case 2
if system_impedance ~= 1e6 system_impedance_warning = 1; end
case 3
if system_impedance ~= 50 system_impedance_warning = 1; end
case 4
if system_impedance ~= 50 system_impedance_warning = 1; end
end
switch ch2Coupling
case 0
if system_impedance ~= 0 system_impedance_warning = 1; end
case 1
if system_impedance ~= 1e6 system_impedance_warning = 1; end
case 2
if system_impedance ~= 1e6 system_impedance_warning = 1; end
case 3
if system_impedance ~= 50 system_impedance_warning = 1; end
case 4
if system_impedance ~= 50 system_impedance_warning = 1; end
end
if system_impedance_warning == 1
fprintf([’\nWARNING: The requested system impedance does not\n’ ...
’match the recorded system impedance.\n’]);
end
%% Process Raw Data
% Processes phase code
if pc_ch == 1
for i = 1:averages
[processed_phase_code(1:samples, i)] = process_phase_code(ch_1, ...
time, samples, zero_pad, i, plot_pc_raw, plot_pc_processed, ...
plot_pc_hist, plot_pc_autocorr, FontSize, LineWidth, ...
path_name, file_name);
end
else
for i = 1:averages
[processed_phase_code(1:samples, i)] = process_phase_code(ch_2, ...
time, samples, zero_pad, i, plot_pc_raw, plot_pc_processed, ...
plot_pc_hist, plot_pc_autocorr, FontSize, LineWidth, ...
path_name, file_name);
end
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end
% Processes return data
if return_ch == 1
for i = 1:averages
[processed_return(1:samples, i)] = process_return(ch_1, ...
time, samples, zero_pad, i, plot_return_raw, ...
plot_return_processed, FontSize, LineWidth, MarkerSize, ...
path_name, file_name);
end
else
for i = 1:averages
[processed_return(1:samples, i)] = process_return(ch_2, ...
time, samples, zero_pad, i, plot_return_raw, ...
plot_return_processed, FontSize, LineWidth, MarkerSize, ...
path_name, file_name);
end
end
%% Performs Correlation between phase code and return data
for i = 1:averages
[processed_corr_result(1:(2*samples-1), i), ...
processed_corr_result_lags(1:(2*samples-1), i)] = ...
corr_return_and_pc(processed_phase_code, processed_return, ...
i, FontSize, LineWidth, plot_return_pc_corr, ...
path_name, file_name);
end
%% Determines the power and SNR for the decorrelated "processed_return"
% using a variety of methods
for i = 1:averages
for n = 0:range_decorr_shift_max
processed_return_decorr_temp = processed_return(:, i) .* ...
circshift(processed_phase_code(:, i), n);
% Plots the decorrelated return data
if plot_return_processed_decorrelated == 1 && i == 1 && ...
n == range_shift_offset
processed_time(1:samples) = ...
time((1 + (i - 1)*samples):i*samples);
[scale_factor, time_units] = set_time_units(samples* ...
(processed_time(2) - processed_time(1)));
axes(’Parent’,figure,’fontsize’, FontSize);
plot(processed_time*scale_factor, ...
processed_return_decorr_temp, ’.’, ’LineWidth’, ...
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LineWidth, ’MarkerSize’, MarkerSize);
grid on;
xlabel([’Time (’ time_units ’)’], ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylabel(’Correlated Target Return (V)’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
title(’Processed Correlated Target Return’);
try
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ...
’_return_processed_decorr’], ’fig’);
clear(’figure_handle’);
catch ME
fprintf([’There was a problem saving the processed ’ ...
’correlated return figure for %s.\n’], ...
[path_name file_name]);
end
end
% Filters the decorrelated return data
if filter_processed_return_decorr == 1 && ...
n == range_shift_offset && i == 1
processed_return_decorr_filt_temp = filter_return(...
filter_order, cutoff_freq, fs, filter_method, ...
processed_return_decorr_temp, time, samples, ...
FontSize, LineWidth, MarkerSize, path_name, file_name, ...
plot_return_processed_decorrelated_filtered);
elseif filter_processed_return_decorr == 1
processed_return_decorr_filt_temp = filter_return(...
filter_order, cutoff_freq, fs, filter_method, ...
processed_return_decorr_temp, time, samples, FontSize, ...
LineWidth, MarkerSize, path_name, file_name, 0);
end
% Sets the return_signal
if filter_processed_return_decorr == 1
return_signal = processed_return_decorr_filt_temp;
else
return_signal = processed_return_decorr_temp;
end
% Plots the PSD if it corresponds to the correct range bin; this is
% determined based on "range_shift_offset". It also saves the
% "processed_return_decorr_temp" and
% "processed_return_decorr_filt_temp" vectors.
if n == range_shift_offset && i == 1
plot_PSD = 1;
processed_return_decorr(1:samples, i) = ...
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processed_return_decorr_temp;
if filter_processed_return_decorr == 1
processed_return_decorr_filt(1:samples, i) = ...
processed_return_decorr_filt_temp;
end
else
plot_PSD = 0;
end
% Performs signal calculations using a periodogram
[signal_power_dBm_temp, total_power_dBm_temp, SNR_dB_temp, ...
signal_freq_temp, scale_factor_temp, freq_units_temp, ...
PSD_temp, frequency_temp] = power_periodogram(...
return_signal, fs, samples, zero_pad, ...
auto_search_signal_freq, signal_freq_init, ...
int_bandwidth, system_impedance, FontSize, LineWidth, ...
path_name, file_name, plot_PSD, ’corr’);
signal_power_dBm_periodogram_decorr((n + 1), i) = ...
signal_power_dBm_temp;
total_power_dBm_periodogram_decorr((n + 1), i) = ...
total_power_dBm_temp;
SNR_dB_periodogram_decorr((n + 1), i) = SNR_dB_temp;
signal_freq_periodogram_decorr((n + 1), i) = signal_freq_temp;
if n == range_shift_offset
scale_factor_periodogram_decorr(1, i) = scale_factor_temp;
freq_units_periodogram_decorr(1:3, i) = freq_units_temp;
PSD_periodogram(1:fft_length, i) = PSD_temp;
frequency_periodogram(1:fft_length, i) = frequency_temp;
end
end
end
% Calculates average SNR
if averages > 1
[signal_power_dBm_averaged_periodogram_decorr, ...
total_power_dBm_averaged_periodogram_decorr, ...
SNR_dB_averaged_periodogram_decorr] = average_PSD(...
PSD_periodogram, frequency_periodogram, averages, ...
signal_freq_periodogram_decorr((range_shift_offset+1), 1), ...
scale_factor_periodogram_decorr(1, 1), ...
freq_units_periodogram_decorr(1:3, 1), ...
int_bw_scale_factor_periodogram*(rf_bandwidth/samples), ...
system_impedance, FontSize, LineWidth, path_name, ...
file_name, plot_PSD_periodogram, ’Averaged Periodogram’);
clear PSD_periodogram frequency_periodogram;
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end
%% Plots results from the decorrelated SNR calculations
plot_decorr_SNR_results(SNR_dB_periodogram_decorr(:, 1), FontSize, ...
LineWidth, ’Periodogram’, path_name, file_name);
%% Prints data for decorrelated "processed_return"
% Prints the signal frequency
fprintf([’\nCORRELATED PROCESSED RETURN:\nSIGNAL FREQUENCY:\n’]);
fprintf(’\tPeriodogram: %g %s\n’, ...
signal_freq_periodogram_decorr((range_shift_offset + 1), 1)* ...
scale_factor_periodogram_decorr(1, 1), ...
freq_units_periodogram_decorr(1:3, 1));
% Prints the calculated SNRs for the processed returns
fprintf([’\nSNR FOR CORRELATED PROCESSED RETURN:\n’]);
fprintf(’\tPeriodogram: %g dB\n’, ...
SNR_dB_periodogram_decorr((range_shift_offset + 1), 1));
if max(SNR_dB_periodogram_decorr(:, 1)) > ...
SNR_dB_periodogram_decorr((range_shift_offset + 1), 1)
fprintf([’\tWARNING: This is not the maximum correlated ’ ...
’SNR value. Consider adjusting "Range Bin Offset".\n’]);
end
if averages > 1
fprintf(’\tAveraged Periodogram: %g dB\n’, ...
SNR_dB_averaged_periodogram_decorr);
end
% Prints the calculated signal and noise power for the processed returns
fprintf([’\nSIGNAL AND NOISE POWER, NOISE STD FOR CORRELATED ’ ...
’PROCESSED RETURN:\n’]);
fprintf(’\tPeriodogram: %g dBm, %g dBm\n’, ...
signal_power_dBm_periodogram_decorr((range_shift_offset+1), 1), ...
(signal_power_dBm_periodogram_decorr((range_shift_offset+1), 1) ...
- SNR_dB_periodogram_decorr((range_shift_offset + 1), 1)));
if averages > 1
fprintf(’\tAveraged Periodogram: %g dB, %g dB\n’, ...
signal_power_dBm_averaged_periodogram_decorr, ...
(signal_power_dBm_averaged_periodogram_decorr - ...
SNR_dB_averaged_periodogram_decorr));
end
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fprintf(’\n’);
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%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
% process_phase_code takes a digitized phase code array, truncates it,
% and applies zero padding. It also plots the processed phase code, a
% histogram of the phase code values, and the correlation of the phase
% code with itself, if desired.
%
% Author: Nicola Kinzie
% Last Edited: 27 July 2010
%
% Inputs: raw_phase_code - the raw phase code data
% raw_time - the raw time vector
% samples - the number of samples to be used
% zero_pad - the number of zero pads to use (0 to set
% automatically to the next power of 2 based on
% "samples")
% sample_set - indicates which set of samples to use. for
% example if i = n, then
% raw_phase_code(1 + (n-1)*samples:n*samples) is used
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% plot_pc_raw - 1 to plot the raw phase code data
% plot_pc_processed - 1 to plot the processed phase code data
% plot_pc_hist - 1 to plot the phase code histogram
% plot_pc_autocorr - 1 to plot the phase code autocorrelation
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% FontSize - font size for figures
% LineWidth - line width for figures
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% path_name - path to save files to
% file_name - the filename for the .mat file the data is taken
% from
%
% Outputs: processed_phase_code - the processed, truncated phase code
% data
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function [processed_phase_code] = process_phase_code(raw_phase_code, ...
raw_time, samples, zero_pad, sample_set, plot_pc_raw, ...
plot_pc_processed, plot_pc_hist, plot_pc_autocorr, FontSize, ...
LineWidth, path_name, file_name)
% Plots the raw phase code
if plot_pc_raw == 1 && sample_set == 1
[scale_factor, time_units] = set_time_units(...
length(raw_phase_code)*(raw_time(2) - raw_time(1)));
axes(’Parent’,figure,’fontsize’, FontSize);
plot(raw_time*scale_factor, raw_phase_code, ...
’LineWidth’, LineWidth);
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grid on;
xlabel([’Time (’ time_units ’)’], ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylabel(’Phase Code’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
title(’Raw Phase Code’);
try
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ’_phase_code_raw’], ...
’fig’);
clear(’figure_handle’);
catch ME
fprintf([’There was a problem saving the raw phase code ’ ...
’figure for %s.\n’], [path_name file_name]);
end
end
% Sets phase code values to -1, 0, or 1
raw_phase_code = raw_phase_code - mean(raw_phase_code);
raw_phase_code = sign(raw_phase_code);
% Prints the total samples, the number of 1’s and -1’s, and the
% difference
if sample_set == 1
fprintf([’\nTotal Samples: ’ num2str(length(raw_phase_code)) ...
’\n1’’s: ’ num2str(sum(raw_phase_code == 1)) ’\n-1’’s: ’ ...
num2str(sum(raw_phase_code == -1)) ’\nDifference: ’ ...
num2str(sum(raw_phase_code == 1) - ...
sum(raw_phase_code == -1)) ’\n’]);
end
% Truncates array and applies zero padding
if zero_pad == 0
zero_pad = 2^(nextpow2(samples))-samples;
end
processed_phase_code = zeros((samples + zero_pad), 1);
processed_phase_code(1:samples) = ...
raw_phase_code((1 + (sample_set - 1)*samples):sample_set*samples);
% Truncates time array
processed_time = zeros((samples + zero_pad), 1);
processed_time(1:samples) = ...
raw_time((1 + (sample_set - 1)*samples):sample_set*samples);
% Plots the processed phase code
if plot_pc_processed == 1 && sample_set == 1
[scale_factor, time_units] = set_time_units(...
samples*(processed_time(2) ...
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- processed_time(1)));
axes(’Parent’,figure,’fontsize’, FontSize);
plot(processed_time(1:samples)*scale_factor, ...
processed_phase_code(1:samples), ’LineWidth’, LineWidth);
grid on;
xlabel([’Time (’ time_units ’)’], ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylabel(’Phase Code’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
title(’Processed Phase Code’);
try
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ...
’_phase_code_processed’], ’fig’);
clear(’figure_handle’);
catch ME
fprintf([’There was a problem saving the processed ’ ...
’phase code figure for %s.\n’], [path_name file_name]);
end
end
% Plots a histogram of the phase code values
if plot_pc_hist == 1
[histCounts, histBinLocations] = ...
hist(processed_phase_code(1:samples), 2);
axes(’Parent’,figure,’fontsize’, FontSize);
bar(histBinLocations, histCounts);
xlabel(’Phase Code Value’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylabel(’Count’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
title(’Histogram of Phase Code Values’);
text(-0.9, samples*11/12, [’Samples: ’ num2str(samples)], ...
’FontSize’, FontSize);
text(-0.9, samples*10/12, [’1’’s: ’ num2str(histCounts(2))], ...
’FontSize’, FontSize);
text(-0.9, samples*9/12, [’-1’’s: ’ num2str(histCounts(1))], ...
’FontSize’, FontSize);
text(-0.9, samples*8/12, [’Difference: ’ num2str(abs(...
histCounts(2) - histCounts(1)))], ’FontSize’, FontSize);
ylim([0 samples]);
if sample_set == 1
try
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ...
’_phase_code_histogram’], ’fig’);
clear(’figure_handle’);
catch ME
fprintf([’There was a problem saving the phase code ’ ...
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’histogram figure for %s.\n’], [path_name file_name]);
end
end
end
% Plots the correlation of the phase code with itself
if plot_pc_autocorr == 1 && sample_set == 1
[phase_code_autocorrelation, x_lags] = ...
xcorr(processed_phase_code, ’coeff’);
phase_code_autocorrelation = ...
20*log10(abs(phase_code_autocorrelation));
axes(’Parent’,figure,’fontsize’, FontSize);
plot(x_lags, phase_code_autocorrelation, ’LineWidth’, LineWidth);
xlabel(’t/T’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylabel(’Ratio (dB)’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylim([-50 0]);
title(’Phase Code Autocorrelation’);
try
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ...
’_phase_code_autocorrelation’], ’fig’);
clear(’figure_handle’);
catch ME
fprintf([’There was a problem saving the phase code ’ ...
’autocorrelation figure for %s.\n’], [path_name file_name]);
end
end
% Removes the zero padding
processed_phase_code = processed_phase_code(1:samples);
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%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
% process_return takes a digitized data array, trancates it, and applies
% zero padding. It also plots the processed return data, if desired.
%
% Author: Nicola Kinzie
% Last Edited: 27 July 2010
%
% Inputs: raw_return - the raw return data
% raw_time - sample time vector
% samples - the number of samples to be used
% zero_pad - the number of zero pads to use (0 to set
% automatically to the next power of 2 based on "samples")
% sample_set - indicates which set of samples to use. for
% example if i = n, then
% raw_phase_code(1 + (n-1)*samples:n*samples) is used
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% plot_return_raw - 1 to plot the raw return data
% plot_return_processed - 1 to plot the processed return data
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% FontSize - font size for figures
% LineWidth - line width for figures
% MarkerSize - marker size for figures
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% path_name - path to save files to
% file_name - the filename for the .mat file the data is taken
% from
%
% Outputs: processed_return - the processed, truncated return data
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function [processed_return] = process_return(raw_return, raw_time, ...
samples, zero_pad, sample_set, plot_return_raw, ...
plot_return_processed, FontSize, LineWidth, MarkerSize, ...
path_name, file_name)
% Subtracts out the DC offset
raw_return = raw_return - mean(raw_return);
% Truncates array and applies zero padding
if zero_pad == 0
zero_pad = 2^(nextpow2(samples)) - samples;
end
processed_return = zeros((samples + zero_pad), 1);
processed_return(1:samples) = ...
raw_return((1 + (sample_set - 1)*samples):sample_set*samples);
% Truncates time array
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processed_time = zeros((samples + zero_pad), 1);
processed_time(1:samples) = ...
raw_time((1 + (sample_set - 1)*samples):sample_set*samples);
% Plots the raw return
if plot_return_raw == 1 && sample_set == 1
[scale_factor, time_units] = set_time_units(...
length(raw_return)*(raw_time(2) - raw_time(1)));
axes(’Parent’,figure,’fontsize’, FontSize);
plot(raw_time*scale_factor, raw_return, ’.’, ’LineWidth’, ...
LineWidth, ’MarkerSize’, MarkerSize);
grid on;
xlabel([’Time (’ time_units ’)’], ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylabel(’Target Return (V)’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
title(’Raw Target Return’);
try
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ’_return_raw’], ...
’fig’);
clear(’figure_handle’);
catch ME
fprintf([’There was a problem saving the raw return ’ ...
’figure for %s.\n’], [path_name file_name]);
end
end
% Plots the processed return
if plot_return_processed == 1 && sample_set == 1
[scale_factor, time_units] = set_time_units(samples* ...
(processed_time(2) - processed_time(1)));
axes(’Parent’,figure,’fontsize’, FontSize);
plot(processed_time(1:samples)*scale_factor, ...
processed_return(1:samples), ’.’, ’LineWidth’, ...
LineWidth, ’MarkerSize’, MarkerSize);
grid on;
xlabel([’Time (’ time_units ’)’], ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylabel(’Target Return (V)’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
title(’Processed Target Return’);
try
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ’_return_processed’], ...
’fig’);
clear(’figure_handle’);
catch ME
fprintf([’There was a problem saving the processed return ’ ...
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’figure for %s.\n’], [path_name file_name]);
end
end
% Removes the zero padding
processed_return = processed_return(1:samples);
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%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
% corr_return_and_pc correlates the return signal with the phase code
% signal. It also plots the correlation result, if desired.
%
% Author: Nicola Kinzie
% Last Edited: 27 July 2010
%
% Inputs: processed_phase_code - the processed phase code date
(truncated and zero padded)
% processed_return - the processed return data (truncated and
% zero padded)
% sample_set - indicates which set of samples to use
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% FontSize - font size for figures (30 is recommended)
% LineWidth - font size for figures (2 is recommended)
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% plot_return_pc_corr - 1 to plot the correlation between
% "processed_phase_code" and "processed_return"
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% path_name - path to save files to
% file_name - the filename for the .mat file the data is taken
% from
%
% Outputs: processed_corr_result - the correlation vector for
% "processed_phase_code" and "processed_return"
% processed_corr_result_lags - the shift vector for
% "processed_corr_result"
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function [processed_corr_result, processed_corr_result_lags] = ...
corr_return_and_pc(processed_phase_code, processed_return, ...
sample_set, FontSize, LineWidth, plot_return_pc_corr, path_name, ...
file_name)
[processed_corr_result, processed_corr_result_lags] = ...
xcorr(processed_phase_code(:, sample_set), ...
processed_return(:, sample_set), ’coeff’);
% Plots the correlation of the phase code with the return
if plot_return_pc_corr == 1 && sample_set == 1
processed_corr_result = 20*log10(abs(processed_corr_result));
axes(’Parent’,figure,’fontsize’, FontSize);
plot(processed_corr_result_lags, processed_corr_result, ...
’LineWidth’, LineWidth);
xlabel(’\tau/T’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylabel(’Ratio (dB)’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
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ylim([-50 0]);
title(’Correlation Result’);
try
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ’_corr_result’], ’fig’);
clear(’figure_handle’);
catch ME
fprintf([’There was a problem saving the ’ ...
’correlation result figure for %s.\n’], ...
[path_name file_name]);
end
end
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%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
% filter_return takes a digitized data array and applies a fir filter to
% it.
%
% Author: Nicola Kinzie
% Last Edited: 27 July 2010
%
% Inputs: filter_order - order of fir filter
% cutoff_freq - desired cutoff frequency
% sample_freq - sample frequency
% filter_method - 1 for filtfilt(), otherwise filter() is used
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% data - vector to be filtered
% time - corresponding time vector
% samples - number of samples used
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% FontSize - font size for figure
% LineWidth - line width for figure
% MarkerSize - marker size for figure
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% path_name - path to save files to
% file_name - the filename for the .mat file the data is taken
% from
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% plot_return_processed_decorrelated_filtered - 1 to plot the
% filtered data
%
% Outputs: processed_return_decorr_filtered - filtered vector
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function processed_return_decorr_filtered = filter_return(...
filter_order, cutoff_freq, sample_freq, filter_method, data, ...
time, samples, FontSize, LineWidth, MarkerSize, path_name, ...
file_name, plot_return_processed_decorrelated_filtered)
%% Performs Filtering
h = fir1(filter_order, cutoff_freq/(sample_freq/2));
if filter_method == 1
b = filtfilt(h, 1, data);
else
b = filter(h, 1, data);
end
processed_return_decorr_filtered = b;
%% Plots the filtered data
if plot_return_processed_decorrelated_filtered == 1
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processed_time(1:samples) = time(1:samples);
[scale_factor, time_units] = set_time_units(samples* ...
(processed_time(2) - processed_time(1)));
axes(’Parent’,figure,’fontsize’, FontSize);
plot(processed_time(1:samples)*scale_factor, ...
b(1:samples), ’.’, ’LineWidth’, LineWidth, ’MarkerSize’, ...
MarkerSize);
grid on;
xlabel([’Time (’ time_units ’)’], ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylabel(’Filtered Correlated Target Return (V)’, ’fontsize’, ...
FontSize);
title(’Filtered Processed Correlated Target Return’);
try
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ’_return_processed’ ...
’_decorr_filt’], ’fig’);
clear(’figure_handle’);
catch ME
fprintf([’There was a problem saving the processed ’ ...
’correlated filtered return figure for %s.\n’], ...
[path_name file_name]);
end
end
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%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
% power_periodogram calculates the signal power, total power, and SNR of
% a signal using a periodogram to calculate the PSD. The power
% calculation is performed using that sampling only occurs during the on
% time of the received pulses. As such, the calculated powers are peak
% power measurements rather than average power measurements.
%
% The periodogram uses a Hamming window that matches the length of
% "processed_return".
%
% Author: Nicola Kinzie
% Last Edited: 27 July 2010
%
%
% Inputs: processed_return - the truncated and zero-padded signal of
% interest
% fs - the sample frequency
% samples - the number of samples being processed
% zero_pad - the number of zero pads to add (0 for the next
% power of 2)
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% auto_search_signal_freq - 1 to auto search for the signal
% frequency
% signal_freq_init - the signal frequency to integrate about;
% this input is ignored if "auto_search_signal_freq" == 1
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% int_bandwidth - the integration bandwidth of the PSD (10,
% 20, 30, or 40 for 10, 20, 30, or 40 dB bandwidth)
% system_impedance - the system impedance
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% FontSize - font size for plot
% LineWidth - line width for plot
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% path_name - path name to data file
% file_name - file name of data file
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% plot_PSD_periodogram - 1 to plot the PSD calculated using
% the periodogram method
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% descriptor - string with a descriptor for the filename
%
% Outputs: signal_power_dBm - the integrated signal power
% total_power_dBm - the total integrated power
% SNR_dB - the SNR for the measurement
% signal_freq - the signal frequency that corresponds to
% "signal_power_dBm"
% scale_factor - scale factor for "signal_freq"
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% freq_units - units for "signal_freq"
% PSD - the calculated PSD
% frequency - the frequency vector for the PSD
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function [signal_power_dBm, total_power_dBm, SNR_dB, ...
signal_freq, scale_factor, freq_units, PSD, frequency] = ...
power_periodogram(processed_return, fs, samples, zero_pad, ...
auto_search_signal_freq, signal_freq_init, int_bandwidth, ...
system_impedance, FontSize, LineWidth, path_name, file_name, ...
plot_PSD_periodogram, descriptor)
%% Initialization
% Signal frequency initialization
signal_freq = signal_freq_init;
% [] specifies a rectangular window, which is used for a standard
% periodogram
window = hamming(samples);
% Sets the integration bandwidth
if int_bandwidth == 10
processed_bandwidth = fs/samples*2.3; % 10dB lobewidth for hamming
elseif int_bandwidth == 20
processed_bandwidth = fs/samples*3.1; % 20dB lobewidth for hamming
elseif int_bandwidth == 30
processed_bandwidth = fs/samples*3.6; % 30dB lobewidth for hamming
else
processed_bandwidth = fs/samples*4; % 40dB lobewidth for hamming
end
% Determines the amount of zero-padding that will be used
if zero_pad == 0
zero_pad = 2^(nextpow2(samples))-samples;
end
%% Computes and adjusts PSD
% Computes the two-sided periodogram
[PSD, frequency] = periodogram(processed_return, window, ...
(samples + zero_pad), fs, ’twosided’);
% Adjust "frequency"
frequency_spacing = frequency(2) - frequency(1);
frequency = frequency - max(frequency)/2 - frequency_spacing/2;
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% Adjust "PSD"
PSD = PSD/system_impedance;
PSD = fftshift(PSD);
%% Integrates PSD to obtain power and SNR calculations
% Find the peak signal power
if auto_search_signal_freq == 1
index_freq_zero = find_index(frequency, 0);
[peak_pwr, index_peak_pwr] = max(PSD(index_freq_zero:end));
signal_freq = frequency(index_freq_zero + index_peak_pwr - 1);
end
% Integrates "PSD" around "signal_frequency" with a bandwidth of
% "processed_bandwidth"
[signal_power_dBm, total_power_dBm, SNR_dB] = ...
integrate_PSD(PSD, frequency, signal_freq, processed_bandwidth);
%% Plots the PSD
[scale_factor, freq_units] = set_freq_units(max(frequency));
if plot_PSD_periodogram == 1
axes(’Parent’,figure,’fontsize’, FontSize);
plot(frequency*scale_factor, 10*log10(PSD/max(PSD)), ...
’LineWidth’, LineWidth);
grid on;
xlabel([’Frequency (’ freq_units ’)’], ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylabel(’PSD (dB)’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
if signal_freq ~= 0
xlim([-signal_freq*10*scale_factor ...
signal_freq*10*scale_factor]);
end
title(’Power Spectral Density: Periodogram’);
try
if strcmp(descriptor, ’’)
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ...
’_psd_periodogram’], ’fig’);
else
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ...
’_psd_periodogram’ ’_’ descriptor], ’fig’);
end
clear(’figure_handle’);
catch ME
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fprintf([’There was a problem saving the periodogram PSD ’ ...
’figure for %s.\n’], [path_name file_name]);
end
end
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%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
% integrate_PSD integrates "PSD" around +/-"signal_frequency" with a
% bandwidth of "processed_bandwidth". It calculates the signal power,
% the total power, and the SNR.
%
% Author: Nicola Kinzie
% Last Edited: 27 July 2010
%
% Inputs: PSD - the two-sided power spectral density
% frequency - the frequency vector associated with "PSD"
% signal_frequency - the frequency to integrate about
% processed_bandwidth - the bandwidth over which to integrate
%
% Outputs: signal_power_dBm - the signal power in dBm
% total_power_dBm - the total power in dBm
% SNR_dB - the signal to noise ratio in dB
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function [signal_power_dBm, total_power_dBm, SNR_dB] = ...
integrate_PSD(PSD, frequency, signal_frequency, processed_bandwidth)
%% Calculates signal power
if signal_frequency > processed_bandwidth
% Find integration indices
index_pos_freq_low = find_index(frequency, (signal_frequency - ...
processed_bandwidth/2));
index_pos_freq_high = find_index(frequency, (signal_frequency + ...
processed_bandwidth/2));
index_neg_freq_low = find_index(frequency, (-signal_frequency - ...
processed_bandwidth/2));
index_neg_freq_high = find_index(frequency, (-signal_frequency + ...
processed_bandwidth/2));
% Integrate the positive and negative frequency contributions
signal_power_pos = trapz(...
frequency(index_pos_freq_low:index_pos_freq_high), ...
PSD(index_pos_freq_low:index_pos_freq_high));
signal_power_neg = trapz(...
frequency(index_neg_freq_low:index_neg_freq_high), ...
PSD(index_neg_freq_low:index_neg_freq_high));
signal_power = signal_power_pos + signal_power_neg;
else
index_freq_low = find_index(frequency, -signal_frequency - ...
processed_bandwidth/2);
index_freq_high = find_index(frequency, signal_frequency + ...
processed_bandwidth/2);
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signal_power = trapz(frequency(index_freq_low:index_freq_high), ...
PSD(index_freq_low:index_freq_high));
end
signal_power_dBm = 10*log10(signal_power/1e-3);
%% Calculates total power
total_power = trapz(frequency, PSD);
total_power_dBm = 10*log10(total_power/1e-3);
%% Calculates SNR
SNR = signal_power/(total_power - signal_power);
SNR_dB = 10*log10(SNR);
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%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
% average_PSD averages a set of PSD results. The averaged PSD is
% plotted and the SNR, total power, and signal power are calculated.
%
% Author: Nicola Kinzie
% Last Edited: 27 July 2010
%
% Inputs: PSD - a matrix containing the PSD results from multiple
% sample sets. each column is a new set of data.
% frequency - a matrix containing the frequency vectors for
% the PSDs. each column is a new set of data.
% averages - the number of FFTs to be averaged
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% signal_freq - the signal frequency that corresponds to
% "signal_power_dBm"
% scale_factor - scale factor for "signal_freq"
% freq_units - units for "signal_freq"
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% processed_bandwidth - the integration bandwidth
% system_impedance - the system impedance
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% FontSize - font size for plot
% LineWidth - line width for plot
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% path_name - path name to data file
% file_name - file name of data file
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% plot_PSD - 1 to plot the PSD calculated using the
% periodogram method
% ------------------------------------------------------------
% descriptor - string with a descriptor for the filename
%
% Outputs: signal_power_dBm - the integrated signal power
% total_power_dBm - the total integrated power
% SNR_dB - the SNR for the measurement
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function [signal_power_dBm, total_power_dBm, SNR_dB] = average_PSD(...
PSD, frequency, averages, signal_freq, scale_factor, freq_units, ...
processed_bandwidth, system_impedance, FontSize, LineWidth, ...
path_name, file_name, plot_PSD, descriptor)
%% Calculates average PSD
PSD_average = 0;
for i = 1:averages
PSD_average = PSD_average + PSD(:, i)/averages;
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end
frequency_average = frequency(:, 1);
%% Integrates PSD to obtain power and SNR calculations
% Integrates "PSD" around "signal_frequency" with a bandwidth of
% "processed_bandwidth"
[signal_power_dBm, total_power_dBm, SNR_dB] = ...
integrate_PSD(PSD_average, frequency_average, signal_freq, ...
processed_bandwidth);
%% Plots the PSD
[scale_factor, freq_units] = set_freq_units(max(frequency));
if plot_PSD == 1
axes(’Parent’,figure,’fontsize’, FontSize);
plot(frequency_average*scale_factor, ...
10*log10(PSD_average/max(PSD_average)), ’LineWidth’, LineWidth);
grid on;
xlabel([’Frequency (’ freq_units ’)’], ’fontsize’, FontSize);
ylabel(’Averaged PSD (dB)’, ’fontsize’, FontSize);
if signal_freq ~= 0
xlim([-signal_freq*10*scale_factor ...
signal_freq*10*scale_factor]);
end
title([’Averaged Power Spectral Density: ’ descriptor]);
try
if strcmp(descriptor, ’’)
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ...
’_psd_averaged’], ’fig’);
else
saveas(gcf, [path_name ...
file_name(1:(length(file_name)-4)) ...
’_psd_averaged_’ strrep(lower(descriptor), ’ ’, ...
’_’)], ’fig’);
end
clear(’figure_handle’);
catch ME
fprintf([’There was a problem saving the averaged ’ ...
descriptor ’PSD figure for %s.\n’], [path_name file_name]);
end
end
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